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Editor’s Preface
Funding, resource allocation, and performance in higher education systems have
emerged as key issues in many countries and at different levels of science policy and
research management. With universities facing demands for greater accountability and
increasing cost of funding research and teaching, there seems to be no lack of attempts
to address these challenges. As a consequence, higher education systems and research
universities nowadays are expected to be both efficient and accountable. Consequently,
many governments, institutions, intermediary organizations and funding agencies tend to
implement mechanisms that relate funding to performance.
Peer review on the one hand and science and research indicators on the other are still
the main methods to assess performance in higher education and research. There is a
comprehensive body of literature on performance indicators, but little consensus as to
which ones work best. Furthermore, only very few studies have been undertaken so far
to identify the effectiveness of these indicators in terms of intended effects, unintended
side effects, and other adaptation processes inherent to this kind of methods and
instruments.
This report by Marcel Herbst focuses on a broad range of these issues and some related
topics. It purports to trace the links between funding and other issues, and to critically
assess funding and budgeting as instruments of change management and as
prerequisites of goal achievement, with an emphasis on research universities. The
author analyzes the effect of funding and resource allocation on research universities
and higher education systems at three levels: the macro or systemic level, the meso or
institutional level, and the micro level (subunits, researchers). He considers short-term
and long-term advantages and disadvantages inherent to performance-based systems
and approaches.
This report addresses an international audience, with an emphasis on Europeans
interested in comparative higher education. We at CEST, as commissioner of the study,
are convinced that its topics will also be of particular interest to all those involved in the
ongoing debate to reform Swiss tertiary education and to enhance the position of the
science system of this country within a rapidly changing and globalized environment.
The report refrains from giving specific advice, and the readers will have to draw their
own conclusions. Even so, the author does point out issues that, regarding future action,
require attention and should form the focus of more intensive discussions. CEST would
very much welcome such discussions, not least because of its main mission to
independently monitor and analyse the development of Swiss research in an
international perspective by means of bibliometric science indicators. It bears repeating,
though, that these indicators by themselves are not to be used as a rationale for
resource allocation or as a tool for micro-management, but that they have to be
complemented by instruments such as peer review. This combination would result in
"informed peer review" and provide a basis for "informed strategic governance".
May this report serve as a platform for discussion and for an informed and pluralistic
debate on the strengths and weaknesses as well as on the opportunities and threats
facing the present and future science base of this country.

Berne, October 2004
François Da Pozzo
CEST, Director

Anne Roulin Perriard
CEST, Head Competence Center for Scientometrics
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Executive Summary
The reform movement has spread like wildfire, often without
careful analysis of the results [it has] produced or the
preconditions for success.
Donald F. Kettl (Kettl, 2000)
Mass Higher Education and Universal Access Tertiary education is a success by most standards. In Western nations, student numbers have
greatly expanded during the past half century: while roughly 5-6%
of the relevant age groups were enrolled in higher education institutions in the years following World War II, current participation rates
vary between 25% and 60%, or even more. Higher education institutions were instrumental in the pursuance of a social agenda which is
central to modern democracies: they attended to equity concerns and
have opened their doors to previously under-represented groups of
their respective societies, such as economically disadvantaged children, women, minorities, older students; they assumed an equalizing
and citizen building role; and they paved the roads to prosperity —
both for the graduates themselves as well as for the societies at large.
Fiscal and Funding Crises Expanding tertiary education systems require
resources. Unlike many other industries, higher education is labor
intensive and, hence, even unit costs are rising; the search for capital intensive operations or options is in its infancy; and possibilities to move institutions to locations where labor is cheaper defeat
the very mission of higher education. While higher education creates wealth — and implicitly tax income —, and while higher education is commonly viewed as a motor of economic development,
returns on investment in the higher education sector are characterized by time-lags of decades, and governments are under great strain
to fund higher education at levels deemed necessary or accustomed:
too pressing are the demands of competing state obligations and too
seductive the political agendas which call for tax reductions. The
very success of higher education has brought the various systems to
v
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a brink where retrenchment is a common course of action, frequently
accompanied by slips in the quality of education and research. Although all Western systems are touched by these trends, European
higher education systems, because of their governance and management structures, appear to be affected more significantly.

New Social Contracts Higher education systems were bound to their respective societies by social contracts which assured, in general, adequate resource bases for the institutions in exchange for educational
and research-based services. Research universities operated on the
premise of various rights bestowed on them: the freedom to teach,
to learn, and to research — subsumed in Humboldtian higher education systems under the terms of Lehr- und Forschungsfreiheit. In the
US system, universities also have the right to chose who to admit
to studies of higher education. Although no institution was completely autonomous, governments — during periods of democratic
rule one should add — respected this social contract which was based
on trust: trust regarding the adherence to institutional roles and missions, and trust regarding non-interference into the internal affairs of
the university. The fiscal and funding crises of recent years has now
prompted a reevaluation of the original social contracts, and new contractual arrangements are being drafted and tested. This has led to
contrasting developments. In Europe and in countries shaped by European traditions, block grants are being used to extend the financial
autonomies of institutions. These grants not only demand greater
accountability on the part of institutions; they also frequently imply
performance funding measures. Conversely, in the US the customarily looser strings which tie state and public institutions together are
being tightened.
Symptoms of Strain Apart from the apparent difficulties in funding higher
education at levels deemed appropriate, a range of strain symptoms
within European higher education systems are coming to the fore.
These strain symptoms are directly related to funding issues but implicitly also to governance and management issues: mass higher education has not only opened the doors of universities to a broader
and more diverse spectrum of people, it has also impersonalized education and widened the social distance of faculty and students; outmoded pedagogic approaches are used, perhaps out of necessity, and
program options which cater to the diverse student population are
limited; mass higher education has become associated with high dropout rates, longer study periods, and late graduation times; career
prospects for younger scholars and for women have been curtailed.
While these symptoms of strain are widespread, affecting many instiOctober 2004
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tutions around the globe, European institutions appear to be strongly
affected: European institutions as a whole have not been able to regain the international status that they enjoyed before World War II,
and their attraction for foreign students — from overseas as well as
from within Europe — is limited; the relative quality of European research appears competitive only in a narrow spectrum of disciplines,
and the regional economic impact of European research universities
lags behind those of the US.
Problem Diagnoses There is no shortage of diagnostic attempts to analyze the situation, but there are clearly diverging views on how to
see the problem situation in a systemic way. Current reform measures are mainly based on the treatment of two classes of ailments
diagnosed: the first class of courses of actions address a lack of standardization in course and study formats as well as an insufficient
coordination between differing higher education systems by what is
known as the Bologna Process; and the second class of courses of actions try to rectify an insufficient market orientation as well as flawed
governance and management practices of institutions or higher education systems by novel modes of management and, in particular, by
performance-based budgeting or funding measures. Both treatments
appear to oversell current reform efforts: the first because its range is
limited; and the second because other, tested, measures are available
which appear more effective in bringing about desired ends and are
not associated with potentially harmful effects.
Public Management Reform Debate Reforms and reform measures within higher education have to be seen against the backdrop of a general
reform debate, which has affected Western nations for the past two
or three decades. Higher education forms one of the many problem
areas which call for solutions in our modern, complex societies, and
comprehensive — and in a sense ideologized — solution approaches
become visible to address these problem areas. Higher education reform proposals are frequently steered by an overbearing notion of
how to reform public management in general and higher education
systems in particular. Public management reforms follow a definite
trend, and possibly even a fad, whose origin lies outside academia.
They touch a broad spectrum of disciplines, from policy sciences to
economics and law, but their integrative, encompassing view finds
no correspondence in the more fragmentic academic world, and the
reforms themselves have failed to attract major academic support.
New Funding Modes Funding or budgeting modes form a central package of measures related to public management reforms, particularly
in the field of higher education. Funding or budgeting modes not
CEST 2004/4
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only serve to allocate resources for given ends; they are also increasingly being used as governance or management tools in situations
where institutions operate at the fringes, or outside of markets. In
such cases, where an absence of competitive elements is being decried, performance-based funding or budgeting modes are introduced
to create an environment of quasi-markets. Universities, and in particular public institutions of higher education, often appear to be insufficiently competitive, thus supposedly in need of such measures.
This has made them targets for a paradigm shift that replaces direct
governance and management by indirect, formula-driven directives
tied to input, output, or performance indicators. In the present context, performance-based budgeting or funding modes are based on
contractual arrangements between public authorities and higher education institutions or systems — performance contracts, Zielvereinbarungen or Leistungsaufträge, et cetera — and may serve as an extension, or an add-on, of Management by Objectives (MBO). The new
funding or budgeting modes appear to be politically driven and have
a far greater resonance in nations characterized by a traditionally
strong governmental role in the steering of higher education, a corresponding culture of weak institutional leadership, and by an oligarchic faculty.

Implications and Side Effects Performance-based budgeting or funding
use performance indicators to allocate funds. Performance indicators, by themselves, cannot provide a proper rationale for resource
allocation: additional information is necessary for sound decisions.
Resource allocation which is functionally tied to performance indicators foregoes the information as to why performance is as assessed or
measured. Furthermore, linking performance measurement or performance assessment to resource allocation may affect the quality —
and reliability — of performance assessments. Performance-based
budgeting and funding modes are implemented with a range of aims:
they are used as agents of change in an environment perceived to resist change, as a means to raise efficiencies of operations and to reduce public outlays, and to induce or promote performance. In fact,
however, performance-based budgeting and funding modes act as
automata in place of governance and management. They stand in
conflict with cultures within higher education which are designed to
help improve performance, for instance evaluation (self-assessment
and peer review) and accountability; they undermine transparency;
and it is questionable to what extent they reach their purported ends.
Governance and Management Alternatives Performance-based budgeting or funding modes appear to not be very effective measures to fosOctober 2004
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ter sensible change and to direct institutions towards performance.
There are better, tested, approaches around, found in current governance and management practices, but the incorporation of these
approaches into a European framework would require a much more
profound understanding not only of present higher education systems but also of the systemic aspects of possible future models. Effective reforms would have to rely on a much more open perception
of — and debate on — various aspects which characterize European
higher education. Issues include the following: the value of a diversified higher education system versus strong tendencies to normalize higher education; the value of education versus the value of degrees; the freedom of institutions to recruit their own students versus
open access systems; education and research as separate but related
factors versus education and research as lumped systems; budgetary
systems within institutions versus budgetary systems of institutions;
leadership versus administration.
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Foreword
The last thing we need at the European level is co-ordination.
What we want is pluralism, duplication, debate, and
controversy. And we also need academic excellence [. . . ]
Keith Pavitt (Pavitt, 2003; Lindner, 2003)

There is a difference between need and wants. Higher
education needs to think more about society’s needs rather
than the academe’s wants.
Joseph C. Burke (personal communication)

T

has been pondered about for some time
now, and it will occupy a prominent position in the higher education debate for some time to come. The central question is how to
govern, manage or fund higher education systems or institutions in
order to assure or even raise the quality of higher education and research.
This question is relevant everywhere, in all nations, but it appears particularly relevant within European countries. European universities were once
the role models to emulate, but they appear to have been unable to regain
a status which they lost after World War II. Some decades after that catastrophic period, European universities — with few exceptions — have lost
their once prominent position within academia, and their prospect to regain this status is hampered by factors which are strongly rooted in the
respective higher education cultures.
In a changing world, proper adaptation is the key to success or survival.
This is as true for biological or ecological systems as it is for the world of
business or higher education. There can be no doubt that the world of
higher education has dramatically changed in recent decades, but there are
doubts regarding the appropriateness of adaptation strategies adopted by
governments, higher education systems, or institutions. Improper adaptations of European higher education have been decried for some time now
by various scholars or politicians, and a certain awareness is developing regarding the slipping of the relative position of European science and higher
HE GIST OF THIS REPORT
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education. The Italian government appears to long for a leading institute
of technology (Tzermias, 2004) to curb the emigration of scientists, to foster domestic technologies, and to enhance economic growth; the General
Secretary of Germany’s SPD, Olaf Scholz, generated consternation with his
proposal to found elite-institutions (Krägenow, Jaklin, & Nink, 2004; SPD,
2004; Glotz, 2004); and in Switzerland a debate is being intensified on how
to fund higher education (Doerig, 2004; Weber, 2004; Wehrli, 2004) or research (Breu, 2004).
Funding crises in higher education have cropped up in many European nations during the past decades, but they have seldom been met with
creativity. Frequently, employment freezes have been imposed by governments, as the sole measure to fight raising costs, with extraordinarily
negative effects. Missing block grants1 only a few years ago and lacking
managerial autonomy, universities were unable to implement necessary
changes within the confines of a budget: they were practically immobilized, and adaptations that took place appeared to entrench inadequate
organizational structures. In recent years, institutional — i.e. managerial
— autonomy has gained ground to some extent, at least if one follows the
rhetoric, but true institutional autonomy is still far from reality within the
context of European higher education systems. The current tendencies in
the field of performance funding appear to push further into the distance
the horizon where institutions can act as mature, autonomous, and responsible agents.
Governance and management demand
transparency of systems governed or manHigher education systems,
aged. Transparency is based on data, models
public and private alike,
and analysis, and it is never absolute: we have
operate outside the open
to form an image of the systems acted upon
market and they do not price
(Boulding, 1961), and we have to calibrate and
their services to cover
improve our images. Values play a role in govtheir costs.
ernance and management, and values affect
our images which guide our actions. For example, country reports on research productivity may or may not provide
the information we need, and we may be mislead by their findings. Country reports on research productivity which were published in the 90s may
have alarmed German observers regarding their own research system, but
they have also contributed to a complacency with which Swiss observers
assessed the situation in Switzerland (King, 2004). In various country reports and scientific fields, Switzerland is internationally ranked first or second among the leading science nations, and only recently more detailed
studies have revealed what knowledgeable observers had presumed all
along: namely, that a substantial research productivity gap exists which
1
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separates research universities on both sides of the Atlantic (CEST, 2002;
Herbst, 2004). Comparative bibliometric studies help to furnish a transparency which is vital for our higher education systems and vital for our
respective societies. This is why they are undertaken. However, an implicit danger exists that the information provided is not just used to gain
insight, and to govern and manage with greater profundity, but also to link
funding to performance indicators, by funding formulæ. If one notices the
popularity of performance funding, where the funding principle appears
to be accepted in an axiomatic way, the danger I am talking about is clearly
not seen by many. Performance funding is welcomed — even mandated —
as an answer to the malaise of higher education systems, while a range of
other options, sensible options from my point of view, remain practically
unexplored. Furthermore, possible negative, deleterious effects of performance funding are being ignored. Reforms appear to be inconsistent: managerial decisions are being delegated down to the hierarchical level where
the corresponding know-how is concentrated, and then performance funding systems are being implemented to reverse this process.
I have observed these tendencies
since the late 80s when I started my Managerial decisions are being
job as a university administrator, first delegated down to the hierarchical
with an open curiosity and later with level where the corresponding
growing concern. At the time, many know-how is concentrated, and
of the instruments which are charac- then performance funding systems
teristic of modern institutions were
are being implemented to reverse
not in place yet, and I exchanged
this process.
observations and experiences with
peers in neighboring countries or in
the US. Clearly, European universities were not yet prepared to manage
themselves. But government agencies were not in a position to manage institutions either, because they lacked the necessary information and insight.
Course evaluations by students, which I had experienced as a young faculty member at a US university in the early 70s, were just about to spread in
Europe; course credit systems which were implemented in the US around
the beginning of the 20th century — and which are vital for management
purposes — have since been imposed by the Bologna process and are being
implemented now, roughly 100 years after their creation by the Carnegie
Foundation; comprehensive data management systems linking students’,
staff, and faculty records with financial or spatial information did not exist;
academic planning was crude and only very loosely linked to budgeting.
Comparative analyses of higher education systems are vital. Only by
comparing systems, only by benchmarking, can we understand our own
institutions and carve out their strengths and weaknesses or identify their
CEST 2004/4
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opportunities and threats2 . My involvement with comparative analysis
lead to an attempt to compare institutions (McQueen, 1992). In the early
90s an opportunity arose for the European Association of Institutional Research (EAIR), a professional organization of university administrators and
researchers in the field of higher education, to hold its annual forum in
Switzerland. In the summer of 1995 that conference took place at the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology (ETHZ) under the heading of “Dynamics in Higher Education: Traditions Challenged by New Paradigms”. A
parallel event, taking advantage of the international experts present and
geared specifically for a Swiss audience, was organized together with the
Gesellschaft für Hochschule und Forschung (GHF)3 and led to a separate publication with contributions on diversity in higher education, regional economic impact, entrepreneurial universities, governance and management,
privatization tendencies, evaluations and assessments, professionalisation
of administrators, and research on tertiary education (Herbst, Latzel, &
Lutz, 1997). The aim was to attune the Swiss audience to a broad range
of issues which play a role in the attempts to reform tertiary education. A
few years later a small team embarked on a comparative analysis of two
leading research universities in an attempt to identify structural or cultural
aspects which might be called upon to explain differences in research productivity (Herbst, Hugentobler, & Snover, 2002).
Unfortunately, broader solutions approaches to complex issues are seldom favored; instead, simple solutions are sought, such as performancefunding systems. In the present report, an international audience is addressed, Europeans for the most part, but also others who are interested
in comparative higher education. I have tried to recreate my early curiosity in order to retrace the logic of performance funding. When I began
my research, I wondered where the re-reading of older documents and the
exposure to new literature would lead me. The reader should know that
though my review of materials hasn’t affected my position on the subject
matter that much, it has clearly helped me understand the situation better.
It is my hope that others can profit from this as well.
Drafts of this report were given to a range of people in order to solicit comments or corrections. I am particularly grateful to the following
for their critical and constructive reviews: Joseph C. Burke (The Nelson
A. Rockefeller Institute of Government), Markus Christen (ETH Zürich),
François Da Pozzo (CEST), Albert Fritschi (ETH-Board), Christoph Grolimund (ETH-Board), Urs Hugentobler (ETHZ), Hans Kende (Michigan State
University), Dieter Imboden (ETH Zürich and Swiss National Science Foundation), Gertrude Kreutzmann (formerly Geschäftsstelle des Deutschen Wissenschaftsrats), José-Ginés Mora (Centre for Higher Education Manage2
3

SWOT-Analysis.
Disbanded in the meantime.
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ment, Technical University of Valencia), Anne Roulin Perriard (CEST), Frank
Schmidtlein (Department of Education Policy & Leadership, University of
Maryland), Mantz Yorke (Centre for Higher Education Development, Liverpool John Moores University). Needless to say, any remaining errors or
misinterpretations are mine alone. Lastly, I would like to thank Yael Shimoni for her excellent editing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
My conclusion [. . . ] is that a federal quest to understand or
measure college costs essentially represents an ill-defined
question for which there is no reasonable or useful answer.
David W. Breneman (Breneman, 2001; Cunningham, Wellman,
Clinedinst, Merisotis, & Carroll, 2001)

H

is a service industry. Like other industries, it
transforms resources into products, i.e. services. Were it to offer
these services on the open market, it would do so at a price to recuperate the costs incurred and to produce a profit, at least in the
longer run. A service provider which could not meet this objective eventually could not stay in business and would be pushed out of this market.
However, higher education institutions do not generally operate in the
open market, and they do not price their services to cover their costs. This is
particularly true for research universities, public or private alike, and there
is no current visible which would want to change that. Educational institutions, and higher education institutions in particular, have a long history of
operating outside the open market. They offer their services regularly far
below the price levels necessary to cover costs, and they follow this policy
out of conviction in their purpose: to further educational attainment or to
try to foster research for the benefit not only of the individuals concerned,
but also for the society at large.
Indeed, this notion of public service is discernible at least since the inception of the modern university at the beginning or in the middle of the
19th century. It can be traced back to the French Écoles polytechniques and
the Grandes écoles of Napoleonic times, to Wilhelm von Humboldt’s concept of the University of Berlin (1809), and to the Morrill Act (1862), which
was instrumental in the formation of land-grant colleges in the US. The
notion of public service was deeply embedded long before economists attempted to estimate rates of private or social returns on investments in the
IGHER EDUCATION
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fields of education, and the notion remains valid to this day. While it has
been always clear that individuals derive a private benefit from education,
there are strong external effects involved, and social returns to education
are considered sizable. Economic growth and prosperity are seen to be directly linked to educational achievement: higher education, as a “motor of
economic development” (Gray, 1999), benefits even those who have never
had the chance to attend a college or a university.
Because higher education services were not priced to cover their costs,
and because tuition and fees cover only a fraction of the resources necessary
to provide the service, other income streams have to be tapped. In the case
of public institutions, there has been up to now a “social contract” in place
and state funds have been allocated, in one way or another, to cover the
difference. In addition, industry or philanthropy has supported research or
advanced training. In the case of private institutions, missing state funds
to cover teaching (Hebel, 2003) have been offset — or partially offset — by
higher tuition and fees. Endowment income and proceeds from patents
have provided funding sources.
Towards the end of this past century,
however,
the social contract which bound
A fiscal crisis developed in
many countries which made it higher education institutions to their reincreasingly difficult to properly spective constituencies came under strain.
fund higher education. A fiscal crisis developed in many countries which made it increasingly difficult
to properly fund higher education (Commission on National Investment in Higher Education, 1997). This crisis,
brought about by expanding obligations and conflicting demands, has the
quality of many creeping processes which gradually transform life, environment, or societies, and we can count it among the problems which are
here to stay, at least in the foreseeable future: it will form the base of — or
drive — an ongoing debate on higher education. Three major reasons for
this situation come to the fore:
• Expanding higher education: One of the main reasons for the fiscal crisis is the expanding higher education system. In Western nations,
student populations have expanded — conservatively assessed — by
factors of three to seven since World War II, partially because of population growth, but primarily because of higher participation rates.
Ever higher proportions of relevant groups participate in tertiary education: women, ethnic minorities, and economically disadvantaged
students find increasing access. In addition, life-long learning attitudes as well as further education attract older students. Various
factors account for these growing student populations: private payoffs to education; structural changes in the respective economies, primarily a reduced role of the secondary (manufacturing) sector and a
October 2004
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greatly expanded tertiary (service) sector, with corresponding transformations of labor demand; and public policies to further educational or equal opportunities, or to strengthen the labor force in general and to reduce — or control — unemployment, welfare dependencies, or crime.
• Competing priorities: Expanding higher education systems are in need
of resources: to employ growing populations of faculty and staff, to
provide study grants or scholarships, to fund broader spectra of research areas, to build new teaching or research facilities, to preserve
older capital investments, to stock libraries, or to furnish and upgrade
complex infrastructures. Resources which flowed into higher education systems in recent decades have grown in absolute, but not necessarily in relative terms, and public service demands in the fields of
health, welfare — and even corrections1 — have competed with education. As a consequence, public investment priorities have shifted.
The prospects for higher education funding are generally dim: costs
of higher education often rise faster than inflation; and economic development and — implicitly — state revenues from taxes, spawned
so to speak by education, are lagging behind because of the traditionally long periods which separate investments in education from
subsequent economic prosperity.
• Questions regarding efficacy: Raising costs of tertiary education are accompanied by a public scrutiny on the efficacy of corresponding investments and by a general, even mounting, reluctance to allocate tax
revenues to fully cover costs of public schools, or to subsidize private institutions. This scrutiny takes various forms: investigations
on the quality of education and research, quests regarding the reformation of governance and management of higher education systems,
concerns with respect to efficiency of resource use or effectiveness of
resource allocations, and discussions on funding regimes and funding levels2 .
While the fiscal crisis is evident to knowledgeable observers of higher education, and while the major contributing factors are generally known, there
is still no consensus regarding the significance of the underlying causes.
1
A public finance category which has come to the foreground in the US and which refers
to the penal system.
2
“[. . . ] more attention needs to be given to ways to increase the trust and confidence
among officials at all levels in higher education systems. When government seeks to examine quality, [. . . ] it appears that they [. . . ] are less concerned about the integrity and
performance of the academic enterprise than [. . . ] in seeking some other less politically
appealing objectives such as budget reductions, further lessening trust and confidence between the two parties” (Schmidtlein, 2004, p. 20).
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Participation rates in higher education vary from nation to nation, higher
education systems differ in their structure, and it is open to debate at which
level higher education systems should be run or publicly funded: too loose
appear the ties which bind higher education to prosperity, too pressing are
the demands of competing public programs, and too strong are vested interests of various pressure groups.
There is a common perception, or a common concern, that quality is
slipping, both in teaching and research. There is also a talk of “slack in
the system”: higher education is not efficient or not effective enough, and
value-for-money could be increased. There is a debate as to how to tighten
the slack, with a focus on improved governance or management mechanisms, or new funding modes. Some argue that cost containment measures should be being pursued more vigorously, and they point to increasing study times and low retention rates as indicators of lacking efficiency.
There are those who advocate higher tuition and fees because they reason that the benefits of higher education accrue primarily to the graduates
themselves (Ziegele, Erhardt, & Müller-Böling, 1998) and that a higher financial commitment by students will reduce study duration and drop-out
rates. Others warn that higher tuition and fees will turn out to be discriminatory in nature and that this measure will lower enrollment, general
economic prosperity, and eventually state tax income, i.e. the vary funding base on which higher education institutions depend. Still others place
great hope in new technologies to reduce costs and to enhance teaching and
research (Herbst & Schmitt, 2001; Hanft, 2001).
The present report focuses on a range of these issues, but it views them
from a funding or budgeting perspective. The aim is to trace the links
which tie funding to other issues and to critically assess funding and budgeting as instruments of a management of change (Herbst, 1999) and goals
achievement, particularly as far as research universities are concerned. The
report does not attempt to provide a country-to-country overview on funding mechanisms or funding levels, but tries to annotate, perhaps even to
elucidate, various funding regimes and their ramifications. The report also
refrains from giving specific advice: the readers will have to draw their
own conclusions.
A first substantive chapter on “Mass
Higher Education and Funding Bases”
The present report
(Chapter 2) sketches the context: it concencritically assesses funding
trates on the fiscal crisis issue and its unand budgeting as instruments
derlying causes and argumentative ratioof change management and
nale, traces its development by a view on
goals achievement.
costs and funding, and raises quality issues
which can be directly linked to funding and
management. Higher education systems vary from nation to nation, and a
broad range of corresponding missions, funding modes and funding levOctober 2004
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els coexist. While a more detailed review of the entire spectrum of higher
education systems and funding would easily go beyond the scope of the
present report, the chapter attempts nonetheless to provide a sketch of variations and an outline of system or funding principles based on representative examples.
The general theme of the report has to be viewed in the context of an enlivened discussion on the role and function of government and public management, a discussion which started in this form in the middle of the 1980s
and which affects, drives, and shapes government reforms and higher education governance and management in various nations (Barzelay, 2001;
Brudney, Jr., & Rainey, 2000; Kettl, 2000; Pollitt & Bouckaert, 2000). Funding
levels and funding regimes pose important questions in this context, particularly in a world with scarce resources, but we also have to be conscious of
inappropriate forms of funding, of possible misusage — even abuses — of
funding mechanisms. Hence, the second substantive chapter reviews the
“Public Management Reform Debate” (Chapter 3) to provide a backdrop
for the subsequent focus on higher education.
The past decades have shown that the
funding of universities and colleges does Public funding mechanisms
not simply serve to financially support in- which tie funding to results
stitutions or higher education systems. Re- obtained appear to breed new
source flows, public as well as private, are forms of governance and may act
increasingly used to influence the course as substitutes to management.
of higher education: private philanthropy
may provide funds to set up lab facilities
or to erect new science buildings, government agencies tie their general
support — or base funding — to bilateral agreements which specify the
‘product’ to be funded or the ‘results’ to be obtained, and industry might
express interest in — and consequently finance — specific lines of research.
While public funding mechanisms are the primary focus of this report, one
has to be aware of the whole breadth of funding possibilities to properly
assess specific funding modes. Furthermore, because funding modes are
used, in part at least, in substitution of common governance and management activities, one has to be conscious of such substitution potential.
Public funding mechanisms which are not only contractually based, but
tie funding to results obtained appear to breed new forms of governance
and may act as substitutes to management. In European higher education,
and in university systems strongly shaped by European values, the separation of powers between government on the one hand and institutions —
or institutional systems — on the other, was traditionally weak, or even
blurred. Governmental agencies engaged in ‘micro-management’, in that
they assumed functions which — in a different cultural context — are actually part of institutional management: they directly employed faculty or
formed contractual arrangements with individuals concerning their work
CEST 2004/4
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conditions, for instance, or they controlled the details of institutional budgets. The new thinking within European higher education during the past
few years, frequently focused on institutional autonomy, tries to establish
now a proper separation of powers: roles are clarified, buffer organizations
set up, and contracts signed. The main topic of the present report has significance in this particular context, and the chapter on “Performance-Based
Budgeting or Funding” (see Chapter 4) attempts to illuminate and assess
possible modes of operations of performance contracts in higher education.
Performance contracts are frequently advocated in lieu of other measures, old and new, tried and untried, and they are launched under various
management labels. Because higher education systems differ in their history, structure and degree of development, a rich palette of experiences and
management practices are available for analysis when assessing the merits
of performance contracting or, in particular, performance-based budgeting or funding. Performance contracting is rarely the only sensible option
available in higher education governance or management, and when designs of performance contracts are attempted — or before performance contracts are mandated — one ought to be conscious of the likely implications
of such measures and of alternative courses of actions. Like all measures,
performance contracts also have negative effects or consequences which
have to be weighed against the expected positive ones — or against the
negative or positive effects of alternative measures.
The chapter on “Alternative Governance and Management Modes” (see
Chapter 5), hence, will juxtapose performance contracting — and performance-based budgeting or funding — with governance or management alternatives which fall outside the realm of performance contracting. It will
focus on issues open to debate and will try to outlay the network of partially competing intervention and management measures: steps pertaining to the governance of institutional systems or individual institutions;
management activities referring to differing layers within single institutions; accountability measures of institutions or institutional systems vis-àvis governing boards, buffer organizations, governmental agencies, or the
general public; and funding regimes and the corresponding funding rationale. Finally, the report contains technical appendices which provide background information (see Appendix A) and clarify terms used (Appendix B)
or funding systems referred to (Appendix C).
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Chapter 2

Mass Higher Education and
Funding Bases
An accurate picture of the current reality is just as important
as a compelling picture of a desired future.
Peter M. Senge (Senge, 2000; Morey, Maybury, & Thuraisingham, 2000)

The future cannot be projected simply from present lines of
development [. . . ] the future must be imagined.
Harold Orlans (Orlans, 1967; Bell, 1967)

B

EFORE REFLECTING on higher education governance or management,

it would be helpful to look at the current evolutionary stray of
higher education itself. In order to guide processes, or in order to
critically assess steering mechanisms, a notion of the process which
is the subject of guidance is necessary. The aim here is not so much to
sketch higher education as such, but to refer to primary driving forces of
development as well as to major obstacles in the way of adjustment and
change. In spite of the assessment that “many papers provide an oversupply of background and an undersupply of foreground” (Geoghegan &
Ackoff, 1989), a picture of this context is helpful. A clear distinction between exogenous and endogenous development factors cannot be given,
because higher education cannot easily be separated from the world surrounding it. Nonetheless, the present chapter shall focus on major forces,
currents or impediments affecting higher education and its change over
time: on mass higher education (Section 2.1) and associated funding crises
(Section 2.2), on the emergence and prospects of information & communication technologies (ICTs) and related globalization tendencies (Section
2.3), as well as on prospects of a general loss of quality (Section 2.4).
13
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2.1

Mass Higher Education

Higher — or tertiary — education was once an elite phenomenon. Prior
to World War II, higher education was identified first and foremost with
university education, encompassing certainly the leading polytechnic institutions or institutes of technology, and perhaps some prestigious nonuniversity type curricula in the fields of music or art. The less prestigious
polytechnic institutions or professional schools were considered part of secondary education, at least in continental Europe. For example, in West Germany in 1960 still less than 5% of the relevant age groups attended institutions of tertiary education1 (Bundesminister für Bildung und Wissenschaft,
1991, pp. 31f), and in countries surrounding Germany — in the UK, in The
Netherlands or in Switzerland, for instance — the situation was quite similar.
After World War II student numbers generally grew for a range of reasons (Herbst et al., 2002, pp. 91–92) (Clotfelter, Ehrenberg, Getz, & Siegfried,
1991) that fed on each other: the rebuilding of post-war societies and subsequent economic growth, the rise of consumer economies, and a frequently
virulent competition between Western nations and the Eastern Block. All
these demanded educated work forces and led to a generous funding of
higher education systems. Conversely, an increasingly educated population changed educational expectations and political agendas, which in turn
fostered tertiary education and influenced participation rates. Higher education defined itself anew or was seen in a new light: portions of secondary education were redefined as tertiary education, not uniformly, but
over time and at different speeds depending on the country.
In 1970 Martin Trow postulated substantive changes in the character of
higher education systems once participation rates exceeded a threshold of
15%, and he foresaw further major changes should enrollment rates exceed
50% (Trow, 1970): the notion of ‘mass higher education’ was born. Basic to
the concept of mass higher education is the notion that
• ever higher proportion of those of college age will attend institutions
of tertiary education, attracted by better income prospects of graduates or driven into educational institutions by lessened occupational
opportunities in blue color occupations due to changing industrial
structures;
• greater proportions of non-traditional students will attend institutions of higher learning, to complete studies that were interrupted
because of parenthood, to pursue new professional directions, or to
1

If one includes non-university level tertiary education, a total of slightly under 6% of
the relevant age group (age 22 to 23) were enrolled.
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retool one’s own education and training in the course of l’éducation
permanente.
If ever higher proportions of the relevant age groups attend institutions of
tertiary education, and if greater proportions of non-traditional, ‘mature’
students attend colleges and universities, student numbers swell, and the
pressure towards diversity within tertiary education increases. Diversity
in educational opportunities or lines of training is needed to address the
specific profiles of a growing and increasingly heterogeneous student population.
However, diversity is also a matter of definition, or missions pursued.
As the boundaries between secondary and tertiary education shifted, and
as the efforts to integrate former lines of secondary education into tertiary
education became an international trend, a redefinition of educational levels took place. This not only affected the education statistics; it also affected
the perception of educational opportunities. This redefinition process is ongoing and has led to a range of solutions in different countries. In the UK,
the former binary system of higher education has been abandoned, Polytechnics have been elevated to university status, and a unitary system has
been formed. In Switzerland, a binary system was devised decades after
the corresponding reforms in Germany, and Technica were integrated into
higher education as Fachhochschulen only a few years ago2 . Unitary, binary
or trinary systems will constantly have to adapt to changing circumstances
in various ways, but two aspects appear clear:
• Growth in higher education will slow down, in some countries earlier, in other’s later. In the US, for example, forms of saturation appear
visible already.
• Diversity of institutional missions and educational programs play an
important role within respective strata of higher education. Permeability between strata has to be offered, and the ‘hard-wired’ linking
of educational or professional programs and higher education strata
needs to be broken. Certain educational and professional programs
are only offered at one of the strata of higher education. While it
might be clear that medical education is a prerogative of university
education, it is unclear why industrial design, education or social
2
The process in Switzerland is ongoing, in the sense that a range of schools and curricula
have yet to be integrated into Fachhochschulen. Furthermore, the forces which let to the
abandonment of the binary system in the UK can now also be felt in Switzerland: both
levels are to pursue teaching and research, and Fachhochschulen call themselves frequently
(in English) ‘Universities’ of Applied Sciences instead of ‘Colleges’ of Applied Sciences.
In Germany or Austria, for instance, the infatuation with titles led to the creation of the
Universitätsprofessor. See in this respect the remarks later on (page 25) on the ‘signalling
effect’.
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work cannot be offered in some European countries at the university
level3 .

Participation or Enrollment Rates. In the US, to provide a more detailed
historical vision, participation rates in higher education were higher than
in Europe for a number of reasons: the European dividing line between
secondary and tertiary education followed slightly different notions; the
US lacked developed apprentice systems that were prevalent in a range
of European countries; and just before the end of World War II, initiatives
were launched to strengthen research and to ease access to higher education through the so called G.I. (or Veterans’) Bill4 . US higher education in
the late 19th and early 20th century encompassed a tradition of college education, molded after the models of Oxford and Cambridge, and graduate
education, emulating the German university. Part of what in Europe would
fall under secondary education was falling under college education in the
US: general or liberal education in colleges or universities, or the preparation for non-academic professions in vocational technical institutions or
junior and community colleges.
In the US, high school completion rates increased from 51% in 1940 to
70% in 1960, and they have remained around this level ever since (Snyder
& Hoffman, 2003, Table 103, p. 127). College enrollment of high school
graduates increased from 45% in 1960 to 62% in 2001 (Snyder & Hoffman,
2003, Table 184, p. 223) and, hence, college participation rates must have
reached a level of roughly 30% in 1960 and 43% around the turn of the
millennium. Actually, the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)
reports slightly lower enrollment rates, namely 25.5% of the 18- to 24-year
olds in degree-granting institutions in the year 1967 and 36.2% in the year
2001 (Snyder & Hoffman, 2003, Table 186, p. 225). From 1960 to 2000, the US
college population grew by 130%5 , but the actual growth took place during the decade of 1960-70, which was considered part of the ‘golden age’
of academia (Freeland, 1992): the growth in this period alone was 88%,
while the growth during the subsequent three decades amounted to 22%
(Snyder & Hoffman, 2003, Table 184, p. 223). To be sure, further enrollment in higher education was due to increasing numbers of non-standard,
older students who returned to university and colleges in the course of
an increasing awareness of l’éducation permanente: to ‘retool’ or to refocus
themselves, to complete a degree after the children had grown up, for midcareer training (also often associated with unemployment or a change of
3

See “The Founding and Funding of Disciplines” in this chapter, and in particular page

40.
4

The Servicemen’s Readjustment Act (Public Law 78-346), which is known as the G.I.
Bill, was passed in 1944.
5
The college population is defined here by enrollment in the age bracket of the 16 to 24
year old.
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Table 2.1: D ISTRIBUTION OF S TUDENT P OPULATION : by Type of Higher
Education Institution (1996 head-count) (Huisman & Kaiser, 2001a, 2001b;
Klemperer, 2001)
.
C OUNTRY (R EGION ):
Austria
Denmark
Finland
Flanders
France
Germany
Netherlands
Sweden
United Kingdom

university
(%)
98
30
76
38
58
76
37
63
100

non-university
(%)
2
70
24
62
42
24
63
37
0

professions).
In Germany, enrollment growth was even more pronounced in the post
World War II era than in the US because of initially low enrollment rates.
Between 1960 and 1990, university sector enrollment within the confines of
the German Federal Republic tripled, and if we include the non-university
sector within higher education, the growth factor was 2.7 (Bundesminister
für Bildung und Wissenschaft, 1991, p. 31). In the decade of 1980–90, participation rates in tertiary education — i.e. universities, art schools, and Fachhochschulen — increased from 16% to close to 22%, and in the subsequent
decade — i.e. the last decade of the past century, and within the Germany
of today — to roughly 28% (Bundesminister für Bildung und Forschung,
2001, p. 154). But in this past decade, growth levelled off. The now unified
Germany has experienced even a negative enrollment growth of roughly
9% in spite of increasing participation rates, namely, because of smaller
populations within the relevant age cohorts (OECD, 2003, Chart C2.2, p.
262).
In Switzerland, to provide another example, greater proportions are
completing high school (or secondary school II): while in 1980 close to
11% of the relevant cohorts completed high school, at the turn of the century the numbers were 19% for the Gymnasium and 9% for the Berufsmatur
(Fröhlicher-Güggi, 2002, p. 10). Roughly 30% of the relevant age groups enter an institution of higher education (Fröhlicher-Güggi, 2002, p. 15): 21%
try to pursue a university education, and 10% enroll in a non-university
type of tertiary education.
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Binary Systems and Growth. In many European nations, a form of binary system is in place (see Table 2.1). Binary systems evolved through the
grouping of non-university type institutions into a new higher education
sector. Binary systems may have separate entry routes for students (such
as in The Netherlands, Denmark, or Switzerland). They exclude doctoral
studies in institutions other than universities, and they allow or even try
to foster applied research in their ‘colleges of applied sciences’ (except in
Denmark) (Huisman & Kaiser, 2001b, p. 26)6 . The distribution of students
in university and non-university institutions varies from country to country, as Table 2.1 shows, and the figures are more indicative of the system
chosen than of the state of affairs in higher education. In the UK, a former
binary system was integrated into a unitary system. In unitary systems,
or in systems with a dominance of university education (i.e. in Austria),
common standards are difficult — if not impossible — to maintain, and
stratification or diversification paths will have to be pursued within the
respective higher education systems.
Enrollment growth is a function of population
growth and enrollment rates. ImThe funding crisis which is
so common in higher education mediately following World War II, there
systems is due to two primary was the so called ‘baby boom’, which was
factors: mass higher education, still visible a generation later. During the
and the labor intensive character last quarter of the past century, most Westof higher education. ern nations experienced very low population growth: they had birth rates which did
not suffice to replicate the existing population and immigration (often of adults) made up the difference. In some
countries at the end of the past century, growth in enrollment rates was not
enough to offset the shrinking cohorts, and some countries — i.e. Denmark,
France, or The Netherlands — experienced a negative enrollment growth
in the university sector (see Table 2.2). A certain saturation may have been
reached in many countries within the university sector, and mass higher
education has slowed down. Further growth can be expected in the nonuniversity sector (where it exists), and with the growth and maturity of
this sector, both the university and non-university sectors will be able to
redefine their missions and attract new students in accordance with their
clarified profiles.

6
The concept of (applied) research without access to doctoral (and post-doctoral) students appears inconsistent and will, in all likelihood, require a revision in the form of a
clear separation of teaching institutions from teaching-research — and doctorate granting
— institutions.
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Table 2.2: G ROWTH R ATE OF S TUDENT P OPULATION : in % per annum, by Type of Institution, based on (Huisman & Kaiser, 2001b)
and Bundesamt für Statistik (www.statistik.admin.ch/stat_ch/ber15/donbas_hsw/studbas_d.htm).
C OUNTRY (R EGION ):
Austria
Austria
Denmark
Finland
Flanders
France
Germany
Netherlands
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United Kingdom

2.2

Period
1990-98
1994–98
1993-98
1992–97
1984–96
1995–98
1990–98
1990–98
1987–98
1997–03
1992–96
1988–92

university
(%)
1.7
n.a.
–2.4
3.2
1.4
–1.5
0.2
–1.4
5.1
2.7
4.8
7.1

non-university
(%)
n.a.
183.4
7.4
153.5
2.6
1.0
2.0
2.1
n.a.
44.1
n.a.
16.0

Funding Crises

The funding crisis which is so common in higher education systems is due
to two primary factors: mass higher education, and the labor intensive
character of higher education. These two factors, accented by a backlog
of capital needed for the upkeep of — and new investments in — infrastructure, are responsible for rising costs in higher education. Furthermore,
state appropriations are declining, at least in relative terms, because of competing commitments (OECD, 2003, Chart B4.2, p. 225; Table B4.1, p. 227). It
is not surprising, then, that increasing costs and falling revenues are generating a discussion on new forms of funding higher education.
Tuition and Fees. In Europe where tuition and fees have played a relatively minor role in the funding of higher education, at least up to now,
a discussion has come to the foreground with unusual force, and various
proponents are demanding a reassessment of funding policies in general.
In Germany, private universities (like that of Witten-Herdecke) and their
funding modes are seen as models for public universities; in the UK, higher
education and funding modes are being reassessed (Clarke, 2003); and in
Switzerland proposals have been issued to raise tuition and fees (Arbeitskreis Kapital und Wirtschaft, 2004; Stembeck, 2004; Weber, 2004). But the
reassessment of the student body’s role in financing European higher education is not a completely recent phenomenon, and there have been proposals which have gained credence and provided the basis for further discusCEST 2004/4
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sions (Erhardt & Müller-Böling, 1998). The system proposed jointly by the
Stifterverband für die Deutsche Wissenschaft and the Centrum für Hochschulentwicklung requires the following:
• To compensate for private returns resulting from tertiary education,
students will have to pay tuition and fees.
• Equal opportunity demands that nobody should be excluded from
access to higher education institutions due to ‘objective’ financial reasons. Subjective barriers should be minimized. The system of tuition
and fees ought to be compatible with the general social agenda.
• The system has to make a substantial net-contribution to the funding
of tertiary education, and in particular to its educational mission.
• The system ought to provide economic incentives for all concerned.
In the case of students, the system ought to provide an incentive for
performance. In the case of institutions, the system should provide
an incentive to focus on educational demand and quality.
• Administrative costs associated with the implementation of a system
should remain small. The system has to be feasible, and it requires
broad political support.
Responding to the requirements listed, I shall start by taking a closer
look at the third. What is a “substantial net-contribution” in this context?
We know from the US experience that in the case of research universities
tuition and fees contribute roughly 25% to 30% of the funds necessary to
run an institution (Commission on Higher Education, 2002b, p. 104–106)7 ,
but scholarships and fellowships may amount to 10% to 15%, leaving a net
gain of roughly 15%. In order to assess these figures and place them in the
proper context, we ought to keep in mind that the US society has a long
standing tradition of tuition and fees, but also a long standing tradition of
philanthropy in higher education, which is practically absent in Europe. In
the case of tuition and fees, middle-class families save early to send their
children to college, and these savings are part of money management — not
unlike pension schemes (Selingo, 2004). Furthermore, to enroll students
from underprivileged backgrounds, various forms of financial assistance
— in the form of grants, scholarships or loans — are offered. In order to
introduce tuition and fees with the goal of having them make a substantial
contribution to higher education institutions, we ought to be cognizant of
co-requisites and possible side effects and implications.
Recently, the Arbeitskreis of Kapital und Wirtschaft proposed to increase
current low level tuition and fees in Switzerland by a factor of four or five,
7

In the case of the University of South Carolina Medical School, tuition and fees amount
to 4% of all revenues.
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to roughly Fr. 5,500.– per school-year. Is this substantial? If we presume
that roughly half of that sum would flow out again in the form of financial
assistance, the contribution to Swiss research universities would not exceed
3-5% of their annual budget8 . In other words, we cannot expect ‘substantial’ contributions from this financial source, at least not at the envisaged
level. If substantial contributions are considered, further increases of tuition and fees would have to be mandated. These increases could easily be
warranted, because they simply “compensate for private returns resulting
from tertiary education” (see the first requirement above). Furthermore,
higher levels of tuition and fees would help students to focus on their studies and to perform better (fourth requirement).
The argument that higher education is
primarily a private good, and that the ben- Education, and higher
eficiaries of this good, the students, should education, have strong positive
pay for it, has become quite common. The external effects: not only those
argument is amplified by the observation profit from education who
that higher income segments of the soci- are directly involved,
ety profit more than others from the subsiothers profit as well.
dies flowing into the higher education sector (LaRocque, 2003). This observation cannot be disputed, since in most societies students from better-off backgrounds are over-represented. But the argument negates the observation
that education, and higher education, have strong positive, external effects
(Bowen & Fincher, 1996). Not only do those profit from education who are
directly involved, others profit as well. This is particularly true for higher
education. Societies with a well educated work-force prosper. They are
more inventive and adaptable, more politically balanced, and socially stable. The argument that higher education is primarily a private good also
obfuscates the fact that private returns differ depending on course majors
and future careers. Lawyers and M.D.’s might earn more later on in their
careers than engineers or architects, and these in turn might earn more than
social scientists or linguists. If we were to differentiate tuition and fees
by disciplinary fields, and some institutions might want to pursue this avenue9 , economically less advantaged students would be doubly hit because
they are generally more risk averse — and would therefore be less inclined
to take on a loan10 . This could lead to a further reduction of students from
working class backgrounds in high tuition fields.
8

In the case of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETHZ), the proposed contribution of tuition and fees would amount to roughly 3% of their annual budget (not including
capital investments).
9
US universities generally do not differentiate their tuition and fees depending on course
major.
10
See: “Fear of Debt Deterring Would-be Students, Universities UK Survey Reveals” (06
December 2002), www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/mediareleases/show.asp?MR=330.
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If higher education leads to higher personal income, taxes — and progressive tax rates — could be used to recoup the state investment necessary
to fund higher education. An equity issue doesn’t pose itself in the case of
Bill Gates who has not completed his college education and whose taxes are
now used to fund higher education: Microsoft is unthinkable in a world
other than ours. An equity issue does not pose itself in the cases of skilled
or unskilled blue-color workers who have not attended universities, unless
their own education was hampered by lack of educational opportunities or
by economic barriers. If people earn high incomes, they earn this income
not only because of their own proficiency, but also because other people —
and former generations — have created wealth which can be transferred:
there is a demand for goods and services as well as the ability to pay for
them.
If higher education is seen primarily as a private good, and if tuition
and fees are raised as a consequence of this stance, pressure will mount to
reduce taxes. If tax income falls, public funding will become increasingly
volatile and pressure will mount to increase tuition and fees: a vicious circle. No doubt, a good portion of our student population is in a position to
pay higher tuition and fees. However, a good portion of the same population is not, and there may be not enough merit scholarships around to fund
their education. Furthermore (and in contrast to the second requirement),
the equity issue separates the average students coming from prosperous
and less prosperous backgrounds: both may have no access to merit scholarships, but the first class is in a position to pay college tuition while the
second class is not, or only under great strain11 . There can be no doubt that
higher tuition and fees would negatively affect the demand for higher education, and students from lower income groups in our society would be
affected the most, to the detriment of their own intellectual growth and development of talent, and to the detriment of the society at large. If tuition
and fees were significantly raised in continental Europe, students would
look more closely at the quality of the education they are getting, and many
would opt to attend institutions overseas12 .
11

The argument that loans provide a solution for the needy is not really convincing, particularly in the case of students with the goal to pursue an academic career. Their education
stretches over a prolonged period of time, covering doctoral and post-doctoral studies, and
overlapping civil commitments such as marriage and parenthood. In these cases at least,
loans are a tremendous burden, and perhaps not all students pursuing an academic career
(eventually) will have access to merit scholarships.
12
Anecdotal evidence suggests that this is already the case today. Children from prosperous academic backgrounds — in Austria, Germany, or Switzerland — pursue not only
their post-graduate education abroad, they enroll immediately at a reputable college in the
US or the UK. This ‘emigration’ is generally not permanent, with social benefits accruing
when the graduates return home. But it is an indication of weakness on the part of the
home institutions, particularly if emigrating students outnumber immigrants. The argument that higher tuition and fees would force institutions to look more closely at quality
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Finally, tuition and fees are said to serve a pedagogic purpose (fourth
requirement): higher tuition and fees should help students to focus on their
studies and perform better. If a service is free of charge, or inexpensive, it
may not be valued enough, thus leading to a lack of focus. In the case of
European higher education systems which practice open access, at least for
a broader substratum of a cohort13 , one can observe a certain prevalence of
non-focused studies which are associated with frequent changes of study
majors, prolonged study periods, and higher drop-out rates14 . But there
are other, more appropriate means to combat these deficiencies in the educational process, and before these other means are discussed and properly
evaluated or tested, one should not focus on tuition and fees as a vehicle to
help students to focus on their studies15 .

Private and Social Returns on Education. The position on tuition and fees
is generally linked to one’s perception of private and social returns on education. “Education pays” (Commission on Higher Education, 2002b, p.
43) is the common notion: as one climbs the educational ladder, earnings
increase, at least in statistical terms. People with a Doctorate may earn
50% more than those who have completed their education with a Bachelor’s Degree, and people with a professional degree may earn even more16 .
Male graduates of research universities may earn, depending on the country, between close to 40% (Norway) and 150% (Hungary) as much as those
who have just completed upper secondary schools, and in the case of female graduates the relative advantage ranges from close to 20% (Italy) to
issues (fourth requirement) might contain some truth, but it is actually redundant. I would
hope that institutions would look at quality issues regardless.
13
Namely those who have graduated from high-school (i.e. Gymnasium).
14
Changes of study majors happen in the US with some frequency too. This kind of
flexibility in the system is, in my opinion, a good thing: it helps the student to find his
or her field of interest, and it advances trans-disciplinary approaches. Unfocused studies
cannot only be tied to a lack of motivation on the part of the student. It may also have
something to do with rigid curricula and a lack of guidance.
15
Clearly, many students complete their secondary school years nowadays without having developed a proper idea on what to study: they are unsure of themselves and their role
in society, and they have not been exposed to many professions and academic activities
within the spectrum of disciplines. The problem may be exacerbated by recent tendencies to ‘live’ predominantly within one’s generation. Here, cooperation between secondary
schools and universities should be intensified to combat information deficits. And within
the higher education sector, active admission management and recruitment (i.e. no open
access) and the proper implementation of credit systems (to administer part-time studies)
might prove instrumental in bringing about more focused studies. Mantz Yorke reports
“that nearly 40% of non-completing full-time students in six higher education institutions
in NW England said that poor choice of study programme was a contributory factor in their
departure” (personal communication). See in this respect also (Yorke, 1999).
16
US Data from the Occupational Outlook Quarterly, Spring 2002.
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over 100% (UK) (OECD, 2003, Chart A14.1, p. 157)17 . From an individual
point of view education pays if the additional years invested in education,
i.e. the earnings foregone, are more than compensated by earnings later on
during one’s lifetime. And from an institutional point of view differences
in pay are warranted on the basis of differences in expected productivity
which can be tied to education, or wage differences are simply reflecting
the supply and demand for various occupations.
If one looks at the case of the (average) individual, economists use costs
and revenue streams to compute the private return on education, or the internal rate of return on the private investment. Educational investments on
the part of a prospective student would be justified, for instance, as long
as the internal rate of return on the investment necessary exceeds the expected rate of return procured by a common alternative investment. And if
the internal rate of return on private educational investment exceeds market rates (after taxes), there is space, as we have seen above, to raise tuition
and fees. This argument is basically correct, as far as it goes, but it does not
touch significant factors affecting private and social investments in higher
education, primarily:
• differences in investment propensities and risk aversion separating
students of disparate economic backgrounds, and
• external effects, positive as well as negative, which are associated
with education.
While the relationship between education and economic growth has become a central focus of economic research during the past half century
(Griliches, 2000, pp. 33–44), many issues remain under-researched, and the
scope for interpretation remains large.
Apart from the private return on education, social returns on education
as well as external effects, externalities, as the economist call them, play a
role. Two forms of externalities require attention, namely the ‘ability bias’
and the ‘signalling effect’. With regard to the former effect, Zvi Griliches
(Griliches, 2000, p. 38) asks:
To what extent [do] observed income differentials exaggerate the contribution
of schooling because of positive correlation between native ability and the
levels of schooling obtained by different groups in the population? There
17
The relative advantage of university graduates over upper secondary school leavers is
not always higher for males: in the cases of Canada, Ireland, Switzerland, Korea, Australia,
Belgium and Norway females have a greater advantage. However, “[. . . ] earning differentials between males and females with the same educational attainment remain substantial
[. . . ] Some of the gap in earnings between males and females may be explained by different
choices of career and occupation, differences in the amount of time that males and females
spend in the labor force, and the particularly high incidence of part-time work among females (OECD, 2003, p. 159).
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were conflicting views on this in the early to mid-1960s, and it is still an issue
that has not been fully settled.

Education and educational levels attained generally reflect abilities: people with greater innate abilities have a tendency to reach higher levels of
education. If one correlates earnings with education, one may not know
whether the relation is causal or spurious, unless one controls for ability levels. Studies using twin samples focused on this topic and Griliches
concludes that, “[i]f anything, the schooling coefficient is underestimated
within the standard ordinary least squares (OLS) earnings equation framework”. A recent study attempting to control for ability (Bonjour, Cherkas,
Haskel, Hawkes, & Spector, 2002) used identical (female) UK twins to make
these tests18 . It came to the conclusion that if one excludes ability bias, education matters and the private return on education (for women) amounts
to close to 8%. These results were similar to those of another study (Dearden, 1998), which obtained estimates for the private return on education
for UK women. After controlling for ability and family background, the
return also amounted to roughly 8%.
The second externality I listed affecting private and social returns to education is the ‘signalling effect’ (Spence, 1974). If wages are tied to educational levels obtained, and if educational levels are only loosely correlated
with ability, innate or acquired, a signalling effect is in place. The loose correlation between education and proficiency may have a number of roots:
• people learn outside educational institutions, “on the job”, as the saying goes, and they may acquire a professional proficiency far beyond
what their initial training would suggest;
• economically less advantaged students may not have had the opportunity — or the mentorship — to invest in the kind and level of education which matched their talents19 ;
• learning on how to learn should be a prime focus of higher education,
and in particular of doctoral studies, but we cannot assume on an a
priori basis that people with higher levels of education have greater
insight or perform better20 .
In systems where signalling effects are common, able individuals may earn
less and are less likely to be promoted than individuals of lesser talent and
18

The study also controlled for other factors, such as birth-weight, smoking, and family
characteristics.
19
“[. . . ] evidence for the United States suggests the payoff to investments in education
are higher for more disadvantaged individuals” (Krueger & Lindahl, 2001).
20
We may make these conclusions on a statistical basis, otherwise formal education
would be ineffective and perhaps pointless. But if we place too much emphasis on formal
credentials, we may oversee the talent of people who pursued, or had to pursue, unconventional career paths.
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Table 2.3: P RIVATE I NTERNAL R ATES OF R ETURN AND S OCIAL R ATES OF
R ETURN TO T ERTIARY E DUCATION ( IN %): by Country, and Males (M) and
Females (F) (1999–2000) (OECD, 2003, Tables A14.3 and A14.4, p. 167)
.

C OUNTRY:
Canada
Denmark
France
Germany
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
Sweden
United Kingdom
United States

private return
M
F
(%)
(%)
8.1
9.4
13.9
10.1
12.2
11.7
9.0
8.3
6.5
n.a.
7.5
6.7
12.0
12.3
11.4
10.8
17.3
15.2
14.9
14.7

social return
M
F
(%)
(%)
6.8
7.9
6.3
4.2
13.2
13.1
6.5
6.9
7.0
n.a.
6.7
5.7
10.0
6.3
7.5
5.7
15.2
13.6
13.7
12.3

abilities but more formal training, to the detriment also of the society at
large. Anecdotal evidence suggests that signalling effects are somewhat
frequent, at least in Europe, and they may even provide a primary motivation to pursue an educational program. Signaling effects flourish whenever
academic degrees — or positions — are taken as a cipher for (academic) accomplishment and understood as entitlement21 .
Apart from the private return on education the social return on education can be analyzed from the perspective of two different definitions: one
which defines social return in narrow terms, and a second with a broader
meaning. The narrower definition takes account of productivity gains tied
to the investment in education from all sources, and it includes the corresponding costs that are relevant, i.e. not only those which accrue to the student herself, but also those of the other actors or stakeholders. The broader
definition of social returns is much more difficult to measure. It generally
tries to take account of “noneconomic benefits [associated with the investment in education], such as lower crime, better health, more social cohesion
21

In a former report (Herbst et al., 2002) and a subsequent paper (Herbst, 2004), the negative impact of inordinate hierarchies in higher education institutions was addressed, a
theme which is linked to the signalling effect. While excessive hierarchies and signaling
effects are common, their negative impact is rarely addressed, as if both were natural —
unalterable — ingredients of our industrial societies. In a recent interview, Bruno Staffelbach, a Professor of Business at the University of Zürich, and a one-star General in the new
Swiss Army, remarked — perhaps in jest (Mühlethaler, 2004): “Die Armee und die Universität unterscheiden sich nicht so stark. Auch die akademische Welt ist sehr hierarchisch
[. . . ]” (“The army and the University are not that different. The academic world, too, is
strongly hierarchically structured [. . . ]”; my translation).
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and more informed and effective citizens” (OECD, 2003, pp. 162–163). Furthermore, it attempts to include social benefits attributed to the increased
productivity due to higher education which are not fully accounted for by
wages. Generally, such social benefits are attributed to various agglomeration economies which reflect education and associated innovation, but also
business cultures and legal structures (Lampe, 1988; Fujita, Krugman, &
Venables, 2001; Fujita & Thisse, 2002; Grübler, 1998; Saxenian, 1994).
Because of the measurement problems mentioned above, OECD figures
on social returns on education reflect the narrow definition. Social returns
(in this narrow sense) are generally slightly lower than private returns (see
Table 2.3), with exceptions22 , but they are above risk-free real interest rates.
The rates, private as well as social, differ from country to country. High
rates of returns, such as those in the United Kingdom, appear to be associated with shorter study periods, and conversely, lower rates, such as those
in Germany, seem to reflect the comparably long study durations. OECD
estimates that “if the average length of tertiary studies were to be shortened
by one year without compromising quality, the internal rate of return for
males in the countries under review would increase by 1 to 5 percentage
points, if all other factors were held constant” (OECD, 2003, p. 161).
The observer also notes (in Table 2.3) some significant differences between private and social rates of return, such as those referring to Denmark or Sweden. These higher differentials may be due to labor shortages
for university graduates in general, driving up, perhaps only temporarily, their earnings; or it may be a labor shortage for particularly able and
motivated individuals. In the case of singular professions, we may have
professions characterized by higher contributions to the economy, but with
lower private returns on education, and vice versa. Engineers and lawyers
are prime examples for this phenomenon, with engineers generally making
a larger — and to some extent indirect — contribution to economic growth,
and lawyers reaping the greater private rewards for their direct contribution (Murphy, Shleifer, & Vishny, 1991).
Reviewing the literature, including various meta-analyses (Barro, 2001;
Bowles, Gintis, & Osborne, 2001; Krueger & Lindahl, 2001; Bils & Klenow,
2000; Hanushek & Kimko, 2000), I come to the conclusion that the economic profession is far from presenting a clear picture on the relationship
between education and growth. The issues studied are far too complex, and
the diversities separating the various countries too great, to come up — up
to now, one has to add — with a simple theory or model which would catch
the various aspects that affect the relationship under investigation. But the
studies, irrespective of methodological approaches and data bases used,
provide us with a heightened awareness concerning the interplay which
22

OECD lists France and Italy among the countries with higher social than private returns
(Table 2.3).
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governs the relationship between education and economic growth. In a
strict sense, schooling may not simply drive growth, growth may also drive
schooling (Bils & Klenow, 2000): education is seen as a motor of economic
development; and conversely, growth affects constant changes in economic
sectors and employment structures, with corresponding changes in higher
education and life-long learning. “Education”, as Frederick Harbison and
Charles Myers suggest metaphorically, “is both the seed and the flower of
economic development” (Harbison & Myers, 1965, p. xi)23 . These two aspects cannot be easily separated, and the two together form an interactive
system which shapes our respective cultures and economies.
If one wants to capture the economic merit of
education and asses the social returns on higher
Schooling may not simply
education, in its broader sense, one has to focus
drive growth, growth may
on the systemic aspects just sketched. Economic
also drive schooling.
science appears to not yet be ready to make such
an assessment in non-ambiguous, quantitative
terms, but certain partial results emerge nevertheless (Krueger & Lindahl,
2001):
• First, one has to recognize that education, and higher education, generally have a long latency to take effect. While the outcome of changes
in education over shorter periods of only a few years is frequently imperceptible, and while we know that certain changes require decades
to take effect, impacts over periods of 10 to 20 years can generally be
seen.
• Second, available evidence suggests that “the [social] payoff to investments in education are higher for more disadvantaged individuals”
(Krueger & Lindahl, 2001, p. 1107). While such a general statement
has its primary validity regarding primary and secondary education,
it retains its validity with regard to tertiary education.
• Third, studies based on individual-level data on education and income allow not to conclude that social returns to schooling exceed
private returns. In order to address social returns, a broader framework of analysis becomes necessary. Macro-economic models indicate that if the relationship between economic growth and schooling
is followed over decades, large returns on educational investments
have already been measured, “equal to three or four times the private return to schooling estimated within most countries” (Krueger
& Lindahl, 2001, p. 1120).
23

Cited after (Krueger & Lindahl, 2001, p. 1131).
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Virtual Tendencies

In recent years, hope was expressed that technological development, and
specifically the new virtual tendencies within higher education, would lead
a way out of the funding crisis. The hope is based on a notion of higher
education as an industry which could follow a path from labor intensive to
capital intensive production.
But higher education, viewed as an industry, does not appear to follow
the common path of industrial development. Industrial development came
into being by exploiting natural resources which were unevenly distributed
over the globe, and the subsequent industrial bases developed at the locations where natural resources where harnessed. Early industries were labor intensive, but in the course of industrial development, machinery —
or capital, as the economists would say — was substituted for labor and
industries became increasingly capital intensive. Industries for which the
substitution of capital for labor proved less economically feasible moved to
places where labor was cheaper and, by doing so, provided an economic
growth incentive for developing nations. Developed nations have since
transformed themselves into post-industrial societies with a focus on service functions, and they have passed the threshold of a new knowledge
era.
While higher education is bound to play a dominant role in the formation of future knowledge societies, it has not followed the pattern of other
industries, at least not up to now. Although higher education has become
much more capital intensive, capital has been used as a co-requisite of —
and not as a substitute for — labor. The labor intensiveness of higher education has remained rather stable over the past half century, at least in the
successful research universities, and where the labor input was reduced,
generally a drop in the quality of instruction or research resulted (Weber,
2004, p. 180). Following William Baumol, colleges and universities work in a
way resembling string quartets (Massy, 1996, p. 52), in that their means
of production are those of times past. For the lovers of baroque music
as well as for everybody else, Baumol’s view should not be read primarily as a critique but as a simple statement of fact. Tendencies to substitute
capital for labor or to make use of economies of scale in higher education
have emerged in the past, of course, but their impact was imperceptible
because the freed resources were immediately absorbed in an expanding
enterprise. The common use of textbooks in colleges may serve as an example whereby less time is required in the preparation of course materials
and possible scripts, but the efficiency gains are instantly reinvested to increase the quality of instruction or the amount of research activities24 .
24

The use of textbooks is not as widespread in Europe as it is in the US. This is partially
a language issue, in that appropriate textbooks in a given language are not available, but
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With the continuing spread and development of information & communication technologies (ICTs) new possibilities are emerging to increase
the productivity of higher education and to substitute capital for labor. The
new possibilities frequently run under the label of the ‘virtual university’
(Robins & Webster, 2003) or the ‘virtual campus’ (Herbst & Schmitt, 2001),
but it is unclear to what extent these new developments are real substitutes
for existing activities and to what extent ICTs will change the very core of
the colleges and research universities as we know them. More likely, the
virtual university will expand into uncharted territories and new market
segments and will provide services on top of those provided by the existing institutions. It is difficult to assess the future, even over a relatively
short time period of 30–35 years (Bell, 1967) or if only technology is to be
assessed (Kahn & Wiener, 1967)25 , but my feeling is that the virtual university debate exhibits some parallels to a discussion which was prominent in
the 1970s and the 80s and which was feeding on the hope that communication could serve as a substitute for urban and interregional commuting
and transportation. Only sophistry would claim that communication technologies have reduced and acted as substitutes of transportation. In fact,
both systems expanded significantly, and while we can detect, in particular
cases, forms of substitution, it is more likely that the spread of communication technologies has been instrumental in accelerating transportation
growth.
Martin Trow (Trow, 2003b) identifies five defining characteristics of ICT
which “are likely to survive changes in the technology itself”. The first
of these characteristics is the speed by which ICTs develop, affecting not
only disposition and planning but also the underlying decision-making or
legal structures (National Research Council, 2000). The second is a tendency to “weaken and blur institutional and intellectual boundaries of all
kinds”: between pure and applied research, between non-profit and profit
seeking affairs, between teaching and research, between disciplines, between localized and global work. The third refers to a renewed and extended democratization of higher education; the fourth to widely varying
impacts on disciplines, academic subjects and levels of education; and the
fifth characteristics refers to different ways with which ICTs reach students
of varying abilities and motivation. If we were to delve into these characteristics and explore some details, we would quickly see the enormous
potential for change, both within existing institutions as well as regarding
new providers or agents of higher education.
In the context of the current debate on the impact of ICTs in higher edufrequently also a cultural issue: faculty may prefer to use their own scripts.
25
Looking at earlier forecasts can be an instructive “back to the future” exercise. Of the
100 technical innovations Herman Kahn and Anthony J. Wiesner cite in (Kahn & Wiener, 1967,
pp. 711–716), many — at least three quarters — have come to fruition; others, perhaps
fortunately, have not.
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cation, distance-education stands in the foreground. In the US, for instance,
56% of all higher education institutions — or even 89% of all public 4-yearinstitutions — offer distance-education courses (The Editor, 2003, p. 14),
but all indicators point to the fact that we are observing an experimental
scene26 . Various technologies are used in support of distance-education27 ,
some of which pass probably as self-study guides and cannot properly
count as representing the ‘new’ technologies. However, it is clear that there
is potential in the field of knowledge or skill transfer, particularly at the
propædeutic or vocational levels. Entire new student populations can be
addressed, particularly people who lack easy geographic access to higher
education institutions28 or retirees trying to keep abreast with the new information technologies29 . In the course of teaching alliances which bind
together two or more institutions, one course may serve all the institutions;
in the context of shared library resources students of differing institutions
have access to the same pools of information; and in the research field, researchers in different institutions or nations may have joint access to shared
laboratory or experimental data.
Having made this statement, I do not
wish to discount the strong impact of vir- Virtual tendencies will
tual tendencies on higher education or re- greatly affect governance
search; nor do I claim that virtual tenden- and management of higher
cies will not transform higher education. education systems.
They will compete with traditional modes
of teaching and research30 , and virtual institutions or institutional branches will compete with ‘brick-and-mortar’
institutions. Virtual tendencies in higher education will expand with the
general expansion of ICT, but they will not, in all likelihood, change the
core values of higher education nor the general setup of research universities. As Neil L. Rudenstine remarks: “No one should believe that electronic
26
The figures cited refer to the academic year 2000-01. In that year, over 125,000 different
courses were offered, with an average enrollment of 24 students per course!
27
Two-way video with two-way audio, one-way video with two-way audio, one-way
prerecorded video, internet (with live-interaction, or without live-interaction), CD-ROMs,
et cetera.
28
People living in low density areas, for instance, such as in Canada or Australia.
29
This market, in Germany or Switzerland for instance, is relegated to the Volkshochschulen or the new Seniorenuniversitäten.
30
It is clear that in the research fields, virtual tendencies will have a great impact. More
and more data repositories will be created, giving researchers and scholars all over the
world access to documents or experimental data to analyze. In addition, communication
in the research fields will be eased to the point where we barely can see differences in local
and virtual communication. These data repositories and communication options will help
inter-institutional and international collaborations; they will help in the mobility of faculty,
students and staff; but they will not act as a substitute for well-grounded local institutions.
One should also note that the eased access to — and the spreading of — information does
not simplify the research, and it doesn’t make it less expensive.
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communication can be — or should be — a substitute for direct human
contact” (Rudenstine, 2001, p. 124)31 . And further [p. 121]:
In most cases [. . . ] the new technology acts primarily as a powerful supplement to — and reinforcement of — the major methods that faculty and students have discovered, over the course of a very long period of time, to be
unusually effective forms of teaching and learning in higher education.

But most importantly in the context of the theme of the present report, virtual tendencies will greatly affect governance and management of higher
education systems, and conversely, properly governed and managed higher
education systems will be better prepared to take on the challenges of the
still embryonic information & communication technologies (see Chapter 5).

2.4

The Quality Slide

While the hope for a salvation of higher education through virtual tendencies must be discounted, higher education has to fight a drop in quality:
mass higher education, coupled with restricted resources, are likely to be
accompanied by a reduction in the quality of education — and by implication, also of research:
• Broader spectra of students have been attending universities, some of
whom are unprepared, academically or emotionally, to pursue courses
of their choice;
• research universities may have catered to the ‘wrong’ student populations, in the sense that there has been a mismatch between students’
aspirations and institutional expectations, at least partially, and university — or higher education — systems seem to have been lacking
the diversity necessary to cater properly to the diversified student
population;
• because higher education institutions — and in particular universities — have been underfinanced and because their mission has been
set poorly, quality of education and research have been stagnating or
even tumbling.
31

Still, Guy Neave refers to a dangerous tendency to “unbundle” teaching, learning, and
research: “The separation of knowledge transmitted from the social experience incorporated in ‘grouped’ learning is not just a breakpoint in the history of pedagogy. It also raises
a wider-ranging question, that of social cohesion, solidarity and community awareness in
the Knowledge Society itself, just as it raises the question of which community and how
defined such a socio-technical construct should serve”. See (Neave, 2002; de Boer & others,
2002).
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Therefore, as higher portions of the relevant cohorts enter tertiary education, more resources have to be allocated, or efficiency gains have to
materialize to offset lacking resources. In the past, societies were generally
in a position to increase the GDP portion that they allocated to higher education, in part because increased funding in the field of higher education
spawned economic growth. But major efficiency gains, at least those resulting from a possible shift to more capital intensive educational systems, do
not appear to be on the horizon, particularly if one looks at research universities. With universal access around the corner in a range of nations, the
growth of tertiary education will slow or level off, but costs will have a tendency to rise further, partially because of the labor intensiveness of higher
education and partially because traditional higher education will take on
new missions, such as l’éducation permanente. And finally, rising costs in
higher education will continue to compete with other worthy causes on the
public agenda.
Achievement in Primary and Secondary Schools. I shall digress for a moment and address the issue of quality in the context of pre-tertiary education. Quality in higher education is a difficult concept to measure or to
assess. There are primarily two reasons which account for this difficulty:
the non-standard nature of higher education, and the continuing expansion
of higher education. In contrast, primary and secondary schools (of level I)
are much more standardized for comparative purposes and they have, in
our hemispheres at least, not been expanding any more32 . It might, hence,
be instructive to look at the factors which affect scholastic achievement at
the pre-tertiary level first.
Achievements of primary or secondary school students are much better
researched than at the tertiary level (OECD, 2001; Mullis et al., 2001; Burton
& Ramist, 2001), giving rise to further studies on pupils’ attainment levels
(Akerlof & Kranton, 2002; Haveman & Wolfe, 1995). But in spite of the fact
that the attainment of pupils are measured by a range of standard tests,
it has proven difficult to establish a link tying achievement to resources.
In a very detailed review of the literature, Anna Vignoles et al. (Vignoles,
Levacic, Walker, Machin, & Reynolds, 2000) assessed the matter by looking at the various methodologies employed33 as well as at various inputs
possibly affecting pupils’ achievement34 . The authors demonstrate that it is
very difficult to establish the input-output link: “The most serious problem
in literature as a whole”, they write, “is the potential endogeneity of edu32

Practically all children attend these grades of schools.
Regression models (value added models, simultaneous equation models, randomized
experiments); production frontier models (stochastic frontier regression, data envelopment
analysis).
34
Expenditure per pupil, class size or teacher-pupil ratio, teacher characteristics (experience, education, salaries).
33
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cational quality” (Vignoles et al., 2000, p. 4). If family characteristics have
an impact on achievement of pupils, and if characteristics of schools correlate with characteristics of families whose children attend these schools,
“some of the apparent gain from additional school quality will in fact be a
‘return’ to pupils’ socio-economic background”. Conversely, if educational
departments operate compensatory programs for weak learners in poorer
areas, and “if the link between socio-economic characteristics and funding
is not fully controlled for, a model will tend to generate a spurious negative
correlation between school resources and achievement” [p. 5].
Indeed, family — or cultural — characteristics of pupils and students
appear to play a major part in explaining their performance (Akerlof &
Kranton, 2002). There are at least two aspects to keep in mind in this context: (i) the self-image of pupils and students as they fit into the culture
of the school or college; and (ii) the norms and expectations of the institution with regard to measurement of educational progress. At least since
James S. Coleman (Coleman, 1961), it has been amply demonstrated that if
the self-image of pupil and student clash with the norms and expectations
of the institution, educational progress will be curtailed. Schools have a
tendency to use a self-referential system in that they classify their children
as promising or weak learners in function of the grades these children receive. But grades are not only a matter of cognitive ability; grades are affected strongly by motivational factors, such as emotions or peer culture35 .
Furthermore, schools may use inappropriate — or ill-conceived — learning
and grading norms, particularly in the case of minority pupils or children
of immigrants. As George A. Akerlof and Rachel E. Kranton state: “Anthropological studies show how school routines and curricula can convey to
[minority] students that there is something ‘wrong’ with them and their
background” (Akerlof & Kranton, 2002, p. 1192). Feedback such as these
reinforce learning deficiencies.
When confronted with the scantiness of results linking institutional input factors to scholastic achievement, we have to keep in mind the relative homogeneity of primary and secondary schools, at least in comparison
to institutions of higher education. Curricular orientation is similar and
while teacher-pupil ratios may differ from school to school and from period to period, they differ do not differ greatly: in schools not plagued
by disciplinary problems, teacher-pupil ratios can easily be higher than in
others and still reach educational targets. Differences in the results of the
recent PISA assessment for many nations cannot be — and are not — explained on the basis of differing resource inputs (OECD, 2001). Not even
elite schools, such as The Bronx High School of Science36 , differ greatly in
35

Peer culture, as a counter-culture, may keep pupils from focusing on educational
achievement.
36
See: www.bxscience.edu.
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their structural setup from other institutions. Elite schools primarily differ
from other schools because they cater to fine pupils whose culture and ambitions match those of the school. Clearly, elite schools make — or should
make — fine students better. But such a goal should be the mission of any
school, namely to improve the scholastic or skills achievement of those enrolled37 .
I have ventured briefly into foreign territory to show that in the case of
pre-tertiary education, the link between resources and educational achievement is not that significant. Other factors, not resource-based, appear to
play a much more dominant role, factors which will have to be researched
and experimented with in order to gain a deeper understanding of the
mechanism involved in educational improvement. The setting of uniform
and clear performance standards cannot serve as a substitute for such a
deeper understanding, particulary when the schools are instructed to focus on meeting these standards — to the detriment of other educational or
pedagogic goals38 . The non-resource based factors which affect pre-tertiary
education affect tertiary education — as we shall see — as well, and the
possible solutions or remedies in higher education are not that dissimilar
from those of pre-tertiary education.
Achievement in Tertiary Education. In contrast to primary and secondary
education where vital resource inputs appear not to vary that much, resources for tertiary education do vary and the variations appear to affect
educational achievement and research production. While there is no easy
way to assess achievement in higher education directly39 , there is indirect
evidence that quality is slipping in European research universities.
• First and foremost, European research output, as measured by standard bibliometric methods or by major prizes, is not on a par with
that of the US (Da Pozzo & Roulin Perriard, 2003; CEST, 2002; Herbst,
2004; Herbst et al., 2002): there is an ‘Atlantic split’ 40 .
• Student-faculty ratios increased. In Germany, for instance, student37

It is trivial to note, but perhaps the most significant factor explaining student achievement is the quality of teachers.
38
The side effect of the turmoil caused by the PISA studies in various countries might
be the following: the setting of ever stricter standards of achievement leave teachers fewer
degrees of freedom to pursue a broader notion of education.
39
In the US, the Graduate Record Exam (GRE) scores of college students are available
which can be correlated with the Standard Aptitude Test (SAT) scores or matched with
institutions, but in Europe no corresponding data appear to be available.
40
“Die bestehende Kluft zwischen den USA und den übrigen Ländern, wie sie [. . . ]
beim Ländervergleich identifiziert worden ist, kommt beim direkten Institutionenvergleich
besonders deutlich zum Ausdruck” (Da Pozzo & Roulin Perriard, 2003, p. 63). See also (van
Vught, 2004).
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faculty ratios41 at universities and art colleges increased from 47.5:1
in 1960 (Bundesminister für Bildung und Wissenschaft, 1991) to 54.7:1
in the year 2000 (Bundesminister für Bildung und Forschung, 2002).
While this increase might not amount to much, one ought to keep in
mind that corresponding student-faculty ratios at US research institutions vary around 10:1 to 25:1 (Herbst et al., 2002, Table 4.1 on p.
40)42 .

While one can observe a certain tendency to recognize this Atlantic split,
if only reluctantly (Richter, 2003), there are few proper clues as to why
such a gap might exist: too varied seem the European higher education
systems, too varied their funding regimes (Clark, 2004). Still, funding levels and funding regimes are frequently quoted when lamenting about dismal research performance. In the case of Germany, it is correctly being
noted that universities are underfunded, basic research is frequently concentrated in specialized research institutes — such as those of the Max
Planck Gesellschaft (MPG) —, and that doubts are justified regarding the
effectiveness of this ‘division of labor’ (Herbst et al., 2002, Table 7.1 on p.
89):
“[Die] fehlende Differenzierbarkeit [im deutschen Hochschulwesen] behindert nicht nur die Herausbildung kritischer Forschungsmassen, sie behindert
insbesondere die optimale Förderung des wissenschaftlichen Nachwuchses
[. . . ] Erschwerend kommt hinzu, dass ein gewichtiger Teil der Grundlagenforschung außeruniversitär betrieben wird. Der Nachwuchs wird dadurch
von der Spitzenforschung eher ausgeschlossen, als an sie herangeführt, und
dies in einem Land, in dem bei jeder Gelegenheit die Einheit von Forschung
und Lehre beschworen wird” (Richter, 2003)43 .

But even the generously funded institutes of the MPG do not appear to
research very effectively and are dominated by institutions with smaller
research budgets (Richter, 2003; Kahn, 1996). Interestingly enough, few
studies exist which investigate research environments in an international,
41

Student-faculty ratios are defined as the quotient of the number of students enrolled,
divided by the faculty of professorial rank. An explanation for this definition is given in
(Herbst et al., 2002, pp. 39–42).
42
European readers may claim that student-faculty ratios of European institutions should
not be compared to those of US institutions (because of differing morphologies or personnel structures characterizing the two university cultures). Such a stance is ill-founded. The
differences are not merely definitional and have great impact on the teaching-learning environment within institutions. The matter is taken up on the following pages. For a more
detailed discussion, see in particular (Herbst et al., 2002, Chapters 7 and 8).
43
“[The] lacking differentiation [within German higher education] impedes not only the
formation of critical masses in research, it impedes particularly the optimal development
of the next scientific generation [. . . ] An aggravating fact is that substantial portions of
basic research are being conducted outside of universities. Hence, young scholars are more
excluded from the top centers of research rather than lead up to, and this in a country where
the unity of teaching and research is invoked at every occasion” (my translation).
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comparative context and which tie research productivity issues to the structural setup, or more precisely, to the ‘morphology’ of institutions. Institutional morphology is a concept of Pierre Bourdieu (Bourdieu, 1988 (1984))
and — implicitly — of Joseph Ben-David (Ben-David, 1991)44 that can be
captured by indicators such as student-faculty or staff-faculty ratios. The
sparsity of such studies implies that perhaps institutional productivity is
not seen as being linked to institutional morphology. A more likely reason for the sparsity could be that cross-cultural, international studies on
the history and sociology of higher education have simply been lacking in
recent years, in spite of efforts to compare higher education systems.
Achievement in higher education clearly cannot be assessed simply by looking at the research Student-faculty and
achievement. This is naturally so if we look at staff-faculty ratios tend
institutions which have no research focus, which to be higher at European
are dedicated towards teaching. If we look at institutions than at
institutions with such teaching foci, if we look comparatively funded
at the non-university sector of higher education,
US institutions.
we observe no great morphological differences
which would separate institutions in one Western country from another. However, if one focuses on the university sector, morphological differences are often pronounced: student-faculty and
staff-faculty ratios tend to be higher at European institutions than at comparatively funded US institutions. A range of implications flow from these
differences: class sizes tend to be larger in Europe than in the US, particulary during the early years of study; lecture courses dominate true seminars; knowledge transfer is still more important than active learning; teaching loads of faculty are generally higher, and administrative duties more
time-consuming; drop-out rates of students tend to be higher, study durations longer, and graduates are older; advising and mentorship is underdeveloped and the social distance between students and faculty — and
frequently also between staff and faculty — is too large 45 .
If we look at the morphological setup of institutions over time, if we
look at indicators such as student-faculty or staff-faculty ratios, we observe
no really pronounced changes in the US over the last century; in particular, student-faculty ratios did not generally grow. Stanford University
may serve as an example. In the period between 1900 and 1960, Stanford’s
44
Bourdieu introduced, to my knowledge, the term in our context, but Ben-David’s investigations, carried out earlier, focus on the thesis which links morphology to the research
productivity of institutions.
45
A recent review of Harvard’s curriculum is critical of the faculty-student distance. The
university should be known “not only as an institution in which students can sit in lecture
halls”; rather, it should be experienced as a place where students interact with professors
“in seminar and small class settings”. According to William C. Kirby, Dean of the Faculty
of Arts and Sciences, Harvard should appoint more professors (among other measures to
further faculty-student interactions). See (Bartlett, 2004).
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student-faculty ratio varied between 14.8:1 (1910) and 20.7:1 (1950)46 . Subsequently, student-faculty ratios ranged from 10.0:1 (in the year 1990) to
11.1:1 (1970). In contrast, for instance, the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich (ETHZ) had a student-faculty ratio of 15.2 in 1900 (Bergier
& Tobler, 1980). During the period of 1955 and 1980 the student-faculty ratio ranged from 22.4:1 (1975) to 31.8:1 (1960), and in subsequent years from
34.8:1 (2000) to 40.0:1 (1990); today (i.e. 2002), the corresponding ratio is
36.4:147 . Other continental European research universities are characterized by less attractive indicators (Herbst et al., 2002, Table 4.1, p. 40); Robert
McC. Adams calls them “unmanageable” (Adams, 2002, p. 11)48 .
Low student-faculty ratios are indicative of US research universities,
but their origin lies in an early teaching focus of US colleges which was retained in today’s research-oriented institutions. Student-faculty ratios have
not grown in recent decades in spite of great financial pressures, and in contrast to the European scene. This strong teaching orientation of US institutions, once perhaps pursued because of a possible poor preparation of high
school graduates and held onto after the birth of mass higher education,
was instrumental for securing low student-faculty — and by implication
also low staff-faculty — ratios. And these, in turn, appear to have provided
the basis for what we might call the ‘Atlantic split’ in research productivity
(Herbst, 2004).
The Founding and Funding of Disciplines. Looking at the investment
situation as it presents itself for any institution, economic rationale would
suggest that investment should go where it can generate the highest return. In an equilibrium — or optimum — situation, all institutional investment options would be characterized by equal marginal rates of return. If
we adopt this rationale to assess the distribution of resources to the various disciplinary sectors, professional schools, or educational opportunities
within an institution of higher education, resource flows should be directed
in such a way as to equalize the rates of return on investment49 . We have
briefly covered the subject matter regarding private or social returns to education in Section 2.2, and we are conscious of the fact that the expected
returns on educational investments are difficult to assess. But in spite of
these difficulties or shortcomings, it appears that different educational opportunities are associated with widely differing private or social rates of
return and that it would be worthwhile to assess the intra-institutional distribution of funds on the basis of this general economic rationale50 .
46

See: www.stanford.edu/home/stanford/facts/chron.html.
See: www.cc.ethz.ch/docs/Statistik_d.pdf.
48
Adams refers to an average student-faculty ratio in Germany of 59:1.
49
Or, maximize utility subject to resource constraints.
50
An analogous problem presents itself, at least in theory, regarding the inter-institutional
distribution of funds. Because this is a much more delicate — and difficult — matter in
47
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The investment rationale referred to above is quite alien to European
higher education, in part because of its open admission policy, and in part
because of conservative notions regarding which academic disciplines or
educational programs should be offered at the university level. The spectrum of programs or disciplines pursued within Swiss universities, for instance, has remained quite stable, in spite of some changes which have
taken place over time. If educational programs are reasonably restricted
in number, the open admission policy will have the effect that students
will have to choose among the disciplinary fields offered. Some fields
then attract many students while other fields are characterized by a low
demand. Administrators and politicians apparently assume that students
flock to certain fields not only because they are attractive to the students
who have chosen to pursue this line of study, but also because the private return graduates can expect. Furthermore, if the economic returns for
graduates change, educational demands will change in accordance with
changes in the remuneration of graduates: for fields with low remuneration, demand will drop, and the lower supply of professionals with this orientation will have the effect of stabilizing or helping to raise wages again;
conversely, fields characterized by high remuneration will generate further
demand, which will then finally be associated with an oversupply of associated professionals and a down-adjustment on the wage scale. Hence,
there is no need to worry about disciplinary distributions of student populations, because the system regulates itself. Furthermore, because of this
self-regulation, disciplines, fields and educational programs can — and
should — be funded in terms of associated student numbers or number
of graduates (see Chapter 4).
“But is it true?” (Wildavsky, 1997). Is it really sensible to assume that
we are confronted here with a reasonably proper self-regulating system?
To begin to answer this question we might note at the outset that European, Humboldtian higher education systems define disciplinary foci far
more conservatively than US systems: new disciplinary orientations are
frequently difficult to pursue and the founding of new university departments is often an ordeal. If we compare US universities with peer institutions in Germany, Austria or Switzerland, we observe that the number of
departments or courses of study offered at US institutions is easily double
that offered here. US research universities cover a broader spectrum of science or professions, and they cover this spectrum in greater detail (see Table
A.3). When demand for particular lines of study at US institutions grow,
student numbers are curtailed by the availability of resources, by sensible
limits on the size of departments, and by active admission management. If
demand exceeds supply at a given institution, quality can be raised, and
practice, we shall not cover it here: measurement and equity problems may be so severe so
as to be prohibitive.
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excess demand can be funnelled into new fields of study or directed towards other institutions. The founding of new fields or new departments
will generate new demand, which in turn is handled in like fashion. In this
way, US research universities have managed to increasingly improve their
academic status and their international research prowess.
In contrast to this, continental European institutions tend to be very
conservative regarding the founding of disciplines or departments and regarding the perception of what is properly included at the university level
of education. New disciplines frequently take hold in Europe years — even
decades — after corresponding departments in the US have been established. For example, in the case of information technologies and computer
sciences, a new department was opposed because it was argued that information technologies and computer sciences were proper parts of established fields, namely mathematics and electrical engineering, and that there
was no need to pursue something administratively new (Zehnder, 2001). In
the case of environmental sciences, to present another example, the argument was that existing fields of biology and chemistry would already cover
all what was purportedly addressed by environmental sciences (Koller &
Imboden, 2001). Some fields are — or were — excluded from European or
Swiss universities because they lack or lacked supposedly ‘scientific’ merit:
nursing, social work, landscape architecture, design (industrial, interior,
graphic, media), et cetera, fields that are generally relegated to the second
tier of higher education, the Fachhochschulen. Other fields, such as education, are still confined to special schools, i.e. Pädagogische Hochschulen, and
not made part of the universities proper.
The conservative stance regarding disciplinary or departmental orientation and the notion of a self-regulating system are all the more perplexing in light of fields which are often overcrowded — such as psychology51
— or are characterized by a restricted demand for labor52 . Study courses
where the number of graduates continually exceed labor demand indicate
a demand for lines of studies where the supply spectrum of higher education institutions is not broad enough. Here, new lines of courses should be
implemented which cater to the talents and aspirations of the students en51

At the University of Zürich of today, for instance, some 2,000 students study psychol-

ogy.
52

At the Federal Institute of Technology in Zürich (ETHZ), architecture has been a program of high demand, with an enrollment of circa 1,600 students a few years ago and a
current enrollment of close to 1,200 students. In spite of the fact that the program produces
more graduates than can be absorbed by the market, a committee rejected a proposal a few
years ago to launch a study course in landscape architecture on the premise that landscape
architecture does not meet the standards of university education. Landscape architecture is
not inherently different from architecture itself, a fact that prompted Harvard University to
start offering a corresponding program at the end of the 19th century. Today, ETHZ offers
an individualized post-graduate course in landscape architecture for a planned enrollment
of 8–16 students.
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rolled in the respective courses and which serve the needs of society53 . Economically speaking, graduates in courses where supply exceeds demand in
the labor market have a reduced private as well as a reduced social return
on investment54 . Institutional resources, hence, are sub-optimally invested
and redirecting resources to other lines of educational programs might help
to equalize the marginal rates of returns on investment, provided sensible
new programs are chosen, or — to put it differently — governmental charters and governing boards allow institutions to choose new programs. Two
further examples are given here:
• The redirection of institutional resources is a policy theme of great
importance. The fact that the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
in Lausanne (EPFL) was able to integrate the life sciences into a former engineering school, for instance, has great merit. Today’s overlapping of engineering and natural sciences is very significant, and a
school focusing on engineering alone could not expect to do frontier
research or teaching. The integration of the life sciences into EPFL
was perhaps a matter of survival, at least at the level of a leading
Institute of Technology.
• A similar — but perhaps less dramatic — case can be made regarding
the full integration of the social sciences and the humanities into the
realm of the Swiss Federal Institutes of Technologies (which is prohibited by Federal mandate), an integration which was demanded
for the field of economics more than a decade ago by Jürg Niehans.
Since World War II, economies have shifted their foci and universities
— and Institutes of Technologies — have had to adapt. Today’s Western economies employ roughly two thirds of their labor in the tertiary
(i.e. service) sector, and it is clearly short-sighted — and damaging —
to prohibit Institutes of Technologies to offer new programs, particularly in those social sciences where structural analyses and mathematical models play a constructive role55 . A problem orientation of
a modern technical institution demands the inclusion of the social
sciences and the humanities since most problems of today are man53

To provide an example of the University of Zürich once again, a new course in the
field of media sciences (Publizistik) was recently implemented, with scant resources, which
attracts now some 1,000 students (i.e. far too many). The great attraction this new study
line enjoys is indicative of a need for a far broader choice of study options.
54
The general argument here is that graduates have pursued a studium generale, so to
speak, and they will manage to infiltrate other professions or lines of employment.
55
ETHZ has recognized this fact for some time now. In 1994, for instance, the RiskLab was
formed (together with Credit Suisse (CS), Swiss Re and Union Bank of Switzerland (UBS)),
aiming, in particular, for the “promotion of the scientific competence and methodology in
the general area of integrated risk management, [and] of fundamental and pre-competitive
applied research [in the finance industry]” (see: www.risklab.ch/AboutRiskLab.html).
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made: they cannot be addressed in purely engineering and natural
sciences terms56 .

56

In 1997 the Planungskommission of ETHZ demanded a new focus for the institution as a
whole, encompassing a triad of broad fields: (i) natural sciences, (ii) engineering, and (iii)
social sciences and humanities (ETHZ, 1997).
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Chapter 3

Public Management Reform
Debate
Knowledge about knowledge has a peculiar multiplier or
leverage effect on the growth of knowledge itself. The more we
know about learning and the transmission of knowledge, and
the more we know about the processes by which knowledge
advances at the frontiers, the more efficient will be the use of
resources, both in education and in research.
Kenneth E. Boulding (Boulding, 1968)

I

assess emerging currents in higher education governance
and management, a focus on the general public management discourse
— and the implicit cultural change — will set the stage for a subsequent discussion on performance-based budgeting or funding measures in higher education (see Chapter 4). We cannot review this discourse
in great detail here, but a range of topics should be touched on: movements
as they developed during the past two decades to reform government and
public administration, the particular foci of this reform, and lastly the question regarding the political versus the academic orientation of this reform.

3.1

N ORDER TO

Impetus of Reform

The debate on government and its role is old, perhaps as old as civilization,
but during the recent decades we have witnessed a surge in this debate,
fostered in part by the ideological schism separating East and West during the most part of the 20th century. “Governments are not famous for
efficiency” writes Mancur Olson (Olson, 1973, pp. 355f) in the early 1970s,
“yet”, he continues
43
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“it remains true that the reasons for exceptional inefficiency that is alleged to
occur in the public sector have not been codified, nor incorporated into the
body of economic theory, nor even stated in a sufficiently clear and general
fashion to bring this matter (important as it is) into elementary textbooks”.

A dozen years later, after the demise of the Soviet Union and its allies, a
resurgence of a debate transpired which tried to refocus Western societies
and to redefine public and private spheres. Government and government
operations were criticized still, as Lawrence R. Jones and Donald F. Kettl observe (Jones & Kettl, 2003), alleging that they
“[. . . ] are inefficient, ineffective, too large, too costly, overly bureaucratic,
overburdened by unnecessary rules, unresponsive to public wants and needs,
secretive, undemocratic, invasive into the private rights of citizens, self-serving, and failing in the provision of either the quantity or quality of services
deserved by the taxpaying public”.

As Jones and Kettl note, “[f]iscal stress has also plagued many governments
and has increased the cry for less costly or less expensive government, for
greater efficiency, and for increased responsiveness”. The time, apparently,
was ripe for a new reform movement.
Reinventing Government. New Zealand is generally given credit for being one of the first countries to “reinvent government” (Osborne & Gaebler,
1993; Boston, Dalziel, & St John, 1999), starting the corresponding activities
around 1984 (Evans, Grimes, Wilkinson, & Teece, December 1996). “Any
understanding of the [reform movement]”, write Jones and Kettl, “must begin there”. In New Zealand, public management reforms came to the foreground because national economic performance was lacking, because inflation ran high, because new and increasingly competitive markets emerged
within the Pacific Rim, and because it was felt that the subsidized and
overly regulated economy was not up to its task. By 1988, accrual accounting (Freeman & Shoulders, 1999) and output contracting arrangements were implemented, while subsequent reforms extended way into
the 1990s and affected higher education (Ministry of Education, 1997) as
well as public management reforms in general (Schedler & Reichard, 1998;
Kettl, 2000, 2002). By the end of the past century, new management modes
in the field of higher education were on the agenda in a range of Western
nations (Bauer, Askling, Marton, & Marton, 1999; Henkel & Little, 1999;
Braun & Merrien, 1999; Bleiklie, Høstaker, & Vabø, 2000; Kogan & Hanney,
2000; Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy, 2001a).
New Zealand, a small country of roughly 4 million inhabitants, had a
long tradition as a welfare economy, going back to the 1920s — or even to
the outgoing 19th century1 . While prior to World War II New Zealand’s
1

In 1898, the Old Age Pension Act was passed, in 1911 benefits were extended to wid-
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per capita gross national product (GDP) was still roughly on a par with
that of the US, by the mid-1970s this measure was down to roughly half of
that of the US2 . The following decade saw a further downturn in the economy which culminated in 1984 in a foreign exchange and constitutional
crisis. Subsequent to this crises, “New Zealand embarked on what evolved
into one of the most comprehensive programs of economic reforms of any
OECD country in recent decades” (Evans et al., December 1996, p. 1860).
Current account and government fiscal balances became less negative —
or even positive — in subsequent years, but consumer prices started to
climb, at least during the first few years of reform, and by the mid-1990s,
unemployment rates where still higher than a decade before3 .
One of the characteristics of New
Zealand’s reform, which is still in process, New Zealand’s reform
is that — since its inception — it has been efforts became models
maintained by all its governments. Initi- for reforms elsewhere,
ated by a Labour Government that won particularly in Europe.
elections in June of 1984, a broad agenda
of reforms were pursued which continued
to be supported by all subsequent governments: the National Government
which took power in 1990, and the two coalition governments which have
held office since 1996 (after establishing a proportional representational
system in the parliament). It is difficult to assess the extent to which the
reforms were — and are — successful, and such assessments are clearly
outside the scope of this report. Important to note, however, is the persistency with which reform efforts were carried forward and the echo the reforms of this small nation found in other countries. New Zealand’s reform
efforts became models for reforms elsewhere, particularly in Europe, less
I presume because the reform ideas were novel, but rather because New
Zealand’s economy had to travel a particularly long route to recovery. Reforms in the fields of monetary or fiscal policies appear not to have made a
lasting imprint on reforms elsewhere, perhaps because New Zealand was
perceived here not to play a spearheading role. But regarding the reframing of government and its role, it appears, New Zealand is given credit for
its efforts to redesign the welfare state (Boston et al., 1999).
The Spreading of Reforms. The reforms — or better: reform movements
— which stand in the foreground here run under different labels: New
ows, the Family Allowances Act was passed in 1926, and in 1938 “a comprehensive system
of social security was implemented by the Labour Government” (Evans et al., December
1996, pp. 1858–1860).
2
As of 2001, this figure decreased to 37%; see: www.stats.govt.nz/.
3
As of 2001, unemployment rates (of 5.3%) are roughly half of what they were in
the early 1990s, but they are still higher than in the mid 1980s, for instance. See:
www.stats.govt.nz/.
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Public Management (NPM) (Barzelay, 2001) appears to be a kind of generic
term, National Performance Review (NPR) was the term used under the
Clinton-Gore administration, and the current US administration under G.
W. Bush links all their corresponding documents to the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) (Committee on Science, Engineering, and
Public Policy, 2001b, Appendix F, pp. 167–188). Different political agendas have embraced the reforms. “Whereas the New Zealand reforms were
launched from the left, the British reforms grew from the right with Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher’s neoconservative venture to shrink the size
of the state. In 1982 Thatcher launched the government’s Financial Management Initiative” (Kettl, 2000, p. 13). The current UK government has a
Next Steps initiative (Cabinet Office, 1999), and the reforms in Switzerland
run under the label of Wirkungsorientierte Verwaltung. Reforms have eventually spread to many nations and regions around the globe: to Australia,
Hong Kong, and the Scandinavian countries. They have spread in the sense
that changes in public management were made with particular reference
to the reform movement. “Reform-watching in public management” write
Christopher Pollitt and Geert Bouckaert, “can be a sobering pastime. The gaps
between rhetorics and actions, and between views from the top, and experiences at the grassroots are frequently so wide as to provoke scepticism or
— according to some — cynicism” (Pollitt & Bouckaert, 2000, p. 188f). We
shall see whether this pessimistic view has some merit.

3.2

Reform Ideas Assessed

Models, not in the sense of iconic replicas or mathematical representations
of phenomena or processes, but in the sense of conceptual ideals, are associated with implicit dangers. Ideals need to be operationalized in order to
serve their function as guiding principles, and if we want to judge the merit
of the model or the quality of the ideal, we ought to look at the way the ideal
is translated and given form (Newell, 1969; Aronowsky, 1969; Herbst, 1970,
1999). This practice is common in the history of political thought where
ideas are assessed, in part, in terms of the regimes they spawned or influenced. But the practice is not that widespread: if we were to judge the
merit of architectural innovations by the quality of epigonic works, for instance, the history of architecture — or the critical reception of architecture
— might take on a different look.
Hence, in order to assess reform ideas in the field of public management, hence, we should not only look at the ideas as such but also at how
these ideas are implemented. There are differences between general principles and concrete plans and programs, and while there might be a consensus regarding the general principles, there may be differing views regardOctober 2004
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ing the ways these principles are executed4 . Evaluation and performance
assessments are some of the basic tenets of the public management reform
movement, and we shall apply these — in a very tentative way — to the
reform movement itself.
State versus Private Ownership. To begin our review of governance and
management measures in the public domain we will start with a short reflection on state versus private ownership (Shleifer, 1998). Common modes
of thinking once reserved market industries for private ownership. In contrast, other industries (where stronger market imperfections, such as monopoly power or externalities were evident) were reserved for state ownership. The position of the dividing line between what belongs to the state
and what does not has not always been agreed upon. Various schools of
economic thought have assumed different position on this issue. Recent
decades have witnessed a shift in thinking, brought about in part by advanced contracting theories and accelerated perhaps by the collapse of the
Iron Curtain. Until recently, government-owned enterprises in key industries — such as steel, energy or telecommunication — were common in a
range of Western nations. The newer doctrines generally see no need for
state ownership in these industries and, consequently, many of the key industries have been privatized in recent years.
The privatization of government operations touches two major classes:
operations which are released from government control, and operations
which are not:
• The first class encompasses former state industries such as steel, for
instance, which now function like any other firm in the market economy.
• The second class refers to operations which are being sourced-out.
Here, the government ceases to perform the operation in-house, so to
speak, but delegates it to a private agent who takes on the responsibility for the operation on behalf of the government.
In recent years, many formerly governmental services have been sourcedout, among them engineering or architectural works, administrative or social services, and garbage collection. Contracts — and principal-agent models (Holstrom, 1983; Boyer & Kihlstorm, 1983) — provide the theoretical
4

To illustrate this point, I hope the reader will forgive me if I cite from a paper which I
wrote as a younger person at the hight of the Vietnam conflict (Herbst, 1970): “It is always
the outcome of a structuring process which matters. We may pursue such ill-defined objectives as ‘peace’, but ultimately strive for well-defined objectives such as ‘reduce the enemy
supply by x%’, or ‘defoliate y acres of forest of enemy territory’. Looking as the well-defined
objectives, we often wonder whether it was really ‘peace’ we wanted to achieve”. See also
footnote 10 on page 51.
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bases for such activities. The question which has to be posed in this context
is whether the “mode of provision matter[s] even when the government
pays” (Shleifer, 1998, p. 136).
The common notion today is that the mode of providing these services
does matter. Private enterprises are seen as more cost-effective because
they are not encumbered by various bureaucratic rules and regulations,
and because they are profit oriented. According to this view, outsourcing
pays because the same service is being offered, only at reduced costs. However, the current discourse does not offer clear boundaries which activities
are those of the state and which activities are not, and it is frequently a matter of political judgement where the boundaries are drawn regarding the
provision of government services: various nations follow differing strategies. In certain cases it may not matter which services are being offered by
the state and which are contracted out because there is no intrinsic reason
why government agencies cannot operate at similar levels of efficiency as
private firms, particularly when quality or security concerns stand in the
foreground5 . However, there are clear cases where contracting-out opportunities have their limits, as Andrei Shleifer observes, namely where “the
government cannot fully anticipate, describe, stipulate, regulate and enforce exactly what it wants” (Shleifer, 1998, p. 137). If contracting-out occurs in spite of these limitations, i.e. if contracts take account of only a subset of relevant factors,
“[. . . ] cost reductions for which private suppliers have stronger incentives
have potentially deleterious effects on the non-contractible qualit[ies]. [. . . ] In
such situations, strong incentives may lead to inefficient outcomes [. . . ] Ironically, the government sometimes becomes the efficient producer precisely
because its employees are not motivated to find ways of holding costs down”
[p. 138].

While Andrei Shleifer posits that “in most of the situations where cost reductions has adverse consequences for non-contractible quality, private ownership is still superior” [p. 139]. He is specifically referring to the private non-profit organization to take care of situations characterized by noncontractual qualities.
There is no need to delve further into questions on state versus private ownership, a discussion which is central to the economic sciences, but
peripheral in the context of the present report which does not attempt to
focus on private higher education, at least not in a normative way6 . However, if the focus is on public higher education, questions of governance
5

National railroads may serve as an example here. Privatization may have severe negative effects on the culture and operation of the enterprise, as the recent history — in the UK,
for instance — shows.
6
This report is written from a Swiss — or even European — perspective where private
higher education institutions play a marginal role. This does not imply a rejection of the
idea of private, non-profit, institutions. In my assessment, private institutions of higher
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and management will have to be addressed, and if the principles of public
management reform (and governance and management modes) are influenced by the state versus private ownership debate, aspects of this debate
have relevance in the present context.
General Principles. Let us look at the general principles — and the various agendas — of a reform movement which is frequently referred to as
New Public Management (Barzelay, 2001). Christopher Pollitt and Geert
Bouckaert attempt to describe what the reforms are about (Pollitt & Bouckaert, 2000, p. 17): “[. . . ] public management reforms [consist] of deliberate changes to the structures and processes of public sector organizations
with the objective of getting them (in some sense) to run better”. Public
sector organizations do things: they administer, but more importantly in
our context, they plan or manage processes. They are also occupied with
certain tasks, or leave tasks for others to perform. The reform is now not
focused, in Pollitt’s and Bouckaert’s view, on administration, management
or planning directly, but rather at the meta-level of organizations by which
processes are affected indirectly. These indirect, meta-level activities have
always been the subject of the policy sciences. It is the deliberate change
orientation of public management reform and its political will, its ‘mission’
so to speak, that set it apart from the academically oriented policy sciences.
Focusing on the agenda of reform issues, we observe a very wide spectrum of measures addressed. Lewis Evans, for instance, refers to the following (Evans et al., December 1996, p. 1859): measures pertaining to the
financial market, such as the removal of interest rate and foreign exchange
controls, the floating of the exchange rate; measures pertaining to the goods
market, such as the removal of price and rent freezes, of agricultural subsidies, of export assistance, of import licences, of tariffs, et cetera; measures
pertaining to monetary policy; measures pertaining to the reform of trading
organizations, such as privatizations; measures pertaining to the reform of
government departments, such as the introduction of private sector employment conditions, of output contracting arrangements, of information
systems, of accrual accounting; measures with regard to various taxation
reforms; measures which aim at budget reforms, focusing on a reduction
of government expenditures, cuts in welfare, a shift to user pays; measures
dealing with the health system and health insurance; measures which focus on a de-regulation of the labor market by lifting wage freezes; measures which address the division of power between central and local goveducation could only leave their status of marginality in Europe if a few well-endowed,
well-managed institutions enter the scene. I judge the necessary initial endowment for a research university to be around e 6–10 billion. Only with an endowment of such magnitude
would it be possible to set a mark, be truly competitive internationally, and to overcome
the lacking culture of private non-profit institutions in Europe. The endowment mentioned
appears large, but commitments by a few dedicated philanthropists could make it possible.
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ernment, or which redraw the boundaries of jurisdictions; and measures
which address the political system or the representational system of government: a broad spectrum of measures, indeed.
Donald E. Kettl, focusing not on measures but on the major foci — or
foundations — of what he calls “the global public management revolution”, lists the following six principal orientations (Kettl, 2000): a
• focus on productivity or, viewed from a different angle, on efficiency
of government operations; an
• orientation towards marketization, i.e. the replacement of “traditional
bureaucratic command-and-control mechanisms with market strategies” [p. 2]; a
• service orientation, designed to make government more responsive
to the needs of its constituency, instead of lining out government programs which reflect primarily the interests of the service providers;
• a dedicated move towards the decentralization of power and the placing of decision-making authority near the location where courses of
actions have to take place; a
• separation of roles with respect to the initiation or contracting of services, and the service provision; and lastly
• the affirmation of government’s accountability, the constant pursuit
of accountability measures, and the pursuit of result-driven systems.
At this level, a doctrine seems to be forming to provide a guiding principle
for decision-making.
If we look at the first principal orientation of public management reform, we are not confronted with anything new. The focus on productivity or efficiency of government operations has a very long tradition, dating back at least to World War II and the subsequent major developments
in economics (Moss, 1973), political science, and operations research. The
list of fine books which have addressed issues of productivity or efficiency
of government operations can easily fill a large library. Developments in
such fields as mathematical programming, game theory, cost-benefit analysis and project evaluation, planning-programming and budgeting systems
(PPBS)7 , management by objectives (MBO)8 , zero-based budgeting (ZBB)9 ,
7

The Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) of 1993 can be traced back to the
Program, Planning, Budgeting System (PPBS), established during the US administration of
President Lyndon B. Johnson and Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara.
8
This focus during the mid 1970s can be linked to the US administration of President
Gerald F. Ford.
9
The reference is here to the US presidency of Jimmy Carter.
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total quality management (TQM), et cetera, may have a dusty aura. But
some of these fields are still at the center of development, and some fields
— such as PPBS — have been abandoned because of inherent deficiencies,
which appear in the process of being duplicated by the public management
reform movement (Grove, 1973)10 . All the fields together attest to the fact
that productivity and efficiency have always mattered.
The orientation towards marketization is a
newer — and clearly more controversial — sub- Markets do not
ject matter which appears to lie at the center of exist everywhere and
the reform movement and which I addressed, in they do not provide
part, in the context of the short discussion on solutions to
state versus private ownership. Markets, where everything.
they exist and work, are a wonderful thing, but
markets — functioning markets — do not exist
everywhere and they do not provide the solutions to everything. Marketization strategies can provide a seemingly clear path to efficiency or effectiveness. However, such strategies can also be misguided: performance of
operations may have nothing to do with marketization strategies. James Q.
Wilson cites case after case where the performance of operations were unrelated to market forces (Wilson, 1989). “Bureaucrat-bashing”, he observes,
is not the answer and, referring to Charles Wolf (Wolf, 1993), “both markets
and governments have their imperfections; many things we might want to
do collectively require us to choose between unsatisfactory alternatives”.
But to do better, he suggests, “we have to deregulate the government” (Wilson, 1989, p. 368–369).
The service orientation of the reform movement is the third focus on
Kettl’s list. Service orientation is a very important issue with regard to government operations. Public services, in spite of their name, do not always
seem to provide the quality of service that they should. But it would be
foolish to deny the service orientation of government in general: indeed,
service orientation stands at the very core of democratic governments, and
always has. Private enterprise, on the contrary, does not have a general service orientation: indeed, private firms have a sales orientation, or a marketshare orientation, or a return-on-equity orientation, and they pursue their
service orientation only as a means for other ends. Government service and
10

One of the aberrations of PPBS Ernest W. Grove refers to (Grove, 1973, p. 394) was the infamous US practice during the Vietnam war to measure ‘progress’ in terms of ‘body counts’
of Vietcong fighters. He then generalizes his critique [p. 395]: “This [US practice] is quite
typical of the way the PPB system has worked since it was forcibly and inflexibly foisted on
all government departments in 1965. The result was a triumph of technique over purpose,
and a tremendous burgeoning of new jobs and unnecessary work. It is impossible to disagree with the basic principles underlying the PPB system; the problem arises in their practical application, as all kinds of cooked-up statistics, fudged or invented data, and other
necessary subterfuges are likely to arise when basically sound principles are indiscriminately applied to all areas of government activity”.
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bureaucracy appear to have flawed images, fed by common anecdotal evidence regarding lazy, pompous, or otherwise ineffectual — or non-serving
— public officials. But lacking government service is not intrinsic: it need
not be there, and the long standing service debate within government attests to the fact that there are many able and proud officials, teachers, and
administrators trying to serve their respective constituencies.
The fourth issue Kettl mentions refers to a decentralization of power.
Here, we may have to make a distinction between the macro and the micro levels. At the macro level, decentralization may mean shifting power
within a government, perhaps on the basis of redefined boundaries of ministries or agencies. It may also mean shifting power from central to local government, or from government to public institutions (such as higher
education) and giving them more autonomy to pursue their own agenda.
At the micro level, it may mean giving departments or individual groupings within governmental agencies a protective — autonomous — status
to shield them better from outside interventions, which may turn out to be
politically motivated, and which may interfere with the very mission of the
department or grouping under consideration. “In general”, Wilson writes
(Wilson, 1989, p. 372), “authority should be placed at the lowest level at
which all essential elements of information are available”. But decentralization may not always be the proper strategy: in certain cases one may
want to centralize decisions which formerly were decentralized, perhaps in
order to ease coordination or to ensure a comprehensive view11 . In federal
systems, the centralization–decentralization dichotomy has always loomed
in the foreground of the political agenda, and it would be wrong to assume
that decentralization should serve as a general prescription.
The fifth principle calls for a separation of roles concerning the policy function of service provision and the actual service-delivery. Contracting and principal-agent theories, which originated within economics some
decades ago, were transplanted into the public management debate around
the mid-1980s, and these were instrumental for an increased tendency to
source-out services. I have already commented on contracting-out activities above, in the context of a brief discussion on state versus private ownership (see p. 47). Contracting-out reduces the size of government agencies.
This in itself, however, is not enough to justify such practice. Frequently,
quality of service delivery can be improved and the associated costs reduced, provided the service is of a standard nature and there are many
11

In Switzerland, strong local interests influencing land-use planning and zoning, for
instance, prevented a more orderly, less expansive and better serviceable (by public transportation) regional development, as foreseen by the Swiss federal authorities in the 1970s in
their comprehensive development plans and their concept of ‘decentralized concentration’.
The processes of sub-urbanization have since reached Alpine regions (such as the Engadin
valley) and are slowly destroying environments of great natural beauty and architectural
heritage.
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agents available who can deliver this service. If the service is of a standard
nature, government is in a position to line out contractual arrangements
with potential agents, and contractual arrangements eventually can be supervised, monitored, and assessed. Contracting-out, however, is associated
with potential — and well-known — dangers of corruption (von Maravic,
Patrick and Christoph Reichard, 2003). Mancur Olson has pointed out, together with others, “the need to be wary of the influence of organizations
representing inputs used in government on the allocations chosen by the
political and administrative processes” (Olson, 1973, p. 383). If the dangers
are not those of outright corruptions, others loom around the corner. In the
contracting of engineering services, for example, there is an implicit pressure towards implementation. While one advantage of planning lies in the
evaluation of a wide spectrum of alternatives, the sequence of studies —
pre-feasibility study, feasibility study, project studies up to final implementation — has a tendency to always favor the next step of investigation. If
collusion develops between engineering firms and governmental agencies,
investigations are quickly biased or corrupted — to the detriment of the
general public. In those cases, however, where the services under consideration are of a non-standard nature, contracting-out is a much more delicate
business12 .
The last of Kettl’s principles refers to accountability measures and to result-driven Government agencies
systems. This principle touches perhaps should be transparent
the core of the reform efforts, particu- — and be made transparent.
larly if viewed from a perspective which The same applies to higher
focuses on higher education. Account- education systems and
ability, as such, is undisputed. Demoinstitutions.
cratic governments are accountable to their
constituency and governmental agencies
should be transparent — and be made transparent. Hence, reports and
analyses which portray the respective institutions in a transparent manner are mandatory. The same applies regarding higher education systems
and institutions. The principle appears to become problematic if specific
accountability measures are mandated. It is also clearly problematic if
accountability measures are directly tied to specific incentive or funding
schemes to induce or to provoke change. When this is the case, systems
adapt, trying to meet the accountability measures mandated, and in doing
so they may deviate from their own path of goals and mission achievement13 . Or, as Kettl mentions, referring to the reform in New Zealand and
12
Military procurement programs might fall into this category, or higher education for
that matter.
13
The following anecdote illustrates the case: An Indian provincial government, trying to
control the proliferation in the snake population, set out on a program to pay the peasants
for any cobra they would turn in, only to find out later that the peasants embarked on cobra
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to Allen Schick’s interpretation of that reform (Schick, 1996):
“[. . . ] managers tended to rely on a ‘checklist’ mentality of meeting narrow
output goals without necessary fulfilling the broader purpose, and [that] the
new competition model imposed its own compliance costs [. . . ] The problem
became especially serious ‘when unspecified matters escape accountability’
[i.e. a reference to Schick], especially issues not anticipated in management
contracts, for which clear responsibilities cannot be defined in advance or for
which outputs cannot clearly be measured after the fact” (Kettl, 2002, p. 94).

We have furthermore, in the context of contracting-out, referred to the possibilities of unethical behavior. Mandated accountability measures which
are tied to funding may have a similar effect, in that agencies might try
to fudge figures14 . Kishore Gawande and Timothy Wheeler, referring to the
work of Heckman, Heinrich and Smith (Heckman, Heinrich, & Smith, 1997),
mention “that bureaucrats can ‘game’ the performance standards system,
since they have the discretionary power to maximize their private returns,
in an attempt to maximize a center’s measured performance” (Gawande &
Wheeler, 1999). Obviously, there is ample space for unethical behavior associated with performance funding, requiring additional — not less — bureaucracies to check and fight these tendencies. I shall cover performancebased budgeting or funding in some detail later on (see Chapter 4), and
shall try to assess their appropriateness in the context of higher education.

3.3

Performance Reporting

Institutions generally have a mission to pursue, and they have, or they require, resources to pursue this mission. The mission has to be translated
into more specific goals and targets to be reached, and measures and programs have to be devised — and resources budgeted and allocated — to
reach these aims. Activities with these aims in mind are normally grouped
breeding programs (von Maravic, Patrick and Christoph Reichard, 2003, p. 121). Another
anecdote is mentioned by Olson: “There is the classic case of the early Soviet nail factory in
which quotas were set in terms of ‘weight’ of nails produced. In response to this implicit
incentive a small number of very large nails was produced. When an attempt was made
to correct this obvious distortion by measuring output in terms of the ‘number’ of nails,
quotas were met and Stakhanovite awards were won by producing a large number of very
small nails” (Olson, 1973, p. 387f).
14
A recent scandal in higher education in The Netherlands, whereby Dutch institutions
fudged their student enrollment, corroborates this. The Dutch Court of Audit notes that
“the Ministry of Education had failed to supervise the investigated sectors of education
properly. Departments within the Ministry have paid too little attention to the risk of misuse and improper use, despite receiving signs that irregularities were occurring”. In her
response, the Minister of Education “postulated that the audit had never been intended to
ascertain the scale of the irregularities and claimed that this was in fact the task of the Court
of Audit. The self-cleansing audit was allegedly only partially intended to chart and evaluate the extent to which institutions could manipulate funding regulations”. See: (Algemene
Rekenkamer, 2003).
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under such headings as strategy formation or planning, and the documents
which deal with such activities are called mission statements, strategy papers, or plans. Strategies or plans cannot be simply implemented because
institutions operate, naturally, in an environment characterized by insufficient information on what the future will bring and what other actors will
do. Hence, goals achievement will have to be monitored: institutions need
to see whether they are on track in the pursuance of their goals, they need to
evaluate the effectiveness of measures taken, and they may have to modify
or change their mission, goals or plans if they find themselves in a situation
which warrants these changes.
To engage in such activities is a time and resource consuming — but
necessary — endeavor. Many people within an organization or a university will have to be called upon to participate, at various levels. Quality improvement groups may operate on a continuing basis, in order to improve
current practices or procedures; standing committees may pay attention to
more strategically oriented questions which require vigilance; ad hoc committees address particular problems; planning or budgeting offices work
out plans or budgets within a framework of formalized consultation; college alumni-offices may survey graduates regarding their career; et cetera.
All these groups and administrative offices prepare reports, memoranda
or documents of various kinds, some of which are of a more general nature and can be used to enhance the intra-organizational communication,
and some are aimed specifically to serve accountability vis-à-vis steering or
funding agencies, or vis-à-vis the general public. Looking a bit more deeply
into the archives of today’s major universities, one is indeed surprised by
the wealth of information which these archives — accessible online — make
available to the public.
In light of this, we may ask how performance reporting, a central aspect of the Planning practice of the
public management reform, fits into pursu- past was unthinkable without
ing institutional goals. Performance moni- monitoring or performance
toring, it should be clear, is an integral part measurement, as unthinkable as
of any improvement or planning activity, driving an automobile without
and so is to report on the results of the monlooking where the car is heading
itoring activity. Good planning practice of
and without steering to keep the
the past was unthinkable without monitorthe vehicle on course or
ing or performance measurement, as unthinkable as driving an automobile without out of trouble.
looking where the car is heading and without steering to keep the vehicle on course or out of trouble. Performance
monitoring, as part of a planning activity, is a task of those who plan. But
it is also a research activity of wide scope by scholars, stakeholders and
observers of systems monitored. Professional organizations and topical
journals exists to enhance communication among those affected and to exCEST 2004/4
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change ideas and experiences. The literature on agencies of various kinds,
or on systems of agencies or institutions, is immense, and a good portion of
this literature focuses on matters of performance. Schools and school systems are assessed regarding their effectiveness in pursuing their mission,
and so are hospitals or health insurance systems, institutions of higher education, et cetera. A great deal can — and should — be learned from this
kind of research to improve existing practices and modes of operations.
However, performance reporting does
not
appear to be concerned simply with
Performance reporting is
a formalized approach whereby performance monitoring and the subsebureaucratic units report on quent reporting of the findings. Perfortheir performance with respect to mance reporting is a formalized approach
contractually predefined targets. whereby bureaucratic units — i.e. agencies
or institutions — report on their performance with respect to contractually predefined performance targets15 . We shall have the opportunity to look into
performance reporting with regard to specific cases within higher education later on, but for the time being I would like to direct a spotlight on
this practice by quickly looking at such an exercise as demanded by the US
Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA).
Review of Agency Reports. The gist of the GPRA is summarized as follows (United States General Accounting Office, 2001a, p. 5): “Under GPRA,
annual performance plans are to clearly inform the Congress and the public of (i) the annual performance goals for agencies’ major programs and
activities, (ii) the measures that will be used to gauge performance, (iii) the
strategies and resources required to achieve the performance goals, and (iv)
the procedures that will be used to verify and validate performance information [. . . ] Annual performance reports are to [. . . ] report on the degree to
which performance goals are met” (United States General Accounting Office, 2001a, p. 5). The essence of GPRA is sound — but trivial — and reads
like any prescription of planning: identify the goals (or outcomes) to be
pursued in your plan, operationalize these goals, list the courses of actions
and resources required to achieve these goals, note the measures required
by which to assess goals achievement and, finally, report on goals achievement and deviations. As of 2002, two dozen agencies issued plans and reports, from the Department of Agriculture, to the Treasury, to NASA, to the
Social Security Administration16 . Each plan lists outcomes to be pursued,
which in turn are further operationalized by performance objectives and
indicators to measure progress towards achieving a particular outcome. I
15

Their definition is part of performance contracts, Leistungsaufträge or Leistungsvereinbarungen, et cetera, which focus on the principal-agent relationship.
16
See: www.gao.gov.
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shall comment briefly on five of the plans, in order to give an impression:
• National Science Foundation (United States General Accounting Office,
2000e, 2001e): The NSF focuses on two key outcomes: (1) that “research funding awards lead to discoveries at and across the frontier of science and engineering”, and (2) that research grants are administered “efficiently and effectively”. Regarding the first outcome,
“NFS judged its performance as successful” (United States General
Accounting Office, 2001e, p. 5); and the same applies regarding the
second outcome17 .
• Department of Education (United States General Accounting Office,
2000a, 2001a): Six outcomes are listed: (1) that “students reach challenging academic standards that prepare them for responsible citizenship, further learning, and productive employment”, (2) that “children receive a solid foundation for learning”, (3) that “greater public
school choice [is] available to students and families”, (4) that schools
are “strong, safe, disciplined, and drug-free”, (5) that “less fraud,
waste, mismanagement, and error in student financial assistance programs” take place, and (6) that “students have access to high-quality
postsecondary education and lifelong learning”. With regard to the
first outcome, “little progress” was attested18 . Regarding the second
outcome, the assessment was the same, partially because of lack of
data to report on annually. The achievement with regard to the third
outcome was more favorably reviewed, because of the pursuance of
charter schools19 . Regarding the fourth outcome, the use of unsuitable proxi-measures was decried, and with regard to the fifth outcome, the goals or objectives to address this outcome were seen as
lacking. Finally, the meeting of the final outcome was judged to be
“mixed”.
17

It is noteworthy how ‘efficiency’ and ‘effectiveness’ is understood in this context: “NSF
exceed by 21 percent one of the management performance goals — to receive at least 60
percent of full grant proposal submissions electronically through a new computer system
called FastLane. NSF also exceeded by 5 percent another management goal that at least 90
percent of its funds will be allocated to projects reviewed by appropriate peers external to
NSF and selected through a merit-based competitive process. NSF continued to miss one of
its investment process goals — to process 70 percent of proposals within 6 months of receipt
— dropping from 58 to 54 percent in fiscal year 2000” (United States General Accounting
Office, 2001e, p. 56).
18
“The interim report contained seven objectives and 35 indicators for this outcome; however, fiscal year 2000 data were only available for nine [of the 35] indicators. In analyzing
these nine indicators, we found that Education has made little progress toward achieving
this outcome” (United States General Accounting Office, 2001a, p. 3).
19
The target for the year 2002 were 3,000 charter schools. The program was reported to
be on track.
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• Environmental Protection Agency (United States General Accounting
Office, 2000c, 2001c): Four key outcomes stand in the foreground: (1)
safe and healthy air in every community, (2) safe water for drinking,
recreation, and agriculture (3) clean-up of hazardous waste sites, and
(4) making sure that “food supplies are free from unsafe pesticide
residues”. With regard to the first two outcomes, the EPA is judged
to pursue a proper program, in spite of problems with data and measurement. Regarding the third outcome, the assessment is more reserved: “Of the six agreements targeted for completion in fiscal year
2000, only two were completed” (United States General Accounting
Office, 2001c, p. 3). Lastly, regarding the fourth outcome, EPA’s “reported strategies appear clear and reasonable”.
• Department of Transportation (United States General Accounting Office, 2000b, 2001b): The DOT pursues four key outcomes: (1) “fewer
transportation-related accidents, death, injuries and property losses”,
(2) “reduced flight delays through air traffic control modernization”,
then (3) “less highway congestion and improved highway pavement
condition”, and (4) “reduced availability and/or use of illegal drugs”.
Regarding the first outcome, “DOT reported mixed success in achieving its aviation, rail, and transit safety goals” (United States General
Accounting Office, 2001b, p. 2). Regarding the second outcome improvements require a longer time frame because circa “70 percent of
flight delays were due to bad weather” and technologies which address this problem will become effective only in years to come. With
regard to the third outcome, DOT “met its goal to improve pavement
conditions” and “exceeded its goal to install intelligent transportation systems in [. . . ] metropolitan areas”; however, it “did not meet
its goal to reduce highway delays”. Lastly, the fourth outcome is pursued by a “multi-agency strategy to reduce the supply of illicit drugs
entering the United States” but, unfortunately, DOT was unable to
report an improvement in seizure rates for cocaine, et cetera.
• Department of Health and Human Services (United States General Accounting Office, 2000d, 2001d): HHS lists six key outcomes: (1) “less
fraud, waste, and error in Medicare and Medicaid”, (2) “high quality nursing home services”, (3) “[self-sufficiency] of poor and disadvantaged families and individuals”, (4) “improved prevention of
infectious diseases, including vaccine-preventable diseases”, (5) “reduced use of illegal drugs”, and (6) “prompt access to safe and effective medical drugs and devices [by the public]”. With regard to
the first outcome, the reviewers note that the Health Care Financing
Administration (HCFA) is not in compliance with the Federal Financial Management Improvement Act, mainly “because it lacks a fully
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integrated financial management system” (United States General Accounting Office, 2001d, p. 9). Regarding the second outcome, HCFA
is not seen to give proper recognition to the Nursing Home Oversight
Improvement Program. With regard to the third measure, “the Administration for Children and Families (ACF) reported that it lacked
fiscal year 2000 performance data for 18 of the 26 measures associated
with programs whose performance is critical in reaching this key outcome”. “Mixed progress” is reported towards the forth measure, i.e.
“towards achieving the 15 infectious disease prevention goals associated with this outcome”. Concerning the fifth outcome, problems
were associated with “collecting data for about half of its 80 goals”,
but the Substance Abuse & Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA) reports that “it met or exceeded its targets for nearly 90%
of the goals for which it had data”. And lastly, with regard to the
sixth outcome, the Federal Drug Administration (FDA) “reported results for 17 out of 19 goals [. . . ] and reported that it met or exceeded
14 goals, did not meet 3 goals, and lacked outcome data for 2 goals”.
What are we to make of this? A first comment may relate to the outcomes
used and how they were assessed. Let us take case by case.
With regard to the NSF, the reaching
of the two goals is somehow trivial. In Performance reporting is
the case of the Department of Education, methodologically flawed: it is
the six outcomes assessed cover the entire not suited to assess complex,
spectrum of issues to be addressed rather interrelated phenomena which are
well, although not all outcomes can be seen characteristic of modern societies,
to occupy the same hierarchical level: the
and it is not suited to assess merits
first, the second, and the sixth are clearly
of an organization or to identify
to be seen at a higher level than the third,
strength and weaknesses of
the fourth, and the fifth. The Department’s
progress was assessed less than enthusias- governmental units.
tically, in spite of the fact that no other nation — and no other Department of Education — researches eduction at
comparable depth.
With regard to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), a systems
argument may have to be invoked. Factors which affect the quality of air,
water and land are not under the influence of EPA. Emissions from transport or heating affect air quality, and here the Departments of Transportation or Energy are involved; water quality is affected by a range of factors
of which one, pesticides, falls under the jurisdiction of the Department of
Agriculture. EPA stands at the forefront as a monitoring agency and cannot
easily be held accountable for air or water quality.
In the case of the Department of Transportation, four ‘outcomes’ are
used to assess the work of the department, the first three of which adCEST 2004/4
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dress means of service delivery, not outcomes in a stricter sense, while the
fourth appears to belong subsumed under the first. Not addressed are the
aims of transportation, and not addressed are vital points in transportation
and land-use planning, such as modal split (e.g. urban metro versus automobile, rail versus flight traffic, transportation versus communication), or
zoning and sub-urbanization in relation to transportation modes.
Regarding the Department of Health and Human Services, we observe
again that means of service, not outcomes, stand in the foreground: four
of the six areas of investigations refer to means of service delivery. Public
health is not addressed as such, only two sub-categories: infectious diseases, and use of illegal drugs; neither is a major focus discernible regarding rising cost levels within the health system and how to curb these.
If one looks at a Next Steps Report by the UK Cabinet Office, to take
a European example, one learns “details of performance against 1,265 key
targets which were set by 136 Agencies plus 2 of the 4 Departments operating on Next Steps lines [. . . ] Overall, Agencies met 75.7% of their targets, in
line with last year” (Cabinet Office, 1999, p. 5)20 . The report self-critically
remarks that “whether or not an agency meets a particular target reflects
both the level at which the target is set and the performance of the agency”.
Service improvement is a further issue: “Where direct comparisons can be
made with the previous year, performance exceeded that achieved in 1996–
97 against 52% of targets”21 .
All the activities referred to above are exercises which are mandated
politically. They follow a scheme of performance-based reporting — if
you will — which try to measure goals achievement, measures which are
methodologically flawed: they are not suited to assess complex, interrelated phenomena which are characteristic of our modern societies, and they
are not suited to assess the merits of an organization or to identify strength
and weaknesses of governmental units.

3.4

Political vs. Academic Orientation

To assess the public management reform movement is a daunting endeavor
and clearly outside the scope of this report. A range of books are around,
however, with this aim in mind (Jones, Schedler, & Wade, 1997; Boston
et al., 1999; Kettl, 2000; Brudney et al., 2000; Pollitt & Bouckaert, 2000;
Barzelay, 2001; Kettl, 2002). Despite my reservations regarding a well founded assessment — or critique — of the reform movement, a few general
observations might be admissible. More specific reform proposals as they
20

The corresponding figures for previous years are as follows: 1993–94: 80.0%; 1994–95:
83.0%; 1995–96: 75.0%.
21
I.e. performance was better in 52% of the cases; in 14% it was worse, and in 34% of the
case about the same.
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pertain to higher education shall then be addressed in the subsequent chapters.
General Observations. The first observation pertains to the speed at which
the reform movement spread. For anybody who is accustomed to the slow
movement of change, in government in general and in higher education in
particular, the reform movement has spread fast22 . Donald F. Kettl observes
(Kettl, 2000, p. 5): “The reform movement has spread like a wildfire, often
without careful analysis of the results they have produced or the preconditions for success”. Jones and Kettl reiterate this observation two or three
years later (Jones & Kettl, 2003, p. 9):
“[. . . ] the new public management reforms spread around the world with an
energy and simultaneity never seen before with any kind of management reform [. . . ] Never before have so many governments tried such similar things
in such a short order”.

My own hunch is that the reform movement had a stronger impact on societies where modern management and planning approaches were lacking
in development, where bureaucracies were still entrenched in their traditional modes of operation, where change was difficult to come about, and
where the reflective positions and natural immunity against management
fads was least developed.
The second observation is that the reforms affected widely differing — mainly The reform movement has
democratic — governments, quite irrespec- a political orientation, and
tive of their particular profiles and problem the particular packaging of
structures. In a sense, the reforms took on diverse ideas, its doctrine,
the form of ‘package deals’, and they were made it appealing.
propagated and branded as such. No individual reform measures were standing in
the foreground, selected for particular national conditions or specific public
services. Rather, those ‘deals’ became an almost amorphous prescription
of general guiding principles — or a fancy cocktail of some of the more
modern fiscal measures, combined with newer management concepts imported from private industry. Because of its amorphous nature, it is very
difficult to critically evaluate the reform movement: most reform measures
subsumed under the reform label make sense in a particular context. The
reform as a brand was so strong that it itself became the very driving force
22

To indicate that change management is a difficult task, I included in the MIT-ETHZ
report (Herbst et al., 2002) a quote from Per Nyborg (Nyborg, 2000): “Changing a university
is like moving a graveyard — it is extremely difficult and you don’t get much internal
support”. Subsequently I found an earlier remark by Wilson (Wilson, 1989, p. 368) which
Nyborg may have used: “[c]hanging [a bureaucratic] culture is like moving a cemetery: it is
always difficult and some believe it is sacrilegious”.
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of change, rather than the problems that needed to be solved: the solution
itself was omnipresent.
My third observation refers to the political
versus the academic orientation of the reIt is quite a
form. It appears clear that the reform movequestionable practice
ment grew out of political necessities as perto approach a wide
ceived by political parties, governments, and
spectrum of disparate
their associated advisors (Osborne & Gaebler,
problems with the same
1993; Gore, 1993, 1996). It is also clear that
approach, the same
the reform relied on a broad range of managedoctrine.
ment concepts which have evolved during the
past half century, and it covers subject matters
which span many disciplines, from economics, to political science, to law,
to management and sociology. As such, the reform movement has a political orientation, and the particular packaging of diverse ideas, its doctrine,
made it appealing. But the speed with which reforms were initiated and
adopted cannot be explained by the power play of political parties, nor by
the succession rate of governments — or the problems faced in the particular contexts, for that matter. The speed with which reforms spread probably
has to do with both the acceptance the reform found in academic circles and
the eagerness with which reforms were embraced — perhaps even used —
by members of the university community (Abbott, 2001), particularly in
Europe23 .
The Tides of Reform. In all the exuberance regarding performance-reporting and the current reforms in public management, one easily forgets
that previous generations have done their work as well. Goals, targets
and priorities have been set before, and prior developments were reviewed
(Schultze, Hamilton, & Schick, 1970; Council of Economic Advisors, 1971).
Some of the best minds have helped to shape public investment policy
(Dorfman, 1965; Congress of the United States, Joint Economic Committee, 1969; Moss, 1973). Before the Balanced Scorecard concept was developed (Kaplan & Norton, 1996), there were people studying multi-criterion
decision-making (Keeney & Raiffa, 1976; Starr & Zeleny, 1977) or decision
and value theory (Arrow, 1963 (1951); Fishburn, 1964, 1973). Year after
year, scholars and students alike tried to understand, improve and apply
economics, planning, law, political science and quantitative analysis in order to improve public service and decision making (Gawande & Wheeler,
1999). What I am trying to say is the following: all fields develop continually, more or less; particular fields may stagnate for a time, but stagnation
in many fields cannot be observed in our era.
23

Academicians frequently play a prominent part in government but, with the exception
of the recent public management movement, they rarely belong to one school of thought.
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Finally, reform is not necessarily tied to development or improvement,
in spite of its common meaning; the term also refers to restoration or repair. In a wider sense, reform is an ongoing process initiated by whoever
aims to re-form. Paul C. Light describes tides of reform, an ebb and flow of
movements, which continuously shape the profile and character of public
administration (Light, 1997). He distinguishes four ideal-types of reform:
(i) ‘scientific management’, with a focus on discernible management principles and a reliance on structure, rules, and chains of command; (ii) ‘liberation management’ with a focus on performance and a reliance on targets
and evaluations; (iii) ‘war on waste’, with a focus on efficiency and a reliance on audits, inspections, and investigations; and (iv) ‘watchful eye’,
with a focus on fairness and a reliance on information, accountability measures, the media, and ‘whistle-blowing’. Most policies or programs today
will have ingredients of all four of the ideal-types mentioned, and even
more commonly differing administrations will emphasize one or the other
aspect of reform.
Light is concerned with a range of problems associated with reforms
and he calls for “better analysis and greater experimentation”. The problem
with ‘bureaucratic naturalism’, as he calls it, is that the
“[. . . ] tides of reform create cumulative, not isolated, effects [. . . ] the tides
of management reform appear always to produce accretion, whether in the
form of paperwork, rules, or administrative thickening — that is, more layers
of management and more managers at each layer” [p. 117].

The second problem he locates in a tendency to pursue comprehensive,
government-wide reforms which cannot easily be targeted towards particular agencies or problems and which may, hence, produce mismatches
between problem situations on the one hand and reform approaches on
the other24 . The third problem he sees in the fact that reform approaches
frequently create contradictory effects when combined or sequenced. Particularly ‘liberation management’, his reform class most closely matching
the current tendencies within public management and comprehensive —
government wide — in scope, he sees as
“[. . . ] self-consciously disdainful of [. . . ] of compromises with structural machinery. It tends to view itself more as a social movement for rescuing government than as a mere engine of tinkering with the structure of the past”
(Light, 1997, p. 222).
24
“It may be”, Light writes (Light, 1997, p. 221), “that tight hierarchies and specialization
are particularly appropriate for certain kinds of high-volume processing agencies, such as
the Social Security Administration or the Internal Revenue Service, but inappropriate for
knowledge-producing agencies like the National Institute of Health or NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory. It may also be that employee teams and empowerment are much more
suitable for such highly professionalized workforces as air traffic controllers or custom inspectors but a poor fit for agencies which long histories of internal division or high vulnerability to fraud, waste, and abuse”.
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Lastly, a fourth problem he perceives in the apparent accelerating rate of
reforms.
In view of such constant attempts to reform, to improve, to renew, or
to adapt, current reform efforts ought to be promulgated with a sense of
modesty and be received with a sense of perspective. The adjective “New”
in the concept of NPM may conjure the notion that a true paradigm shift is
at work, replacing ‘old’ thinking. But this is not the case. Complex societal
problems cannot easily be solved, and it should be clear that it is quite
questionable to approach a wide spectrum of disparate problem with the
same approach, the same doctrine.
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Chapter 4

Performance-Based Budgeting
or Funding
Ironically, by focusing on performing for someone else’s
approval, corporations create the very conditions that
predestine them to mediocre performance.
Peter M. Senge (Senge, 2000)

A

performance-based allocation of resources in higher
education will have to clarify a number of issues. First, we need
to have a clearer notion of what the concept stands for, how it relates to what we might call more generally indicator-based — or
formula driven — allocation of resources, and whether it is important to
distinguish between budgeting and funding (Section 4.1). Second, we need
to distinguish the levels of resource allocation1 and the forms of funding.
In this context, it will be important to clarify the relative magnitude of resources which are allocated on the basis of performance criteria (Section
4.2). Third, we should present illustrative examples regarding the practice
of performance-based resource allocation in various countries and higher
education systems, and should assess various ramifications (Section 4.3).
DISCUSSION ON

4.1

Indicator-Based Resource Allocation

Performance-based allocation of resources have to be seen in the more general context of indicator-based resource allocations. In the public sphere
at least, resources are allocated in terms of perceived — relative — needs,
resource allocation is constrained by the availability of resources, and these
1

In function of the resource flows: from the state to institutional systems, from institutional systems to institutions, and finally within the institutions themselves.
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Figure 4.1: E CONOMIC I MPACT C YCLE OF H IGHER E DUCATION .
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in turn are dependent on fiscal policies and regulations. A comprehensive
view of this cycle — fiscal policies and revenues (tax income), budgeting
of public program needs (higher education funding), resource allocation
within specific sectors and programs and generation of output in education and research (HE output), and the tracing of economic impact and the
assessment of economic growth and fiscal revenue prospects (prosperity)
— is a complex macro-economic endeavor clearly outside the scope of this
report (see Figure 4.1). Suffice it to say here that the assessment of program
needs, in the public sphere of democratic societies and in relative terms, has
always been information or indicator based. There is no way to perceive
program needs other than to review information or program indicators,
and while most public resource allocation processes of the past were not
formula driven, they always took into consideration pertinent information.
A certain confusion is evident regarding the definition of performance
indicators. Martin Cave, Stephen Hanney and Maurice Kogan contribute the
following definition (Cave, Hanney, & Kogan, 1991, p. 24):
“[. . . ] we define a performance indicator as an authoritative measure — usually in quantitative form — of an attribute of the activity of a higher education
institution. The measure may be either ordinal or cardinal, absolute or comparative. It includes both the mechanical applications of formulæ (where the
latter are imbued with value or interpretative judgements) and such informal
and subjective procedures as peer evaluations or reputational rankings”.

This definition appears misleading and too broad: misleading, because it
seeks to include “absolute” measures, and too broad, because it subsumes
all indicators under the label of performance indicators2 .
First, we ought to note that not all data can be used as indicators: data
used in this way have to be ‘indicative’, to ‘point out’, to ‘hint’ or to ‘suggest’ (Little, Fowler, Coulson, & Onions, 1967 (1933)). “Absolute measures”
2

Another aspect is touched by Mantz Yorke: “That the initial expectations regarding performance indicators have not been fulfilled is revealed in the work of Cave et al. In the
second edition of their book on performance indicators Cave et al. [p. 24] defined an indicator (rather blandly, it has to be said) as ‘an authoritative measure — usually in quantitative
form — of an attribute of the activity of a higher education institution’. The definition in
third edition is similar, but has one notable omission — the word ‘authoritative’ ” (Yorke,
1998).
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are not indicative as such, unless they are used in a comparative context
and are combined with other measures. Indicators are normalized in one
way or another: as ratios of two sets of data (e.g. student-faculty ratios),
as percentages of target achievement, saturation or exploitation (e.g. age
participation rates, drop-out rates), as reference points on an interval scale
(e.g. research performance ratings), or as relative positions among a set of
positions (e.g. research performance rankings).
Second, Cave et al. call indicators “performance indicators” whenever
they are used to address activities of higher education systems or institutions. This appears clearly too encompassing. Even a clause which would
tie performance indicators to the assessment of performance aspects would
not suffice because most discourses regarding higher education touch, in
one way or another, performance aspects. In reference to the US context,
Cave et al. note themselves the questionable value of defining ‘performance
indicator’ in too broad terms and, referring to Herbert H. Kells (Kells, 1986),
they state (Cave et al., 1991, p. 58):
“He points out that although quantitative data are collected in the USA they
are not akin to Western European [performance indicators] because they are
used to inform peer review and to assist internal management and formative
self-assessment rather than related to governmental goals and published in
league tables that might influence funding decisions”.

In other words, Herb Kells reserves the term ‘performance indicator’ for
the situation where indicators are tied to the allocation of resources, i.e. to
performance-based funding or budgeting, irrespective of whether or not
indicators are performance indicators in a strict sense3 . In the context of
the present report, we shall rely on Kells’ notion of the term.
A second confusion arises in relation to ‘performance-based’ vs. ‘indicator-based’ allocation of resources. It should be clear that the latter —
generic term — can serve to encompass the former (but not the other way
around), and that the term ‘indicator-based’ can be used synonymously
with ‘formula-based’ or ‘formula-driven’. Formula-based resource allocation mechanism might tie funds to input measures, for instance when
resources are distributed in function of the number of students enrolled.
Performance-based funding, in contrast, would attempt to link resource
allocation to performance-indicators or output-measures4 . Furthermore,
while Joseph C. Burke distinguishes performance funding from performance
budgeting (see p. 70), in the sense that he ascribes to the two terms different
foci and contents, I prefer to not make this distinction (other than to retain
3

In the strict sense, a performance indicator relates output to input.
While one can clearly separate performance funding from indicator-based (or formulabased) resource allocation, the distinction in the literature is not that easy because (i) both
resource allocation modes are often used simultaneously (and for the same motives) and
(ii) authors frequently fail to recognize this distinction.
4
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the time-order of the terms, namely that budgeting takes place before funding).

4.2

Block Grants vs. Line-Item Budgeting

In order to arrive at a clearer notion of performance-based resource allocation, we shall focus first on resources flowing from the government to
higher education systems or to individual institutions, provided these are
financed directly by the state. Here, we shall have to distinguish two basic
funding modes:
• block grants, where the power to allocate funds is handed over to the
funded institution; and
• line-item budgeting systems, where the power to allocate funds rests
with the funding agency (Massy, 1996).
Block grants5 allocate a specified sum of funds, ideally without a great deal
of strings attached, at least as long as the institution is pursuing a course
which is not conflicting with the institutional mission: funds are basically
‘unrestricted’ and can be used for whatever purposes the recipient agency
or institution deems relevant. Specifically, funds can be transferred from
one budget category to another, and from one year to the next. In more
restricted cases, the budget is still subdivided into broad budget categories,
and the transfer of funds from one budget category to another will have the
be approved by the funding agency. In contrast to block grants, when lineitem budgeting systems are put into effect, the funding agency retains the
power of resource allocation6 : no transfers between budget categories and
no inter-annual financial carry-over are feasible.
Historically, line-item budgeting systems (with the power of resource
allocation retained by the funding agency) appeared to play no significant
role within the US regarding the state funding of institutions7 . From the
very outset, US institutions had to scramble for funds and early on they
developed broader funding bases than their European peer institutions.
State institutions would receive block grant appropriations from their state
for instruction and self-supported research, but they would also receive
directly earmarked — i.e. restricted — resources from government or industry to fund research or specific projects, and they collected tuition and
5
In the current German or Swiss-German discussion, the term is translated with Globalbudget.
6
Line-item systems are characteristic of budgeting modes of the Kameralistik.
7
However, line-item budgeting did — and to some extent even do — play a role in the
internal allocation of resources of US institutions.
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fees from students. In addition, institutions benefited directly from philanthropy and indirectly from governmental grants and loans given to students. Today’s public universities receive less than half of their income
from their respective state8 .
The US tradition of block grant state appropriations and broad institutional budgeting bases is in clear contrast to the European situation where
block grant systems are a relatively recent phenomenon, implemented in a
few countries and partially implemented in others. While US public higher
education never had to shift from governmental line-item control to block
grants, European — and also many outer-European — systems were called
upon to make this transition9 . In contrast to the US situation, however,
where institutional autonomy has a long history and is comparatively well
developed, managerial autonomy and block grants in Europe are not simply granted but tied to elaborate funding systems: institutional autonomy
is granted by the state, but only within narrow margins of state control10 .
A byproduct of globalization is a certain alignment of higher education
cultures or particular aspects thereof: the current Bologna process (Bollag,
2001; Edwards, 1999) can be seen in this light. There are European tendencies to emulate particular aspects of US higher education, and rightly
so, but there are also tendencies which point in the opposite direction: US
higher eduction appears to integrate notions and concepts which originated elsewhere, in Australasia or in Europe, for instance11 . Performance
budgeting has to be seen as part of a new cultural change and adapta8

See (The Editor, 2003, p. 24) or Tables C.4 and C.5.
Both Joe Burke and Frank Schmidtlein point to the fact that block grants may have a lineitem budgeting base (not as detailed as that in Europe). For instance, “over half of the [US]
states require that institutional budgets be prepared listing [. . . ] ‘objects of expenditure’
[. . . ]” (Schmidtlein, personal communication). Furthermore, “the controls states place on
transfer of funds between ‘line-items’ after the budget has been approved by the state vary
considerably, with some states requiring approval of transfers between some of the lineitems and others giving the institution considerable flexibility in reallocating funds among
line-items. Around a third of the states employ budget formulas to calculate the amount
of funds [needed] for public institutions [and appropriate a percentage of these funding
targets]”.
10
While European — Humboldtian — institutions experienced autonomy in the context
of Lehr- und Forschungsfreiheit, their managerial autonomy was traditionally restricted: Kantone and Länder, for instance, retained strong control over matters pertaining to resource allocation, curriculum development, degree courses, and even faculty appointments. Faculty
and rector’s offices didn’t have to ‘bother’ with the broader aspects of running an institution and they could devote themselves to the strictly academic aspects of higher education.
Such systems appealed not only to Europeans but also to US scholars; see in this respect for
instance (Flexner, 1930; Kerr, 1994).
11
The exchange of ideas and the mutual influencing among differing cultures is, of
course, natural and old and can be traced throughout the entire history of higher education.
In particular, the early US research university profited a great deal from Humboldtian — or
German — ideals (Schwinges, 2001; Flexner, 1930) while during the later years, i.e. during
the post World War II era, the US research university played the dominant role (Graham &
Diamond, 1997; Geiger, 1993; Freeland, 1992).
9
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tion process which affects different systems differently: European or Australasian systems with a tradition of direct government control and associated line-item budgeting are affected much more strongly than US systems,
with block grant appropriations and powerful institutional leadership.
The US Experience. Let us look at the North American experience first.
Experiments with performance funding in the states of Tennessee, Connecticut and Hawaii date back to the 1970s and 1980s (Burke, Joseph C. and
Associates, 2002). Learning — and performance — became a research focus
in the 1980s (Astin, 1985, 1993), and the subsequent focus on performance
budgeting or funding in higher education was influenced by general management reforms (Peters & Waterman, 1988 (1982); Hammer & Champy,
1993), by the reform movement which affected government in the early
1990s (Osborne & Gaebler, 1993), and — naturally — by the fiscal and financial crises which affected funding states and higher education systems
(see Chapter 2).
Joseph C. Burke distinguishes performance funding from performance
budgeting — and from performance reporting (Burke, Joseph C. and Associates, 2002, p. 21f):
“Performance funding ties tightly specific resources to institutional results on
each of the designated indicators. The tie is automatic and formulaic. If a
campus achieves a set target on a designated indicator, it receives a specific
amount of performance money for that measure. Performance funding focuses on the distribution phase of the budget process.
Performance budgeting allows governors and legislators, or coordinating or
system boards, to consider campus performance on the indicators collectively
as merely one factor in determining the total allocation for a public college or
university. The link is loose and discretionary. This approach usually concentrates on budget preparation and slights — even ignores — budget distribution.”

According to Burke’s assessment, within the
period 1997-2002, performance funding in colleges and universities has expanded (see Table
4.1): from 10 (of 50) states in 1997 to 18 in the
year 2002. In the case of performance budgeting,
Burke counts 16 states in 1997 and 26 states — i.e.
more than 50% of all states — in the year 2002.
Furthermore, 50% of the states practicing performance funding also practice performance budgeting (year 2002), and a 23%
of all the states with performance budgeting systems in place also practice
performance funding. But the situation is not such that states practicing
performance funding form a subset of states with performance budgeting
in place, and these in turn would form a subset of states practicing performance reporting (intersections percentages are found in Table 4.2).

Performance funding has
a limited impact: it affects
only 0.5% to 6% of a state’s
general fund support and
averages around 2%.
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Table 4.1: US U SE OF P ERFORMANCE I NDICATORS : Number of States practicing the measure, by year (1997–02) (Burke & Minassians, 2002).
M EASURE :
Performance Funding
Performance Budgeting
Performance Reporting

1997
10
16
n.a.

1998
13
21
n.a.

1999
16
23
n.a.

2000
17
28
30

2001
19
27
39

2002
18
26
44

Table 4.2: US U SE OF P ERFORMANCE I NDICATORS : Relative share of performance measures (year 2002) (Burke & Minassians, 2002).
M EASURE :
Performance Funding (PF)
Performance Budgeting (PB)
Performance Reporting (PR)

PF
–
23%
36%

PB
50%
–
52%

PR
94%
88%
–

The picture thus painted can easily be misleading. In the case of performance funding and in the construction of performance formulæ, states
include varying numbers of indicators, perhaps only a single indicator,
for instance, the percentage of minority students among those enrolled,
or the percentage of women faculty12 . If few indicators are included in
the funding rationale, and if the approach is not comprehensive13 , performance funding is a way to add “incentive bonuses for institutions that meet
or exceed state- and self-defined goals” (Carnevale, Johnson, & Edwards,
1998) and is not that much different from project funding14 . Performance
funding, in Burke’s assessment, has a limited impact even when applied:
it affects only roughly 0.5% to 6% of the state’s general fund support and
averages around 2%. And performance budgeting, as Burke defines the
term, is linked to performance reporting and appears to mandate a form
of funding which takes information — and performance indicators — into
consideration. However, performance rewards are frequently added to the
base budgets of the institutions and, “by earning modest rewards every
year, [colleges] can bring about substantial cumulative growth in budgets
12

Burke notes in this respect: “Performance indicators identify areas of anticipated
achievement. [Their number] run from as few as one in Connecticut to as many as 37 in
South Carolina’s original plan, with most programs using around ten” (Burke, Joseph C.
and Associates, 2002, p. 26f). See also Appendix C.2.
13
Comprehensive approaches affect the whole budget of an institution in its entirety. European concepts work that way. See in this regard, for instance, Appendix C.1.
14
Specific institutional projects are funded by the state depending on whether certain
criteria have been met.
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over time” (Schmidt, 2002a)15 .
The most common indicators which states take into consideration are
the following (Burke, Joseph C. and Associates, 2002, p. 10, pp. 229–233):
• input indicators: admission standards and measures (quality of incoming class);
• process indicators: freshmen and minority retention, graduation rates,
faculty workload, student satisfaction studies (satisfaction of alumni),
remediation activities (and success rates), number of accredited programs (quality of instructional programs), evidence of elimination of
programs, classroom and lab utilization rates;
• output indicators: transfer rates, degrees awarded, sponsored research
funds, national ranking among US research universities (based on
publication counts);
• outcome indicators: placement data on graduates, pass rates on licensure programs, satisfaction of employers, national ranking among US
research universities (based on citations).
But it is unclear just how these indicators are grouped to assess institutional
performance, because indicators alone cannot easily grasp the systemic aspects of an institution. Not institutional performance appears to stay in
the foreground, but specific goals or targets (Schmidt, 1996). Burke reports
that performance funding, budgeting, or reporting was judged as having
an impact on the improved performance of public colleges and universities
(Burke & Minassians, 2002, pp. 17–21): in the year 2002, 50% of the states
reported that performance funding affected institutional improvement at
least ‘moderately’, 46% reported that performance budgeting had at least
a ‘moderate’ effect on institutional performance, and 48% stated that performance reporting had at least a ‘moderate’ effect on the improvement of
performance.
In Appendix C.2, I cover a particular US funding system, that of the
State of South Carolina. The funding system of South Carolina has gained
some notoriety because it purported to allocate 100% of the state funds on
the basis of a performance funding concept, a novelty in the US. The early
euphoria, at least among the state legislators, appears to have dissipated.
As Catherine Watt and her associates, in reviewing performance funding
and quality enhancement in the state of South Carolina, conclude (Watt,
Lancaster, Gilbert, & Higerd, 2004):
15
Whether this rationale makes sense is another matter: it smacks, to use a term popularized by Robert Zemsky and William F. Massy, of the “academic ratchet effect” (Massy, 1996,
pp. 81–85). If public funds are limited (for one reason or another), and if state institutions
improve performance (because of performance funding), steadily increased funding cannot
be feasible.
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“As of Fall 2003, the performance funding system in South Carolina is all but
dead. The system has lost the support of the institutions, and it has also lost
the support of several leading state legislators. The staff of the Commission
on Higher Education has requested assistance in drafting a new programme
that responds to the demands for accountability without tying results to allocated dollars. However, after significant cuts that leave funding at the mid90s level, both legislators and institutional leaders seem hesitant to alter a
system without funds to support it. Performance funding for several states
appears on the way out as a management fad; other priorities supercede outcomes when there is no money with which to reward performance”.

Apparently, institutions were lured into supporting performance funding
on the promise to reward performance16 . When it became clear that ‘performance’ is not that easy to measure and to reward, particularly not in a
mechanistic way, the optimistic — if not opportunistic — support for performance funding on the part of the higher education institutions vanished.
The UK Experience. In the UK, to give another example, performance
funding was initiated with the Research Selectivity Exercise (RSE) in 1986
(later to be termed the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE)). Up to the
early 1980s, funding was administered by the University Grants Committee (UGC). With the onset of mass higher education, and facing unprecedented budget cuts, the UGC paved the way to a new assessment of the
higher education landscape and to a new way to allocate — and concentrate — resources.
Since then, the RAE has run though five cycles. Performance funding and the RAE were Higher education is
“designed to drive core funding by rewarding viewed as an industry
high achievers in a system with a spread of per- with an exemplary output
formance, so academics worked even harder to or employment multiplier
achieve excellence because higher grades led to effect.
better resourcing” (Adams, 2002). Performance
funding and the RAE were to play a critical role
in the distribution of scarce resources. There was a tendency to allocate
fewer and fewer funds on a per student basis, and this was coupled with
the aim to embrace an ever wider student population within higher education. Since 1989/90, annual (public) funding per student dropped from
close to £8,000 to roughly £4,600 today (2002/03). The newest plans within
the UK call for an enrollment (or participation) rate of 50%, and they demand substantial additional funding of circa 80% (Crewe, 2004).
To put this situation in context, we ought to recognize that of the £12.8
billion total income of UK’s higher education sector (in the year 1999/2000),
some 60% stem from the UK public sector and only circa 40% were grants
16

A similar tendency can be observed in Europe.
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Table 4.3: E STIMATES FOR THE PATTERN OF UK H IGHER E DUCATION I N COME , BY S OURCE AND P URPOSE , in % of Total, Year 1999/2000, based on
(Kelly et al., 2002, p. 11).

S OURCE :
Funding Council Grants
Academic Fees & Support Grants
Research Grants & Contracts
Other Services
General Operating Income
Endowment & Interest
Total Income

Private
Sector
0
6.0
5.4
2.9
10.2
2.2
26.7

Public
Sector
40.3
9.8
8.7
1.4
3.1
0
63.3

Rest of
EU
0
0.7
1.3
0.7
0.2
0
2.9

Other
Overseas
0
5.7
0.7
0.3
0.4
0
7.1

Total
Income
40.3
22.2
16.1
5.3
13.9
2.2
100.0

of Funding Councils (see Table 4.3). Nonetheless, the reduction of public funding during the past decade, and the corresponding weakening of
higher education, stands in contrast to the positive economic role of higher
education. Higher education is viewed as an industry with an exemplary
output or employment multiplier effect (see also Section 2.2): calculations
by Kelly et al. (Kelly, Marsh, & McNicoll, 2002), based on input-output
analysis, indicate that higher education institutions fare much better than
many established industries17 . During the same decade, UK research performance progressed18 , but it is difficult to tell whether research performance improved because of the policy change of the RAE. Research output
or performance, as measured, had been on the upswing for a number of
nations: improved research and office infrastructures are responsible for
an increased output, and the generally enlarged worldwide research base
is responsible for a heightened reception or impact of good research.
The RAE is an evaluative scheme on which to base the funding of research (see Appendix C.1, and particularly the paragraph on “quality-related research funding” on page 135.). This evaluative scheme stands in
contrast to the descriptive approach chosen by the US National Research
Council (NRC) to assess research-doctorate programs (National Research
Council, 1995)19 . The detailed report of the NRC aims to (National Research Council, 1995, p. 28):
• Assist students and advisors in matching students’ career goals with
the facilities and opportunities available in relevant research-doctorate
17

Such as banking & finance, computing services, legal activities, oil processing & nuclear
fuel, agriculture, advertising.
18
Along the lines “do more with less”.
19
Originally designed to be issued roughly once in a decade. The first report by the NRC
was issued in 1982 and the second in 1995. The next report is expected to be published in
2007.
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programs;
• inform the practical judgement of university administrators, national
and state-level policymakers, and managers of public and private funding agencies; and
• provide a large, recent data base that can be used by scholars who focus
their work on characteristics and its associated research enterprise.

In other words, the aim of the NRC is to inform the various constituents or
stakeholders of the higher education landscape and to provide a vast database in support of higher education research. This aim may be subsumed
under a broad concept of accountability, but it is fair to say that the approach of the NRC preceded the current wave of accountability concerns20 .
In contrast to the NRC, the approach of the RAE is not primarily to inform,
but to provide a rational to allocate resources. These resources are aimed
at the top performing departments, and they provide implicitly for some
stability of resource allocation (Shattock, 2004), but it appears questionable
whether the concentration of funds on well-performing departments alone
is sound: performance does not appear to improve with size, once a threshold of a critical mass is passed (Adams & Smith, 2003), and research performance is more a matter of individuals or teams, not of departments (Trow,
1996).
Apart from the RAE, and apart from performance funding, the Higher
Education Funding Council of England (HEFCE), for instance, distributes
funds for teaching and learning formula-based — and basically in function
of the number of students enrolled, i.e. indicator-based or formula-driven
(Appendix C.1). While research funding aims to concentrate its resources
on a subset of well performing departments, and while research funding
aims to pursue a policy to keep alive a few vital research universities21 ,
funds for teaching and learning are basically spread over all institutions.
The distribution of funds is driven by program demands and does not
make provisions for various levels of programs (within the university sector).

4.3

Assessment of Funding Regimes

The examples mentioned above point to the fact that a wide spectrum of
assessment and funding cultures coexist22 . Following, we shall attempt
20
It is of interest to note here that an agency that is not ‘accountable’ in a strict sense for
higher education institutions provides such a detailed and extensive picture of researchdoctorate programs. The picture covers 3,634 separate doctorate programs in 274 universities, involving 41 research fields (or departmental orientations).
21
Successfully, I should add. British universities are among the best in Europe, and
among the very few non-US institutions that show up on the roaster of the 50 best research
universities world-wide. See (CEST, 2002).
22
A range of nations influenced or molded by the Humboldtian tradition, of which the
Netherlands and Sweden serve as examples, have responded to mass higher education and
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to trace the implications of funding regimes and shall concentrate on: (i)
resources which flow to higher education systems or institutions (and not
to students in the forms if grants, loans, or fellowships); and on (ii) aspects
which characterize higher education funding systems on both sides of the
Atlantic.
US versus European Approaches. In the US, performance assessment affects primarily the educational mission of colleges and universities, because research is funded in great measures through federal research funding agencies or through industry. Furthermore, US performance funding
effects only a relative minor portion — perhaps only 1% — of the institutional budgets23 , provided performance funding is implemented at all.
This stands in contrast to the form of performance funding as practiced in
the UK, for instance, where 100% of funds directed for educational purposes are distributed formula-based and substantial portions of research
funds performance-based.
Apart from noticing that performance funding affects separate domains
and portions of appropriations in the field of higher education, we also
notice that different sets of indicators are called upon to describe performance characteristics of institutions. Because institutional performance is,
by the very nature of higher education and research universities, a multidimensional matter, many well-defined indicators would have to be called
upon to characterize an institution. Furthermore, input, process, output
or outcome indicators used to characterize the performance of an institution or a higher education system are not necessarily, by themselves and
in a strict sense, performance indicators. In spite of this, we notice that
performance funding systems may use only very few indicators, perhaps
even a single indicator, on the basis of which funds are allocated. In the
US case, indicators are primarily used to promote — and fund — a particular cause, almost in the sense of project funding, whereas in the UK case
a few indicators are functionally related to define — comprehensively —
state appropriations (see Table 4.4 and Appendix C.1).
This duality of funding systems implies a disassociation from established funding modes and a choice of opposing directions which may — or
may not — lead to a possible future alignment of funding cultures:
• In many European countries, funding systems are used to transfer decision controls from state agencies to buffer organizations and eventually to institutions, and to shift from line-item budgeting (under
the funding crisis by quiet reforms. These reforms often evoke the language of performance
funding, but the measures themselves point to systems which ought to be characterized as
indicator-based or formula-driven (Huisman, 2001; Fritzell, 1998).
23
See in this respect the discussion on pp. 70f.
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Table 4.4: C HARACTERISTICS OF F UNDING M ODELS (formula driven or
performance-based): The US versus the European Case.
C HARACTERISTIC :
Subject Matter
Broadness of Focus
Budget Portion Affected
Funding Form
Original Funding Mode
Change Direction

US Model
education only
single targets
small segment
incentive-based
block-grants
towards line-item approach

European Model
education & research
comprehensive approach
all public appropriations
formula-based
line-item approach
towards block grants

the control of the state) to block grants (under the control of the institution). In this respect we may talk of a European model24 which
concentrates on a comprehensive, formula-based approach to funding.
• In the US model — and in contrast to the European model — performance funding is used to back up from a purely block grant allocation
of resources and to give the state a direct influence on specific institutional aspects, similar to those under line-item budgeting systems.
The US model concentrates on a target-oriented and incentive-based
form of performance funding.
The two funding approaches appear to be in the process of entrenchment:
they are trying to hold their place and are spreading within their respective
systems of higher education. In spite of their relative success, however,
critics voice their reservations, and there appears to be little prospect for
a genuine rapprochement of systems which are in the process of development on both sides of the Atlantic.
Funding and Governance. One of the early models of a comparative —
international — analysis within higher education was offered by Burton R.
Clark. He proposed to analyze higher education within a coordinate system
of three poles: the academia, the state, and the market (Clark, 1983, p. 143).
This tri-polar system proved very influential and has provided a framework of analysis to this day (Braun & Merrien, 1999; McNay, 1999; Sporn
& Aeberli, 2004; Weber, 1999). Henry Etzkowitz and Loet Leydesdorff have
subsequently expanded Bob Clark’s model under the concept of “a triple
helix of university-industry-government relations” (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 2001 (1997); Etzkowitz, 1999). All three axis of such a tri-polar system
are frequently addressed: the state-market axis which generally provides a
24

Under the “European model” one can subsume also higher education systems shaped
by European culture, such as those of Australia and New Zealand.
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backdrop for a discussion on public services, and which I covered in Chapter 3; the academia-state axis which is in the foreground in the context of the
present report; and the academia-market axis which actually addresses two
intertwined issues: university-industry relations and regional economic
impact of higher education institutions (Lampe, 1988; Saxenian, 1994), as
well as looking at higher education as an industry operating within an educational market (Clark, 1998). It is important to keep in mind that any discussion on the interrelationship between state and academia must take into
consideration normative notions. Indeed, any discussion about the choice
of funding modes and associated control mechanisms (which are based on
a given separation of powers) must consider normative notions of how to
position higher education within an educational market.
As we implied above, funding modes are tied
to
governance:
depending on the funding system
The changes in funding
in
place,
different
forms of governance are being
modes we observe in the US
and in Europe are in fact practiced or, better formulated yet, depending on
changes in governance. the system of governance chosen, corresponding
funding systems will have to follow (see Table
4.5). The changes in funding modes we observe
in the US and in Europe are in fact changes in governance. While European institutions were bound to some form of academic freedom in the
past, at least during periods of democratic rule, managerial — as opposed
to academic — control of most continental institutions remained curtailed.
The recent European shift in governance towards institutional autonomy is
driven by the vision of a reformulated social contract which binds higher
education and society together (Henkel & Little, 1999), which would allow
universities to play a more pro-active, entrepreneurial role (Clark, 1998,
2004), and which could assign universities a more encompassing mission
(Gray, 1999).
The move of European higher education systems towards managerial
autonomy has strings attached: institutional autonomy appears to be offered with one hand — and taken back with the other. The strings pertain not to a possible contractual arrangement between government and
institutions concerning goals to pursue and missions to shoulder. Such an
arrangement would delegate to higher education institutions the task of
pursuing goals and missions and, as public institutions, to pursue them
as effectively as possible. In return, government, through some appropriately chosen buffer organizations or boards, would see to it that institutions
could operate in an environment suited to the pursuance of the chosen
goals and missions25 . In reality, however, governments would not sim25
Frank H.T. Rhodes subsumes this under the concept of the nurturing, fiduciary function:
“[. . . ] the trustee is more than an overseer; he or she is a fiduciary, a guardian, a protector,
not only of the performance and accountability of institutions, but also of the institution
itself and of the standards and values it embodies”. See: (Rhodes, 2004) in (Weber & Dud-
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ply oversee the operations of institutions under their jurisdiction, would
not simply focus on contractual arrangements regarding institutional goals
and missions. Governments started to focus on institutional ‘performance’
— on Leistungsvereinbarungen and Leistungsaufträge in the German language
context — and, to operationalize the concept, defined performance targets
to be met 26 . By doing so, the original intention of moving managerial control from government agencies to institutions is partially being reversed:
managerial controls are transferred, but with strings attached.
The move of European higher education systems towards managerial auton- The move of European higher
omy is judged to be necessary by many, education systems towards
but the question remains whether perfor- managerial autonomy has strings
mance funding systems should be counted attached: institutional autonomy
as proper measures to pursue this venture: appears to be offered with one
much more simple means which respect a
hand — and taken back with
separation of powers appear necessary. In
the other.
countries with European-inspired higher
education management systems, performance funding systems take hold because of a perceived market failure:
higher education ‘products’ appear not specific enough because institutions lack diversity to enrich the supply side of higher education (Trow,
1979; Gans, 1979; Clark, 1997; Trow, 1997) and, as a consequence, the demand for higher education services is not structured and focused enough.
Instead of trying to foster a more natural and healthy competition among
higher education institutions by letting them develop their own profiles,
and instead of creating ‘price’ differentials by giving the power to institutions to select their own student population, a quasi-market behavior is artificially created. This is done in an attempt to lure institutions closer to positions deemed preferable by authorities: in the name of the efficient use of
resources, coordinative measures are put into effect for which, in a different
context, would violate anti-trust laws because they are basically designed
to retain an academic oligarchy. Instead of fostering institutional leadership and management, performance funding systems are implemented to
constrain institutional autonomy and to transfer decision-making powers
which were handed over to institutions back again to governmental supervising bodies or boards.

erstadt, 2004).
26
Buffer organizations or boards appear to exhibit a clear preference to oversee the operations of institutions under their jurisdiction, and they are prone to micro-management.
They see this as their main raison d’être. Performance funding in the context of performance
contracts — Leistungsvereinbarungen and Leistungsaufträge — helps them to pursue this preference.
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Table 4.5: F UNDING M ODES
pean Case.
C HARACTERISTIC :
Original Funding Mode
Original Locus of Power
Change Direction

AND

G OVERNANCE : The US versus the Euro-

US Model
block grants
institution
towards government

European Model
line-item approach
ministry or buffer organization
towards institutions

In contrast to European higher education, the US has traditionally retained a
diversified and rather autonomous higher
education system which developed quite
naturally (Trow, 2003a) and which appeared to provide the foundation for its
dominance today (Altbach, Gumport, &
Johnstone, 2001; Herbst, 2004). The primacy of institutional autonomy is being
softened now by the introduction of performance funding measures. These measures were introduced primarily, in
spite of particular performance goals (see Table 4.6), for political reasons:
to demonstrate governmental strength and focus on efficiency in the face
of mounting public concerns regarding raising costs of education, and to
address particular constituencies and pressure groups. The impact of and
enthusiasm for performance funding measures, as I have shown above, has
remained limited. The coming years shall tell whether we will observe an
expansion of performance funding within the US, in substance as well as
geographically. If higher education systems find ways to adapt to change
by means other than performance systems, as I presume they will, the core
values of US higher education governance and management, as we know
them, will survive: performance funding will remain a fringe phenomenon
and there will be increasing pressures on European higher education systems to look across the Atlantic.

Instead of trying to foster
a healthy competition among
higher education institutions,
a quasi-market behavior is
artificially created in an attempt
to lure institutions more closer
to positions deemed preferable
by auhorities.

Expectations Associated with Performance Funding. As mentioned, performance-based funding systems appear to be becoming entrenched, at
least in Europe, but the link between the aims pursued through performance funding and the results obtained appears tenuous. As Peter Schmidt
observes (Schmidt, 2002b):
“[. . . ] few of the performance-based financing systems have yielded either
of the benefits that higher-education leaders had hoped they would bring:
clear improvements in education, and an increase in state support for public
colleges that have proved themselves [. . . ] So far, most of the systems have
produced paperwork and controversy”.
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Proponents or sympathizers of performance-based budgeting or funding
argue that “[l]inking performance to appropriations gives policy makers
and customers a clearer sense of how the public’s investment in education
is being used” (Carnevale et al., 1998), but these aims can also be pursued
— and much better, presumably — with mandated accountability measures, such as proper and open reporting.
Performance-funding appears to have its own momentum: “[. . . ] college officials really have no choice in the matter”, writes Schmidt: “performance-based financing is going to be imposed on their institutions, regardless of how they feel”. He cites an associate of the National Center
for Higher Education Management Systems: “The question of whether it
[i.e. performance-funding] works is irrelevant” and, given the popularity
of such funding modes with legislators, performance-based financing systems “are not going away. They are simply going to remain part of the
landscape”. While these assessments refer to the development in the US,
they appear to touch a more general mood (Cave et al., 1991).
Performance-funding systems in higher
education are being pursued for the same Performance-funding systems
reasons as public management reforms (see are not only ineffectual in
Chapter 3): to increase productivity, to pursuing their aims but directly
foster competition, to “fund for results”, harmful in their effect.
to increase service orientation, to separate
client-agent roles, and to further accountability. In addition, we may add a further goal, namely to distribute funds
equitably among institutions within the same jurisdiction. These aims are
broad-based, reasonable, and worth pursuing. The aims are not contended
by many, I presume, but the means are. The contentions are, basically, that
performance funding systems are not that suited to pursue the stated aims,
that there are other — and tested — means available to pursue a performance orientation (see Chapter 5), and that performance-funding systems
are not only ineffectual in pursuing their aims but directly harmful in their
effects. In particular, a range of issues are being raised in connection with
performance funding which we shall briefly address:
• the reliance on simple indicators or formulæ to pursue funding foci;
• the impact of performance funding on the intra-institutional allocation of resources;
• competition and the equitable distribution of resources;
• maladaptation and fraud.
Indicators, Formulæ and Funding Foci. Comparative analyses — and
benchmarkings — are necessary to assess where institutions or systems
CEST 2004/4
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stand, but comparisons need to be done in a sensible way. In a comparative
setting it is frequently shortsighted to compare indicators without assessing the broader context. It may even be meaningless to compare indicators
of a particular class. To illustrate this point, I shall give three examples:
• grant programs which are linked to graduation rates;
• the use of student satisfaction statistics; and
• the comparison of sets of indicators.
Regarding the first point I shall refer to a plan of the US Department of Education to create a grant program which is designed to reward educational
institutions “for retaining students and graduating them on time” (Burd,
2003). The general aim of the program appears reasonable: if students are
retained, they will graduate (eventually); and if study periods are reduced,
graduates will enter the labor market earlier and with higher credentials,
allowing them to earn higher salaries.
State agencies might follow similar agendas, for example in Pennsylvania, where a “$6-million grant program [was created] to reward institutions
that graduate at least 40 percent of their in-state [undergraduate] students
within four years”. But the effect was “that last year [i.e. 2002], when the
first grants were awarded in Pennsylvania, not one public college in the
state was among the 65 institutions on the list [receiving grants]”. Public
colleges have lower retention and graduation rates in comparison to private institutions, not necessarily because they are deficient, but because
they cater to a different student population. They have larger proportions
of non-traditional — and older — students who work in support of their
part-time studies, or students who enroll in particular courses to enrich
their education or to add new skills. “Public officials warn”, Stephen Burd
reports (Burd, 2003), that
“[. . . ] a shift in federal policy that would reward colleges for their success in
retaining and graduating students would encourage institutions to shut their
doors to students who need their services most”.

The proposed federal program — and the implemented state program — is
designed to improve the quality of student-aid programs, but it also aims
at improving educational efficiency or effectiveness, for the benefit of the
economy. The criteria by which the quality of student-aid programs are
being assessed are neither obvious nor transparent, and it is very questionable whether efficiency or effectiveness of educational services are affected through such programs: in the US, where course credit systems are
in place, students exact the educational system in direct proportions of the
credit hours taken, and they graduate when the required credits are accumulated.
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The second example refers to student satisfaction statistics which are
frequently used in the comparative assessment of institutions and the publication of league tables27 . Inter-institutional and inter-disciplinary student satisfaction statistics cannot be compared because student responses
at the various institutions or programs cannot be viewed as random samples from the same student population (and, hence, the scales of the respective assessment cannot be considered ‘standardized’). We can observe,
for example, that students from excellent institutions are less satisfied with
their institution (or with their educational programs) than their peers from
less prestigious institutions. This single fact alone does not suffice to make
a judgement or rank the institutions: students at an excellent research university may be more discriminating and critical, while students of lesserranked institutions may be more grateful for receiving an education. In
other words, student satisfaction statistics when used to compare institutions say little about the quality of an institution or a program, and the
ranking of institutions along these performance measures is meaningless28 .
I will draw from Jill Johnes and Jim Taylor (Johnes & Taylor, 1990, pp.
173–180) to illustrate the third example, and remark again on the problems
that can arise when comparing indicators. Johnes and Taylor report on a
comparative ranking of 43 universities of the UK where five performanceindicators provide the basis for a ranking: the non-completion rate of students (i.e. dropout-rate); the percentage of graduates obtaining an honorsdegree; the percentage of graduates obtaining permanent employment; the
percentage of graduates proceeding to further education or training; and
the average research rating obtained by each university. The five indicators appear well chosen, i.e. properly related to assess performance of (research) universities. Among the 43 institutions, we find Oxford and Cambridge listed as having the best research ratings (ranks 1 and 2, respectively), but if we look at other indicators, we see no natural correlation:
regarding the percentage of graduates proceeding to further education or
training, Oxford has rank 42 (of 43), and with regard to the percentage of
graduates obtaining permanent employment, Cambridge is found in rank
41. Conversely, City University is listed as having the best employability
27
Student satisfaction statistics are frequently used by magazine surveys (like those of US
News & World Report, Der Spiegel, Facts, India Today, et cetera), and magazine surveys
appear to have gained a certain reputation in recent years.
28
This is not to say that student satisfaction statistics have no meaning in single institutional course assessments, however. Indeed, there they have great meaning. First and
foremost, they give faculty members insight on how courses are perceived by students and
provide valuable information on how courses can be improved. And secondly, they may
provide comparative information (regarding different classes of the same course) and clues
for a comparative assessment of faculty (regarding different instructors of the same course)
because here survey samples can more properly be regarded as belonging to the same population. But in an inter-institutional setting, student satisfaction surveys are very difficult
to implement properly and their results are frequently questionable.
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of its graduates (rank 1), but has a research rating of rank 42. Furthermore,
regarding honors-degrees, City University finds itself in rank 8, while Cambridge has rank 15 and Oxford rank 39.
How is this possible? First, the set of indicators chosen appears not
that wisely selected, after all. Institutions pursue different missions, and
because of their different orientation they cannot be easily compared with
the same criteria in mind. If Oxford scores relatively low on further education or training, it might just be an indication that the education these
graduates have received suffices for many. When Cambridge and Oxford
score relatively low regarding honors-degrees, it presumably just means
that both institutions have exacting standards. When Cambridge scores
low regarding permanent employment, it might mean that graduates pursue non-permanent academic or research jobs. One the other hand, City
University ranks low in the research assessment exercise but appears to
do an excellent job in preparing their graduates for jobs demanded by the
economy. Should one assess, on the basis of such comparisons, the “performance” of institutions and tie its funding to performance measures?
Intra-Institutional Allocation of Resources. “Performance-funding”, as
Joseph C. Burke assesses it in the US context, “focuses on institutional performance [and] should stimulate increased interest in institutional achievements as opposed to individual activities of professors and professionals”
(Burke, Joseph C. and Associates, 2002, p. 271). But, Burke observes, performance funding “has only a minimal impact on most of the goals often set in
performance-funding plans” (Burke, Joseph C. and Terry A. Lessard, 2002,
p. 73). Also programs “have little impact below the levels of presidents
and vice-presidents” (Burke, Joseph C. and Associates, 2002, p. 271). His
own surveys in five states indicate that, on a score of 1 to 5 (with 1 denoting
“very high impact” and 5 denoting “no effect”), performance funding measures score no better than 3.2 (and have mainly a “moderate” or a “minimal
impact”; see Table 4.6). Performance-funding effects are somehow shielded
from faculty and staff, and performance-funding measures, consequently,
do not trickle down enough to affect intra-institutional resource allocation.
While Burke documents the lacking impact of performance funding on
institutional management, we ought to keep in mind that if the impact were
significant, it would imply a reduction of institutional autonomy and a corresponding shift of power from the institutions to funding bodies and governmental agencies (see Table 4.4). Ineffective performance funding measures and resistance on the part of the institutions combine to keep the
effect of performance funding within bounds. The implicit clash between
government agencies and higher education systems or institutions is the result of a growing rift between the two and associated attempts to redefine
the roles of government agencies and institutions within the US in recent
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Table 4.6: I MPACT OF P ERFORMANCE F UNDING
(Burke, Joseph C. and Terry A. Lessard, 2002, p. 74)
C AMPUS G OAL :
Mission Focus
Administrative Efficiency
Quality & Quantity of Student Learning
Faculty Performance
Inter-Institutional Cooperation
Faculty-Student Interaction
Research Funding
Graduates’ Job Placement
Graduates’ Continuing their Education

ON
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C AMPUS G OALS

Score
3.2
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.9
3.9
4.0
4.1
4.1

decades.
Within Europe, the aim of performance
funding seems to be: to impinge on institu- Self-government in Europe
tional management, to coerce. This aim is does not extend enough into
also an expression of lacking trust regard- the management of institutions,
ing academia. This lack of trust is not en- and this in turn fosters
tirely unfounded. Academia has a century- tendencies on the part of buffer
old tradition of self-government and facorganizations or boards to mistake
ulty have been given privileges which are
management for governance.
defended and not easily reinterpreted or
changed. The perception of the faculty as
a conservative body is prevalent almost everywhere, but there are clear
differences in the form of self-governance, particularly if one contrasts faculty and institutional governance cultures on both sides of the Atlantic.
The contrasting picture as painted some years ago (Herbst et al., 2002, p.
104) (see Table 4.7) may have softened a bit by a converging movement of
both US and European cultures, but the major contours of both cultures
are still discernable distinctively. Self-government in Europe does not extend enough into the management of institutions, and this in turn fosters
tendencies on the part of buffer organizations or boards to mistake management for governance.
Indeed, institutional management issues not properly covered by academic self-government can be seen as one reason why performance funding has gained ground; the other, of course, is lack of trust29 . A gaping void
in the academic self-government of many European institutions has yet to
be filled, and this void pertains most prominently to the resource allocation
mechanism within institutions (Massy, 2003). US institutions started earlier
29

Frank H.T. Rhodes writes: “Unless universities show more responsibility in self-regulation, it seems increasingly likely that increased external regulations may be imposed.”
See: (Rhodes, 2004, p. 8), as well as the quote by Martin Trow on p. 89.
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Table 4.7: G OVERNANCE , P LANNING AND M ANAGEMENT I NFLUENCE, by
Policy Level and Culture (US vs. European), based on (van Vught, 1997).
P OLICY L EVEL
State Government
Presidency (Rektorat), School, Department
Faculty Member

Institutions:
US
European
low
high
high
low
low
high

to reform their internal resource allocation modes (Hopkins, 1981; Massy,
1990, 1996), moving from line-item budgeting to more appropriate modes
and, in doing so, decentralized resource allocation within their institutions
(Whalen, 1991). It is perhaps instructive to note that performance-funding
systems appear to be most attractive where the internal resource allocation
mechanisms are least developed: in Europe, or in higher education systems
strongly shaped by European culture (see Table 4.8).
It is clear why internal resource allocaPerformance-funding tion mechanisms lack development in Eusystems appear to be most rope: there was no use for it before because
attractive where the internal government agencies were practically disdown to each inresource allocation mechanisms tributing funds directly 30
dividual
faculty
member
. US institutions
are least developed.
were much better prepared than their European peers to make the transition from
centralized, internal line-item budgeting, to decentralized “responsibility
center budgeting”, in particular because they had course credit systems in
place, which are gradually making their inroads in the European context as
well (Whalen, 1991). In Europe, apparently, a top-down mandate from the
European Rectors’ Conference (ERC) proved helpful to introduce a form
of such course credit system, the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS).
While the ECTS is being introduced now, the term itself suggests an inordinate focus on credit transfer, from one institution to another: European and
Swiss institutions have yet to discover course credit systems as helpful —
even vital — for their internal course management, resource allocation, and
space management31 mechanisms. Unless proper course credit systems are
implemented, and unless exams are tied to course credits, no proper accounting and management of educational resources can be implemented.
Modern internal resource allocation systems are directly tied to performance funding: if the former are lacking, the latter is seen as a necessity;
30

Until recently, we may claim in jest, a typical Rector’s office of a Swiss University just
had a yearly budget to pay for various banquets.
31
The assignment of courses to lecture halls and seminar rooms, including longer-term
space management and planning.
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Table 4.8: P ERFORMANCE F UNDING AND I NTERNAL F UNDING M ODES, by
Higher Education Culture (US vs. European).
C HARACTERISTIC
performance funding doctrine
internal resource allocation
academic self-government

Culture:
US
European
marginal
significant
decentralized
centralized
developed
under-developed

and conversely, if the latter is being fought, the former will have to be implemented. If modern internal resource allocation or budgeting systems
are absent, institutions have a tendency to spend all their money without being able to free and reallocate resources internally in order to fund
new ventures. William F Massy and Robert Zemsky describe two classes of
“cost diseases” (Massy, 1990): the “administrative lattice” and the “academic ratchet” (Massy, 1996, pp. 80–85) (Herbst et al., 2002, pp. 158f). The
administrative lattice refers to the “proliferation and entrenchment of administrative staff” at universities:
“Like a healthy vine, the growth of support staff often leads to more growth
as professionals seek to expand their areas; yet another possible result is that
professionals may perform tasks to a better degree — and consequently, at a
higher cost — than an institution requires” (Massy, 1996, p. 81).

The “function lust”, as Massy calls the tendency to perfect services and to
provide the required resources, is not an indication of ineptitude on the
part of administrators but more an indication of a lack of perspective — or
an indication of a biased assessment of marginal utilities. The “academic
ratchet”, on the other hand,
“[. . . ] denotes the specific process that causes [. . . ] output creep [. . . ] and describes the steady, irreversible shift of faculty allegiance away from the goals
of a given institution, towards those of an academic specialty [. . . ] The increasing outputs or primary gainers from the ratchet are research, publications, professional services (consulting), and curriculum specialization. Diminishing outputs or the primary losers include teaching quality, advising,
mentoring, tutoring, and curriculum structure” (Massy, 1996, p. 81).

Massy and Zemsky call this process “academic ratchet”, because strong pressures are brought to bear towards funding particular lines of research, or
particular faculty, and once a certain level of funding is perceived as ‘normal’, more pressure is exercised; a reversal of such processes, even if good
arguments would speak for it, is frequently very difficult.
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Every university administrator accustomed to management knows that the two
processes, the “administrative lattice” and
the “academic ratchet”, exert very strong
internal budgetary pressures, and if institutions cannot fight these pressures from
within and are unable to free resources to
fund new projects or a reorientation, they
are immobilized and perceived — quite
rightly so — as resisting change. If this perception gains ground, for whatever reasons, pressures will mount to intervene from the outside. This intervention may also be prophylactic, in the sense that an a priori arrangement is being introduced to steer from the outside, via performance funding for example, the internal resource allocation before any evidence develops that institutions are unable to properly manage a new autonomy.

If internal resource allocation
or budgeting systems are absent,
institutions have a tendency
to spend all their money without
being able to free and reallocate
resources internally in order to
fund new ventures.

Internal and External Accountability. Higher education systems, public
and private alike, operate outside the open market, and they do not price
their services to cover their costs (see Chapter C.3)32 . In open markets,
consumers have a broad spectrum of competing products to chose from,
and product suppliers compete on the basis of price and quality. In the
field of higher education, in contrast, competition appears to be curtailed,
to the detriment of institutional cost-efficiency and quality. Because of this,
performance funding systems are advocated and introduced in the public
sphere as quasi-market instruments to rectify the purported deficiency of
higher education systems.
The rationale of performance funding is
that
funds should flow to institutions where
Performance-funding systems
are advocated and introduced performance is manifest: ‘performing’ instituin the public sphere as tions should receive more income than lesser
quasi-market instruments to performing institutions, which would prorectify a purported deficiency vide performers with a competitive edge and
of higher education systems. would stimulate less-performing institutions
to perform. Output should be rewarded, not
input. But if some institutions receive more
funds than others, they can improve quality in teaching and research, and
thus secure or raise their position and reputation. Input would drive output. In fact, the general rule is that well-funded systems perform better, at
least within the same class of institutions. Performance funding may not
stimulate performance more than funding as such and is probably not do32

The exceptions are ‘for-profit’ institutions, such as the University of Phoenix, which
focus generally on the skills-market. There are, to my knowledge, no research universities
worldwide which operate as for-profit institutions.
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Table 4.9: Usages of Accountability Measures, by Modes (Trow, 1996).
internal
financial & legal
academic

external

U SAGE 1: management

U SAGE 2: audit

U SAGE 3: quality control,
evaluation & planning

U SAGE 4: governance

ing what it is purported to do. That is: it does not serve as a substitute for
market forces and, as I shall try to illustrate below, it appears less effective
in fostering performance than in cementing existing structures.
Martin Trow places performance funding in the general context of accountability (Trow, 1996). He distinguishes four modes: internal and external; and financial or legal, and academic. In function of these four modes,
we can distinguish four usages of accountability measures (see Table 4.9):
to provide internal management with the necessary information to assess
financial situations and legal compliances (Usage 1); to provide corresponding information to government and external stakeholders (Usage 2); to
monitor quality internally and to support academic planning (Usage 3);
and to provide information to the government and to funding bodies regarding academic programs and mission achievement in support of governance (Usage 4). Most importantly, in Trow’s view, are the internal usages
of accountability. While financial and legal audits are necessary, of course,
external academic accountability (i.e. Usage 4) is assessed by Trow to have
a limited impact:
“[. . . ] external academic accountability in the United States, mainly in the
form of accreditation, has been irrelevant in the improvement of higher education; in some cases it has acted more to shield institutions from effective
monitoring of their own educational performance than to provide it; in still
other cases it distinctly hampers the effort of institutions to improve themselves. It encourages institutions to report strength rather than weaknesses,
their successes rather than their failures — and even to conceal their weaknesses and failures from view”.

Trow amplifies here a view of Herbert R. Kells regarding evaluation measures (Kells, 1995), and he states:
“If internal reviews and assessments are to be more valid and fruitful than
those done by outside accreditors, it is necessary that the institution subject
itself and its units to serious and recurrent internal review, with real teeth
and real consequences. The loss of institutional autonomy is both cause and
consequence of the abdication of responsibility by colleges and universities
for managing their own affairs”.
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Accountability measures or accreditation can be seen as special or related
cases of performance funding. Institutions — or institutional programs —
need accreditation for funding purposes and to attract students. Performance evaluations for funding purposes or for accreditation cause very
similar responses — or escape patterns — on the part of academics and
academic administrators. Martin Trow specifically criticizes funding modes
by the Higher Education Funding Councils (see Appendix C.1), the practice of funding departments instead of researchers or research groups, and
the negative impact such funding modes have on the cohesiveness and collegiality within a department:
“The UK is the only country [. . . ] that assesses whole departments for funding purposes. Research is done by individuals and research teams (increasingly interdisciplinary), not departments. Britain’s funding arrangements
[. . . ] confuse an administrative unit with a research unit, and introduces new
pathologies into the life of departments — for example by discouraging interdisciplinary research”.

And at another place in the paper, Trow states:
“[. . . ] we know how cleverly academic departments manage their reports
to the [Higher Education Funding Council]: the care with which they sort
out the sheep from the goats on their staff (with what effect on the morale
of the goats?); the intense interest that has arisen around gaining certified
publication before closing date [. . . ]; the recruitment of stars trailing clouds
of publications and glory in their train. And on the teaching side, the anxious
rehearsals for a forthcoming site visit, whole days given to walking through
the visit, with every moment and conversation choreographed and planned
for the fullest effect [. . . ]”.

External evaluations in the name of accountability and as bases for accreditations and performance funding measures are judged to be flawed for a
range of reasons: incentives point in wrong directions, systems adapt to
circumvent or even to undermine external performance measures33 , and
these in turn cannot serve as substitutes for a healthy competition among
higher education institutions or systems.
Competition. The observation that there is lacking competition in higher
education has some merit. If one looks at the supply side of higher education, there is clearly less diversity within European higher education than
within the US, as scholars such as Clark and Trow have professed (see p. 79).
To be sure, there are stratified higher education systems, e.g. binary systems in Germany, in The Netherlands, or in Switzerland, or trinary systems
in France, and this stratification may be mistaken as constituting diversity.
33
It can be observed that institutions or institutional systems adapt to performance standards. In a sense, this is what performance funding is about. But their adaption frequently
perverts the original aims. For instance, once resources distributed to Australian institutions were tied to publication counts in the mid 1990s, publication rates soared, particularly
marginal, low impact publications (and average impact decreased). See (Butler, 2003).
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Two or three strata, to be sure, cannot consti- Institutional quality is
tute diversity. Compounding that, within a dependent on the will to raise
particular stratum, institutions often lack pro- quality, and this willpower
file: they tend towards uniformity and comhas to be found in the
mon standards rather than towards diversity.
institutions themselves.
Uniformity and common standards are defended on the grounds of quality assurance,
but diversity does not mean institutions of diverging quality standards. Diversity means institutions of differing missions and disciplinary foci which
address various student populations. It is an illusion to believe that institutional quality can be maintained — let alone raised — simply through the
association with a particular stratum of the higher education system. Not
even accrediting boards can accomplish this. Institutional quality is dependent on the will to raise quality, and this willpower has to be found in the
institutions themselves.
From a supply point of view, institutional competitiveness is dependant on institutional diversity. If institutions are diverse, if institutional
profiles are distinct, institutions meet one major requirement which facilitates competition. The other major requirement refers to what US Supreme
Court Justice Felix Frankfurter called the fourth essential academic freedom,
namely to have institutional control over admissions (Herbst et al., 2002,
p. 97). We should note that admission standards and active admission
practices serve as reasonable proxies for the ‘price-tag’ of educational service. While many European universities do not exercise this freedom, and
while active admission management under the name of numerus clausus
is frequently frowned upon, a range of schools in Europe do engage in
this practice quite naturally: art institutes, design or architecture schools,
music conservatories, but also many other educational institutions in the
non-university sector — in the fields of social work or health sciences for instance, where students are frequently recruited from diverse backgrounds34 .
If institutions are diverse and carry different ‘price-tags’, demand could form in re- Admission standards and
lation to what the higher education market active admission practices
offers, and supply and demand could be serve as reasonable proxies
brought to match. It is evident that within the for the ‘price-tag’ of
European systems these opportunities to re- of educational service.
form higher education have hardly been pursued in comparison with other public management reforms — and in particular performance funding. While there
34
The demand for an active admission management at the university level has been
voiced, of course: “Die Universität sollte sich ihre Studierenden wie die Fachhochschulen
selbst auswählen können [. . . ]” (“The university and non-university type higher education
institutions ought to be in a position to actively recruit their students [. . . ]”; my translation).
See (Rusterholz & Liechti, 1998, p. 43).
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is an ongoing discussion relating to voucher systems (Frey, 1997) and the
marketization of schools (Woodfield & Gunby, 2003; Fiske & Ladd, 2000),
in particular regarding primary and secondary schools, there is no corresponding comprehensive debate regarding alternative funding modes in
the field of higher education and regarding equity issues.
Equity. An inordinate interest in a solution which calls for higher tuition
and fees have come to the fore in Europe, but the efficacy of this solution
within an European context is not deeply researched and the social side
effects of such measures have barely been addressed. The proponents of
higher tuition and fees are likely overestimating the impact of this measure,
while the financial effects of active admission management remain largely
unexplored. In higher education, a range of equity issues have arisen:
• equity with regard to students’ access, and
• with regard to research funding, to the funding of disciplines, or to
the funding of institutions.
At the university level, active admission management is generally not practiced in continental Europe35 , and it is purported to stand in the way of
equity. Because of this seeming consensus among the various political factions, raising tuition and fees has become an issue in today’s debates. If
open access is to be retained, the pressure to raise tuition and fees will remain strong; and conversely, it is unlikely that a resistance against raising
tuition and fees can be maintained without addressing the question of active admission management.
The second major group of issues pertains to research funding. Equity
in this context would mean that research proposals of equal merit have
equal chances to be funded. While such aims are clearly difficult to implement, it appears that research foundations are doing a much better job
of pursuing the goal of equitable research funding than research funding
councils do. Research foundations fund research of — possibly interdisciplinary or even inter-institutional — teams36 , and research funding councils fund institutions or academic departments. To be clear, research foundations and research funding councils have slightly different aims in mind:
while the former have a focus on funding individual research projects, with
35
The Grandes Écoles in France form an exception, and elite universities in the UK practice
admission management. Exceptions pertain also to certain fields of study, such as medicine,
veterinary medicine, or dentistry.
36
There is the open issue as to whether to fund on the basis of research reputation or
on the basis of research prospects. A conservative funding strategy will base its decisions
more on the research reputation of the principal investigators, whereas more risky funding
strategies will focus on the proposal itself. A strategic research investment portfolio should
follow a balanced approach.
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some overhead possibly covered, the latter have a focus on funding research infrastructures as well as on non-focused, basic research. The funding approach of research foundations, as science history has shown, supports changing locational foci of research, whereas research funding councils exhibit a tendency in support of the status quo.
Lastly, with regard to funding, equity concerns are brought forward
as an argument in favor of formula-based funding modes. As mentioned,
formula-based and performance funding are frequently found to be twin
solutions of a same approach, with formula-based funding applied to (undergraduate) education and performance funding reserved to pursue particular aims or to fund research. Because formula-based and performance
funding are so intertwined and difficult to separate in this particular context, they often promote a similar doctrine. Equity needs to be addressed, of
course, in various contexts, and in the particular context of the base funding
of higher education institutions. However, formula-based funding modes
by themselves cannot serve as the operationalization of notions of equity.
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Chapter 5

Alternative Governance and
Management Modes
The principal opportunities for increasing productivity lie in
changing those who manage production, not those who
produce.
Michael C. Geoghegan and Russell L. Ackoff (Geoghegan & Ackoff, 1989)

P

funding — and in large measures also formula-based
funding —, is not so much a measure to distribute funds equitably,
but rather an instrument used to steer and manage higher education systems or institutions1 . With such an aim, performance funding — or performance budgeting — is offering itself as a substitute for, or
a new form of, governance and management. A substitute replaces the
original approach, and a new form modifies older ways. But which original approach, and which older ways? Higher education has not known a
singular governance and management approach, but a plurality. Some of
these governance and management approaches are in need of reform because higher education systems or institutions steered by such approaches
do not perform well or appear endangered in the future. Other approaches,
however, seem reasonably adequate if one takes the performance of the corresponding institutions or institutional systems as a guideline.
The question is not so much whether performance funding or performance-based budgeting should be used as a substitute for (or a new form
of) existing concepts of governance or management. The question is rather
how to select the necessary elements from a broad spectrum of governance
ERFORMANCE

1
Here, I deviate from Burke’s distinction between ‘performance funding’ and ‘performance budgeting’ and use the two terms interchangeably. See Chapter 4, p. 70. I also take
the liberty here to subsume formula-based funding in the general discussion under the concept of performance funding.
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and management approaches which could work as an ensemble in a given
setting and which foster creative adaptation and change (Clark, 1998, 2004).
Performance funding came into being as a remedy for governance and
management approaches which were judged to be deficient in attempts to
properly steer and manage higher education systems. We can presume that
there was generally more consensus on the symptoms of the problem (the
perceived deficiencies within higher education or the forecasted shortcomings), than on the associated diagnoses and treatment plans. But there was
also a consensus that some actions had to be taken, and because performance funding was promoted by a vocal group of advocates, performance
funding measures were eventually considered or chosen.
Outside the US, performance funding appears to have gained some credence as a general
Performance funding
solution without looking, in greater depth, at alappears to have gained
ternatives. Some of these alternatives look sensisome credence as a general
ble and feasible, but they fail to generate a greater
solution without looking,
resonance. Solution approaches designed to fosin greater depth, at
ter a healthy competition among institutions realternatives.
ceive scant attention, irrespective of the fact that
all work reasonably well in the US. Instead, measures are contemplated or introduced, performance-funding systems for
instance, to artificially create competition and a quasi-market of higher education. One possible explanation for this phenomenon is the perceived
link which binds higher education cultures to specific sub-sets of solutions.
In other words, solutions are sought conditional on given higher education cultures, however defined, and not solutions which affect the ‘core’ of
the cultures themselves. From a systems analysis point of view, this is a
crucial limitation. We know that solutions look different in function of the
boundaries of the systems under investigation, and we have to select both
boundaries and solutions with care.
I suspect that the relative scantness with which certain themes or issues are being discussed in a range of European nations is due to a general
reservation to address the core values of the respective higher education
cultures (Woolf, 2003). In Germany, for instance, a range of themes appear
outside the focus of current debates, such as the existing chair system, the
open admission policy, and the diversity of higher education institutions,
particularly universities2 . There are good reasons to suspect that the current chair system stands in the way of a proper departmental orientation
and a true collegiate culture; the open admission policy stands in the way
of institutional admission management and budgetary controls; the hold2
The issue of diversity has recently come to the foreground with the call for so-called
‘elite’ institutions (see the Foreword, p. 2). History has shown that excellent research universities cannot just be founded, they must develop (Kerr, 2001a, 2001b; Keller & Keller,
2001). And successful development depends on proper structures and policy frameworks.
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ing onto nationwide concepts of attributed — instead of tested — quality
stands in the way of diversity and performance, both in teaching and research; and all these factors together endanger the prosperity — if not the
survival — of established and well respected higher education systems. If
these issues are not addressed or properly discussed, the space for feasible
solutions is artificially curtailed and the chosen solutions are very likely
suboptimal.
In Chapter 2, I have sketched the basic reasons for the present challenges of many modern higher education systems: the increasing student
populations (Section 2.1), and the difficulties of most societies to fund everexpanding higher eduction systems. In Section 2.2 I addressed the funding
crises and why I think that one of the widely mentioned means to combat
such crises, raising levels of tuition and fees, should not be counted as belonging to the set of effective — and equitable — solutions, at least not as
long as other viable options remain unexplored. In Section 2.3 I discounted
hopes, particularly as far as they relate to research universities, that technological development — and a possible shift from a labor intensive form
of instruction to a more capital intensive mode of education — will bring
about a change in this pattern. And in Section 2.4 I sketched the specter of
an ever-growing loss of quality if we continue to be ineffective in combatting the funding crises which has engulfed many higher education systems.
The current chapter will not attempt to be prescriptive regarding specific solutions or solution packages. However, I would like now to point
out issues which, from my point of view, require attention and should form
the focus of more intensive discussions. Governance and management cultures in higher education are rich, diversified, and well documented, leaving ample space for comparative analyses and for the exchange of concepts
across national boundaries. It is mandatory that we constantly observe and
study these cultures, in order to learn, and through our learning, to improve higher education systems or institutions for which we express concern, of which we are part, or to which we provide guidance.

5.1

Resource Flows into Higher Education

In order to explore the spectrum of possible solutions, and in order to pinpoint themes or issues which deserve deeper discussions and public debate, I shall address governance and management issues from a funding
perspective. In doing so, one has to distinguish levels of funding. The first
level concerns funds which flow into higher education systems, and I shall
focus on the general case, with several public sources of funding streams,
some of which are domestic and some of which are international3 . Subse3

In federal systems, such as those of Germany, Switzerland, or the US, funds originate at
the state and the federal levels: Länder and Bund in Germany, Kantone and Bund in Switzer-
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quently I shall cover the second level: it is concerned the distribution and
allocations of funds within institutions (Section 5.2). I shall confine myself
here, as I said before, to problems affecting public higher education, not because I am an opponent of private institutions4 , but because this is the focus
of the entire report, and because I take the position that private institutions
are complemental to — and no substitute for — public higher education.
Funding Regimes. If we look at public funding streams flowing into institutional systems or institutions, we can distinguish several funding schemes.
We notice that some of these schemes are designed to cover base funding of
teaching and research activities, while others cover teaching activities only:
• The first scheme is common in Germany, Switzerland or the UK, where
the institutional base funding covers not only teaching activities, but
perhaps half of the research activities of research universities as well5 ,
including research infrastructure.
• The second scheme is common in the US where base funding is almost exclusively used to fund teaching activities, while research activities will have to be funded on the base of external grants or contracts by science foundations or industry, respectively, and where institutions ‘tax’ the research income of their principal investigators to
cover costs of infrastructure6 .
The first scheme is said to be more gentle for new faculty members, in giving them generally more time to integrate themselves into the competitive
“publish or perish” world of research production, and it is also said to favor longer-term, riskier research projects, particularly in the basic sciences.
land, and States and Federal Government in the US, while in more centralized systems,
such as those of the UK or the Netherlands, there is one primary domestic source. In the
European context, a range of programs — regarding research, technology transfer, and mobility, et cetera — have to be taken into consideration in addition to domestic sources.
4
In the European discussion regarding private institutions, the distinction between nonprofit and for-profit institutions is frequently lacking, perhaps because authors are unaware
of such a distinction. One should note that the private US research universities, which are
frequently referred to as examples to emulate, are all non-profit institutions. The distinction between public and private US research universities is far smaller, and the difference
between public US and public European universities far greater, than many European observers believe. It is true that in the US, private universities such as Harvard, MIT, Stanford
or the California Institute of Technology form an elite. But it is equally true that the large
US state universities provide educational and research opportunities which allow them to
compete rather effectively with Ivy League institutions, and which puts them far above
most continental European institutions. See also footnote 6 on page 49.
5
The remainder of the research activities is covered by third party funds, distributed by
national or international science councils or by industry.
6
The ‘taxing’ of research grants by the institution of the principal investigator to cover
infrastructure and general overhead is specifically prohibited by the Swiss National Science
Foundation (SNF), for instance.
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Table 5.1: C LASSIFICATION S CHEME OF U NIVERSITY S YSTEMS (Research
Universities), by Regimes of Base Funding, based on (Geuna & Martin,
2003).
F UNDING S CHEME

B ASE F UNDING

indicator-based and
negotiated arrangement

indicator-based and
performance-based

for teaching
& research

R EGIME 1: Universities of
Finland, Germany,
The Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden or Switzerland

R EGIME 2: Universities of
Australia, Hong-Kong, and
the UK

for
teaching
only

R EGIME 3: most US research
universities

R EGIME 4: few US research
universities (e.g. University of
South Carolina), affecting a
minor portion of the budget

But the first scheme also poses the problem of a resource allocation rationale, which is addressed, for instance, by performance funding. The second scheme may be harsher on junior faculty members initially, and it demands attuned science foundations, but peer reviews of research proposals
generally guarantee not only funds allocations based on merit but also the
reasonable absence of discriminatory factors. This gives younger, not yet
established researchers or faculty members better chances to progress in
the hierarchies of the academic world.
Aldo Geuna and Ben R. Martin have published a valuable overview on
funding systems, with information on institutional systems in Western and
Eastern European countries, as well as on those located within the AsiaPacific region (Geuna & Martin, 2003). They focus on the dichotomy of
performance funding versus indicator-based funding and explore the continuum between the two extremes. Not explored are funding systems, such
as those of the US or Switzerland, where the allocation of base funds are basically subject to negotiations within the relevant decision-making bodies.
If we classify the various national schemes according to whether or not
performance funding is being applied, and if we combine the findings of
Geuna-Martin with our own, we can distinguish four primary regimes of
resource allocation (see Table 5.1)7 .
7

Geuna and Martin list the advantages and drawbacks of performance-based funding
modes (Geuna & Martin, 2003, 297-298). They feel that performance-funding may have
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Regime 1 has been the primary mode of resource allocation in Europe
in the past, until the 1980s at least, when the UK higher education system
switched to Regime 2. Within Germany, we can perceive a current to make
this switch in the immediate future, and in Switzerland there are strong
tendencies visible to move in this direction as well. In the US, in contrast to
Europe, Regime 3 has been the basic mode, because US colleges or research
universities had — and retained — a strong teaching focus, and the growing research orientation of universities was supported by separate research
funding organizations, such as the National Institutes of Health (NIH),
which started to appear around the end of the 19th century. The natural
separation of funding streams for teaching and research was emphasized
after World War II (Bush, 1945) and after the passage of the National Science Foundation Act in 19508 . Only recently, have there been signs to jump
onto the bandwagon of performance funding and to switch to a Regime 4
(see Appendix C.2), but because US basic funding schemes are so different
from those found in Europe, the effects of performance funding seem only
marginal.
While the current focus of debate within continental Europe concerns
the shift from Regime 1 to Regime 2 funding, the possible alternative —
namely the shift from Regime 1 to Regime 3 funding — remains relatively
unexplored. A shift from Regime 1 to Regime 3 might be associated with
disadvantages I have referred to on the previous pages (publish-or-perish
pressures, shorter horizons for research planning, etc.), at least from the
vantage point of some observers of higher education, but it would also
bring major advantages:
• the vast majority of research funds would be distributed on merit,
on the basis of peer review and a qualitatively-oriented competitive
system;
• researchers and research groups would be funded for research, as it
should be (Trow, 1996), not departments or universities;
• the ‘natural’ competitive environment for researchers and research
groups would be broadened and strengthened, young investigators
could move more independently to further their academic careers,
and a wider spectrum of faculty members could be supported;
• as a consequence, the competition among institutions would be more
directly dealt with by the researchers themselves; and
merit during the early years of implementation, but after some years, “everyone will need
to run faster just to stand still”. From this point on, the costs associated with the system
will exceed the benefits. They advocate a hybrid system, “based partly on performance
(incentive-creating) and partly on educational size (cost-minimizing)” which they see implemented in The Netherlands, Finland or Denmark.
8
see: www.nsf.gov/od/lpa/nsf50/history.htm.
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• new institutions, departments or institutes could emerge more spontaneously, in function of the prowess of their faculty and students, established institutions or groups could not easily lean back and would
have to compete, and a natural diversity of institutions would emerge
(Clark, 1997; Trow, 1997).
The shift from Regime 1 to Regime 3 funding should not be seen as a rejection of the Humboldtian idea of the unity of education and research. Quite
the contrary: it should be seen as a form to strengthen this bond9 .
Funding and Institutional Morphology. However, funding regimes are
not the only criterion by which to distinguish between higher education
cultures. Neither are they the sole factor that affects the performance of
higher education systems. As I have indicated elsewhere, organizational
structures (Ben-David, 1991) — or morphologies, as Pierre Bourdieu (Bourdieu, 1988 (1984)) calls them — play a role10 . The point now is that funding
regimes on the one hand and organizational structures or morphologies on
the other are only loosely tied. Funding regimes are not dependent on particular morphologies, and vice versa, and we cannot bring about the latter
by choosing the former. A shift from Regime 1 to Regime 3 funding, for
instance, will generally not affect structural or morphological indicators,
such as faculty-student or faculty-staff ratios, unless the funding principles
of the corresponding science councils specifically aim for this and prove
effective:
• In order to promote young faculty members — and women —, the
Swiss National Science Foundation (SNF) sponsors faculty positions
for a specific period, covering the salary of an assistant professor as
well as supplemental resources in support of research assistantships
and infra-structural facilities. Analogous programs are now found in
Germany to promote Juniorprofessuren. These programs do affect the
gender distribution among the faculty, but they are not likely to reach
their second goal, namely to improve the career paths for younger
scholars significantly and, hence, they will not affect the morphology
of institutions in a sustainable way.
• In order to make improvements sustainable, it might be better to
make a constant stream of research funds available, with the specific
intention to sponsor a broader spectrum of principal investigators.
Furthermore, if institutions were allowed to tax research grants to
9
Gerhard Casper, the former President of Stanford University, and a native German, referred to the better implementation of the Humboldtian system as the primary reason for
the prominence of the US higher system.
10
See also Section 2.4, and in particular the paragraph on “Achievement in Tertiary Education”, pages 35–38.
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cover costs of infrastructure, institutions would have a clear incentive to employ as many fine faculty members as possible, in order to
increase their research base and to broaden their research portfolio11 .

Hence, while the choices of funding regimes and the selection of measures
to affect the morphology of institutions constitute separate courses of actions, and while the choice of one course does not imply or predispose
the choice of the other, it is conceivable that a European Regime 3 funding which is specifically geared towards smaller research teams and better
faculty-student ratios will prove more productive than a Regime 2 funding
approach.
If Regime 3 funding were to find greater resonance in Europe, not only
the funding policies of research foundations would have to be reviewed but
also the institutional base funding itself12 . Base funding would have a focus
on the teaching-learning nexus, and in this context two options present
themselves:
• the provision of funds in function of the size and educational orientation of the student body; the option is formula-based, in that funds
are allocated in function of some input or output measures, i.e.:
– the number of students enrolled or credit-units subscribed to (input measures) or
– the number of graduates (output measure);
• the supply of resources necessary to run an educational facility of a
given size.
While orthodox proponents of performance-funding would opt for the second version of the first option, both of these versions of are not really designed to foster performance and both are easy victims of manipulations13 .
11

There is the counter-argument which states that it is practically impossible in Europe
to find well-qualified faculty members who would be willing to work with a small staff
of a few doctoral students and post-doctoral fellows. I doubt this. For one, most faculty
members in fields such as mathematics, theoretical physics, humanities and social sciences
already work in small teams. Second, faculty candidates who eye for larger teams — and
the working conditions of institutes of the Max Planck Gesellschaft — may not be the most
productive (provided the productivity measurement is not biased towards principle investigators). If talent is fostered early, and if the tenure track system is used to select highly
qualified senior faculty, a new higher education culture could evolve in Europe in which
smaller, more effective teams become the norm, even in fields (of engineering and natural
sciences) which are characterized today by rather large groupings of subordinates.
12
The Swiss National Science Foundation (SNF) has decided to overhaul its basic structures and has launched a project “SNF 2008” to pursue this aim. The project is directed by
Hans Peter Hertig. See: www.snf.ch/de/com/prr/prr_cur_mai17.asp.
13
See footnote 14 on page 54, for instance.
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The second option would entail a contractual arrangement between
funding body and institutional system or institution. This contract would
assure a steady flow of resources14 in return for the assurance that within
well-defined annual fluctuations, a specific number of students15 are being enrolled. The option is dependent on the institutions’ or institutional
systems’ sovereignty to select its own students and to practice an active admission management. Institutional systems or institutions need not grow
if demand for study places exceeds the available slots, provided students
can enroll somewhere within the relevant higher education system.
Coordination and Planning. Thus far, I have not covered an issue which
received — and still receives — great attention and which forms a central part of most discussions on governance: the issue of coordination (Ursprung, 1997; Kleiber, 1999; Sporn & Aeberli, 2004). Coordination is said
to be necessary because of a perceived market failure: higher education
institutions or systems are said to adapt sub-optimally to changes within
the sciences or in response to a changing environment, and coordination
is seen as a means to strengthen higher education systems. For example,
certain sciences or sub-disciplines are being offered at various institutions
without reaching the required critical mass for effective teaching and research. In this situation, coordination would help to avoid unnecessary
duplications and concentrate forces on a subset of programs in order to
strengthen these, and close the remaining ones. Or, programs are being
offered at various institutions which have an aura of being ‘outdated’ and
whose resources may better be invested in newer fields. Here, enlightened
coordination would limit the succession of old, ‘outdated’ programs in order to redirect resources to newer fields. Alternatively, coordination may
also mean to pool resources of institutions in order to offer joint programs.
In the case of binary or trinary systems,
coordination or cooperation between ed- Successful cooperation among
ucational levels would become necessary. institutions and higher
In a more comprehensive sense, coordina- education systems is based
tion or cooperation would have to be based foremost on an open information
on longer range planning activities and as- policy which goes beyond mere
sociated longer range plans. These plans
accountability measures.
would regulate the interplay between the
two or three levels of higher education, and
between peer institutions, but they may even include the entire spectrum of
education (see Appendix C.3). Coordination and cooperation should complement each other, and cooperation should play a dominant role. Successful cooperation among institutions and higher education systems is based
14
15

An annual lump sum, guaranteed over a given planning horizon.
Defined in terms of full-time equivalents.
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foremost on an open information policy which goes beyond mere accountability measures. By disseminating information in an open and clear fashion, institutions do not simply meet accountability requirements. They also
gain profile: it becomes clearer how institutions understand themselves,
how they comprehend and translate their mission or purpose, and what
they do and do not do — not only to those outside the institutions but
also to those inside. In addition, it becomes clearer who their potential
collaborators and partners are. This clarification of institutional profiles
frequently levels the path for mutually satisfying cooperative institutional
arrangements.
If coordination is seen as a way to manage
change,
the question regarding who is to co‘Top down’ coordination
ordinate stands in the foreground. Normally,
may not be as effective as
governing bodies are assigned the task to cotheir proponents may think,
ordinate, and if appropriate governing bodand coordination may not be
ies do not yet exist, they are thought about or
the best reason to form
created. Indeed, coordination may be seen as
governing bodies.
a prime reason to create governing bodies in
charge of a system of institutions. To coordinate via coordinating or governing bodies is to coordinate ‘top down’. But
there are other ways to coordinate, in bilateral or multilateral — i.e. cooperative — ways, whereby institutions find each other on an equal basis
to accomplish common tasks, for instance to design and to launch a joint
degree program or to found and finance a common research center. If institutions find each other to pursue a common task or a common mission,
they act on the basis of their own initiative — and not on the basis of directives which they may resent. Hence, ‘top down’ coordination may be
not as effective as their proponents may think, and coordination may not
be the best reason to form governing bodies.

5.2

Resource Flows within Institutional Systems
or Institutions

Funds flowing into institutional systems or institutions for the purposes
of an annual base funding will have to be distributed down the line. This
internal allocation of funds is not a trivial matter and it shapes, to a great
extent, the character and performance of an institution.
Funding and the Chair System. If we look at the European university of
the past, funded according to Regime 1, this internal fund allocation problem does not appear to take on an prominent role. A university had a
number of fields it would cover, and for each field there was a chair to
be funded. If the person holding this chair retired, a new promising chair
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holder was sought who could continue and develop the course of research
and bring it to new heights. In this way, lines of successions could be
drawn, from one chair to the next, not unlike those of the royalty. Gradually, as science expanded, new fields would be incorporated into the university and new chairs created and funded, but after such occasional creations the system could evolve as it had before. In such a context, intrainstitutional resource allocation was a simple matter and was handled in
good parts not by the institution itself but by the corresponding governmental funding agency16 .
While the existing universities of the
Humboldtian tradition may have softened Internal resource allocation
their stand on the chair system and on mechanism play a central
the succession of chairs, the historical pic- role in the management
ture just sketched is not one of the past. of institutions.
Many features of a system that Joseph BenDavid decried as “woefully out-of-date”
(Ben-David, 1991) are still in place and they threaten the vitality — if not
the survival — of the university as we know it. Internal resource allocation mechanisms have proved to play a central role in the management of
institutions, and allocation systems which tend to emulate past structures
are not suited to provide universities with the means necessary to adapt
successfully in a highly dynamic and complex world. Elsewhere, I have
formulated the hypotheses that existing European higher education structures, i.e. their morphologies, are suboptimal17 . Not addressed properly
is the question of how to move or change systems, and how to lift those
from a locked self-replicating, suboptimal mode, to a mode which allows
for pro-active adaptation and enlightened change.
In the context of the US higher education system, William F. Massy is per- Allocation systems which
haps the most knowledgable and creative tend to emulate past
thinker on intra-institutional resource allo- structures are not suited to
cation (Massy, 1996, 2003). I have referred provide universities with
to his contributions in Chapter 4, and the means necessary to adapt
in particular in the paragraph on “intrasuccessfully in a highly
institutional allocation of resources” (see
dynamic and complex world.
page 84). Massy and his collaborator Robert
Zemsky refer to two “cost diseases” of uni16

Budgeting, or better quasi-budgeting, took place through the control and planning of
faculty positions, i.e. chairs. With such a system the institution could easily replicate its
structure (or morphology), but it couldn’t easily change it. It was also difficult — but not
altogether impossible — to change disciplinary foci (ETHZ, 1991).
17
See e.g. Section 2.4, and in particular the paragraph on “achievement in tertiary education”, page 35. There is some evidence to give the hypothesis credit, but it is clear that more
evidence will have to be accumulated to assess this phenomenon.
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versities which have general validity. The first, the “administrative lattice”,
refers to a natural tendency towards ever-better work quality and professional improvement. The second disease, termed the “academic ratchet”,
is of particular significance in a Humboldtian higher education environment. As I explained previously, the “academic ratchet” refers to a process
of increasing funding expectations on the part of principal investigators
and senior faculty, and the disease appears particulary virulent or powerful in a system characterized by a strongly-regulated supply of members of
the professoriate. In such systems, the chairs become ‘fat’ and ‘fatter’ over
time, gradually absorbing resources which could have been funnelled to
other fields, to new research groups, to riskier endeavors18 .
A strongly-regulated supply of members of the professoriate seems appropriate if
• quality concern demands a strict limitation on the population of faculty;
• faculty-student ratios do not affect teaching quality and learning effectiveness;
• research output is unaffected by faculty-staff ratios or the size of research group which works under the supervision of a faculty member.
But evidence mounts that all three of the above statements are false. First,
Europe could produce more able faculty members than are currently employed. Indeed, there is evidence that many of the brilliant young scholars
have left — and leave — Europe for good, not only for a period of scholastic
growth. Moreover, many a talent leaves the field of higher education altogether because of a lack of career opportunities. Furthermore, had Europe
more effective higher education systems, talent could be recruited earlier
and developed better, increasing the supply of appropriate candidates for
faculty positions19 . Second, there is ample evidence that faculty-student
ratios do affect teaching quality and learning effectiveness. With more faculty, more modern teaching-learning modes can be pursued, broader and
18
To give an example, between 1979 and 2003, ETHZ experienced growth in various
sectors: number of students (75.9%), number of staff (51.9%), and number of professors
(36.4%); see www.ethz.ch/about/bginfos/annualreports. In other words, over this period, staff and faculty grew by a smaller percentage than student numbers, and studentfaculty, student-staff and staff-faculty ratios increased. The lower growth rate of staff and
faculty in comparison to students may be interpreted, falsely from my point of view, as an
increase in productivity. The same interpretation can be given to the lower growth rate of
staff in comparison to faculty. In contrast, I call this the ‘adipose process’ of faculty teams.
19
On the surface, the highly selective system to recruit faculty guarantees quality. But
this is unlikely the case. We have no foolproof systems to detect quality, and the current
chair setup and faculty recruitment systems may not only guarantee quality of faculty but
may also be responsible for reducing the pool of qualified applicants.
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new curricula offered, and faculty-student interactions improved. Third,
there is evidence that current European chairs are not ‘lean’ enough, to borrow a term that is so frequently employed in the context of public administration20 . Large chairs effectively remove the chair-holder from research,
or significantly reduce his or her involvement in that activity because other
activities loom in the foreground: supervision, coordination, grantsmanship, committee work, work on editorial boards of journals, or because of
peer review assessments, et cetera. As Terrence R. Russell observes (Herbst
et al., 2002, p. 123):
“[. . . ] the costs of maintaining the large group constantly ratchets upward,
and demands on the principal investigator’s time and energy grow also, unless the principal investigator is able to pass the burden on to someone else
(the growth of the ‘administrative lattice’)”.

There is also the danger of perceiving and presenting the research of subordinates as one’s own research.
In other words, the highly regulated access to faculty positions and
the corresponding creeping adipose processes which steer an “academic
ratchet” may affect teaching, learning and research performance within
higher education systems negatively.
Institutions versus Faculty. If a certain consensus is reached regarding
this matter, we are still confronted with the problem on how to change the
situation as assessed. Here, one ought to distinguish between two positions:
• the position of the institution; and
• the position of the individual faculty member.
If we expect an increase in research productivity (on a per head or FTEemployee basis) if more (qualified) faculty were employed and research
teams (i.e. staff-faculty ratios) were smaller, institutions should pursue the
goal to restructure their morphological setup. Frequently, faculty will fight
this measure, because the documented ‘productivity’ of principal investigators will decrease as a consequence of such measures, but average and
total productivity should increase: principal investigators profit today a
great deal from their large research groupings. If institutions want to restructure their morphological setup, a new understanding must govern the
role of the faculty. Not only publications should count as contributions of
faculty members, but the entire spectrum of services: research, teaching,
20

This statement, perhaps, ought to be limited to the fields of natural sciences and engineering. But there are also examples in the social sciences where the research groups under
the supervision of a professor are too large.
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textbook development, student advising, work in committees, et cetera21 .
Also, not only the productivity of principal investigators should count, but
the productivity of the entire institution.
The recognition of the positional differences
Not only the productivity of institution and faculty member is necessary
the principal investigators for a strategy on how to reconcile these differshould count, but the ences. It is natural for a faculty member to profit
productivity of the entire as much as possible from the staff, from the docinstitution. toral and post-doctoral students under supervision, and from the prestige which is associated
with a faculty position. It might even be natural, to some extent, that faculty members opt or fight for a large staff. A
large staff empowers them to do more than they could do with a smaller
grouping. But large groupings might not be the most effective or productive setup if viewed from the institution’s standpoint, and it should also
be clear that the institution must have a different standpoint. The leadership of an institution is focused on maximizing the objective function of
the entire institution and not of individual faculty members, unless the latter would imply the former. Anecdotal evidence suggests that rectors and
presidents of institutions try to further their institutions by providing ample resources to a select group of high-profile faculty. But there is also evidence, referred to previously (see Section 2.4), to suggest that this strategy
is not successful if followed exclusively.

5.3

Funding Systems and Change

In his comments on earlier observations regarding the sub-optimality of
European, Humboldtian-oriented higher education systems of today, Terrence R. Russell asks (Herbst et al., 2002, p. 124):
“Given the assumed advantages of the small-group model [i.e. the small research group], why does the large-group model persist? [. . . ] Hierarchical
pure research institutions maintain themselves through internal disciplinary
boundaries, and a complex and stable set of internal arrangements and rewards that makes life within them predictable. So long as outside funds are
politically mandated to be distributed on a disciplinary basis, there is no particular impetus for change [. . . ]”.

In other words, if European, Humboldtian higher education systems are indeed suboptimal in their setup, as I believe they are are, they appear to be
locked in this suboptimal mode. All the arrangements designed to nourish
and foster the system — the general funding arrangements, the way chairs
are formed, faculty appointed, research grants awarded and research funds
21

This is something which has to be defined in a ‘faculty book’, or in a umbrella contract
between institution and faculty regulating appointments.
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distributed — eventually have the effect of replicating the suboptimal system’s structure, to reproduce a morphology which has evolved over time.
The simple infusion of additional funds into higher education, necessary
as it is, will not change this affair significantly. Additional funds unaccompanied by morphological changes will likely increase total output of a
higher education system, but they will not raise productivity and they will
not reduce or bridge the productivity gap which is separating the US from
continental Europe.
During the past two or three decades, we
have witnessed a new movement to reform Euro- Additional funds,
pean higher education, a movement which was unaccompanied by
inspired by New Public Management or asso- morphological changes,
ciated endeavors and which leads to ideas of will likely increase
performance-based budgeting or funding. This total output, but will
reform movement had performance as its particnot raise productivity.
ular focus, and it purported to provide means
and measures to increase performance. Unfortunately, the proponents of the movement failed to study the link tying performance to a range of performance enhancing measures systematically.
Indeed, this is difficult and would entail a great and extended research
effort. The proponents’ analyses, as I have tried to show in the two previous chapters, appear unconvincing to many respected exponents of the
social sciences, and the proponents’ normative notions and recommendations leave grave doubts concerning the effectiveness of the proposed measures. Specifically, the reformers have not addressed morphological aspects
as they relate to performance and, consequently, their reforms do not touch
— or change — the morphology of the university.
In order to raise the effectiveness of institutions or institutional systems,
in order to advance universities (Frost, Chopp, & Pozorski, 2004), one has to
do a range of things. Among those, one has to pay attention to structure, to
morphology, in order to allow other aspects to develop as well22 . Particular
22

A recent article points to an inherent problem of modern Humboldtian institutions
(Schwendener, 2004). The problem arises when institutions try to minimize permanent staff
positions (other than faculty) without increasing faculty positions. The policy to minimize
permanent staff positions has many advantages (too numerous to point out here), but it
also has the major disadvantage that institutions loose valuable — or even critical — knowhow when time-contracts expire (quite apart from the disadvantages which accrue to the
leaving staff members). Richard Ernst, the Swiss Nobelist, is quoted to say: “[. . . ] we follow
a kind of hybrid system that is situated somewhere between the German institutional system [with few professors] and the US American system with a high number of professors
heading small teams but without workers on permanent contracts [. . . ] We try to combine
the advantages of both systems but tend to ignore the fundamental incompatibility of the
two systems. We think we have vanquished the German system but we are still a long way
from the American one”. To be consistent, the article quotes Ernst to say, “the permanent,
independent layer of scientific staff positions would have to be abolished and the number
of professors tripled [. . . ] Naturally, funding would not be tripled and that would mean, on
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cultures can only develop if conditions are conducive for this development,
and if we have particular higher education cultures to foster in mind, we
ought to make sure that the required preconditions are met. There is ample
evidence that European higher education systems demand a change which
allows these systems to prosper, but there is also evidence that the major reform movements within Europe might not bring what they profess. Other
paths will have to be pursued, path perhaps which stress less the uniqueness of national higher education systems and more the commonality of
higher education.
The task to point to common aspects of future higher education systems
is not a simple one and will require elaboration and debate. I shall mention,
from my point of view, three aspects to focus on:
• diversity of higher education systems and transnational orientations;
• disciplinary orientations, inter-disciplinary foci, and the relationship
and interplay between institutional base funding (by governmental
agencies or funding councils) and research funding (by science foundations);
• leadership and institutional policies in support of more suitable morphologies in the case of research universities (i.e. improved studentfaculty and staff-faculty ratios).
Diversity, Equality and Stratification of Institutions. Diversity within
higher education systems is an old requirement, and it has gained renewed
momentum with the advent of mass higher education. As more students
enroll in higher education, higher proportions of the relevant age cohort
attend institutions of tertiary education. As a widely diversified student
body is involved — apart from the traditional adult students, and in particular also women, in pursuance of degree courses which were interrupted
or to engage in further or continuing education —, institutions or institutional systems have to respond to this diversity and will have to diversify
themselves (Trow, 1979, 1997). This diversity can take two forms: (i) within
the institutions themselves, in that programs are started which cater more
to non-traditional students or to newer academic professions; and (ii) between institutions, in that institutions gain a specific profile which they
may have lost since mass higher education.
Diversity within institutions can more easily be pursued by larger universities. Indeed, the large and prestigious US state universities are models
of internal diversity. They sustain a broader spectrum of educational programs, from arts and sciences or engineering to nursing, education, music,
average, professors would have less funding at their disposal [. . . ] The problem of the scientific staff employment can only be solved if we decide on either the old German approach
or the American one with many more professors. There is no middle way”.
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public health and social work. With this orientation, they are in a position to cater to a local population and to local needs, but they can also
position themselves on the national agenda or assume an international or
transnational role23 . The institutions are large enough to pursue both orientations, without having to fear a loss of quality. Indeed, by incorporating
a broader spectrum of disciplinary fields, they can exercise greater control
on the quality of emerging or newly implanted academic fields. This dual
role holds great promise for regional economic development. Alternatively,
smaller institutions located in the same region may be in a position to bundle their separate profiles, with possibly similar effects, provided proper
bilateral or multilateral cooperative agreements are adhered to or implemented24 .
In the US context, diversification of institutions is a direct consequence of a rel- Diversified and stratified
atively free higher education environment. higher education systems act
Diversity evolved over time, and today a like a percolator to extract
rich ecology of higher education institu- and to accumulate talent.
tions exists. In the more regulated European environment, and in a culture where
a certain equality of higher education institution is valued and promoted,
institutional diversity is not a primary aim to pursue. Many aspects of the
European, Humboldtian higher education system directly depend on a notion of institutional equality25 , and some ideas contained in the Bologna
declaration are strongly based on notions of equality. Diversity and equality are not that easy to reconcile, and many of the implicit issues will come
to the foreground during the further implementation of the Bologna process26 .
As institutions diversify, they also stratify themselves. Some institutions have an international reputation, they are in a position to attract a
larger share of international students, and they can recruit their faculty and
staff worldwide. This in turn enhances their productivity and their stature.
Diversified and stratified higher education systems can act like a percola23

The recent report by Avenir Suisse concerning Swiss universities proposed a segregation of institutions by their geographic reach (Sporn & Aeberli, 2004).
24
Not all cooperative arrangements need a formal agreement. A tacit agreement may
suffice. Tacit agreements are normally based on a fairly open information policy guiding
players or actors involved.
25
For instance, the German inspired practice of the Habilitation, the right to teach. This
right is bestowed by a given institution, not necessarily by the institution which appoints
the new faculty member.
26
The Bologna process specifically promotes study abroad or exchange student programs
through a newly formed European Credit Transfer System (ECTS), presumably relying on
a general open admission policy (and equal higher education standards) and without addressing the issue of institutional admission management.
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tor to extract and to accumulate talent27 . The recent call for elite institutions in Italy and Germany, or for a hierarchically structured higher education system, recognizes the fact that continental European institutions have
lost ground; and it also recognizes the fact that elite institutions cannot
be that easily furthered in a culture of institutional equality or uniformity.
What has yet to be recognized and discussed in Europe is the role of diversity. Elite institutions have generally not been built on the sheer desire to
form such institutions: they were no top-down inventions28 . The research
universities within the top stratum of institutions generally evolved: they
have a longer history, and they developed their current position persistently, over an extended period of time, by developing their own specific
profile (Bergier & Tobler, 1980; Keller & Keller, 2001; McCaughey, 2003).
Disciplinary Orientation and Inter-Disciplinary Foci. Research universities have a disciplinary base. Disciplines are cultivated within departments, and these in turn are grouped into faculties or schools. As time
passes, as the sciences mature and as the disciplinary spectrum remains
relatively stable, scientific endeavors will likely be focused towards subdisciplinary aspects and inordinate specialization may result. This process
may eventually be reinforced by a practice to fund teaching and research
jointly (Regimes 1 and 2).
In the past, or up to World War II, the disciplinary orientation of universities did not stand in the way of interdisciplinary work. Indeed, if one
looks at the work of the extended Vienna Circle (Neurath, Carnap, & Morris, 1971 (1955), 1970; Uebel & Cohen, 2004), for instance, or at the cooperation of John von Neuman and Oskar Morgenstern (Neumann & Morgenstern,
2004 (1943)), we can see that interdisciplinary work took place almost in a
natural way. Similarly, trans-disciplinary work is not a new phenomenon.
The social sciences, to give just one example, oriented themselves early on
the natural sciences. Additionally, economics focused on physics to derive
new impulses, and to develop new methodologies as well as new tools of
analysis29 . However, in recent decades, as the science enterprise has grown,
27
As one looks at the biographies of famous US scientists or scholars, one frequently
notices their humble beginnings. They may have started out at a non-elite college or state
university, and gradually moved up the ladder of institutions.
28
History knows of attempts to form elite institutions from scratch, so to speak. The State
University of New York at Stony Brook, for instance, was to be the UC Berkeley of the East,
mandated by the State Board of Regents in 1960 to become a university that would “stand
with the finest in the country”. And the Canadian University of Waterloo, established in
1959, achieved early on a very fine reputation. In England, the newly formed University of
Warwick plays a formidable role.
29
The newer tendency within economics is to focus on psychology and biology and derive impulses or modelling approaches from these sciences. Trans-disciplinary approaches
are easier to initiate and to implement if aspects of a ‘foreign’ science are imported to enrich
a given discipline. That is, the initiative for trans-disciplinary work ought to be associ-
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and as gratifications regarding professional advancement, et cetera, became more disciplinary centered, the proclivity towards interdisciplinary
work suffered. It is well-known that science progresses often at the fringes
of established fields, at the intersection of two or more disciplines, and the
inordinate focus on sub-disciplinary matters may draw resources and manpower away from more adventurous or more promising lines of research
(van Vught, 2004, pp. 99–101).
Modern research universities cannot
easily count any longer on a natural ten- Science progresses at the
dency to engage in interdisciplinary work. fringes of established fields,
This change is particulary pronounced in and the inordinate focus on
Europe where disciplinary boundaries are sub-disciplinary matters may
more entrenched30 . The entrenchment of draw resources away from
these boundaries is due, in great part, to the
more adventurous or more
regime of funding: large portions of funds
promising lines of research.
for teaching and research flow into departments organized along disciplinary lines31 .
Research institutes are organizational units which are normally part of —
and not separate from — the respective department. As a consequence,
cross-disciplinary work frequently takes place only if funds specifically directed for these purposes are allocated by research foundations.
In contrast, the US research university allocates — or derives — its
funds in a different matter. Departments and corresponding faculty receive a base funding for teaching which is organized along disciplinary
lines32 . Each department, or each discipline, may offer a range of degree
programs in this context33 . In addition, research funds flow to principal
investigators, as independent agents so to speak, who have more options
to organize themselves and to collaborate in an interdisciplinary way with
peers from neighboring disciplines. In this way, the academic departments
and the research institutes form a true matrix organization. The academic
departments responsible for degree programs receive a base funding, and
the research institutes, through their principal investigators, procure funds
ated with the importing discipline. The opposite approach, the export of concepts, from a
given discipline onto a ‘foreign’ science, is normally resented by the discipline at the receiving end. Successful trans-disciplinary approaches are frequently based on interdisciplinary
collaborations.
30
The tendency is also visible elsewhere and affects career paths and tenure of young
scholars. Faculty members up for promotion may feel pressured to research disciplinespecific problems and to publish in their own discipline, rather than to pursue interdisciplinary work.
31
In the form of Regime 1 or Regime 2 funding.
32
As a rule in the form of Regime 3 funding.
33
Internal funds allocation, and the inter-departmental flow of services and funds, is not
a trivial matter and may depend on rather elaborate accounting schemes. See in this respect
(Whalen, 1991) or (Massy, 1996).
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from research foundations or industry. Interdisciplinary research centers,
in collaboration with departments, may even offer specialized courses or
entire post-graduate programs.
It appears clear that funding modes affect not only the dynamics of
change, they also affect tendencies to engage in interdisciplinary work. Because interdisciplinary work is growing in importance, and because the
promising foci of research are changing faster than the disciplinary boundaries, organizational structures and corresponding funding modes which
allow for easy adaptation and change lead the way.
Leadership, Productivity, and Morphological Change. I have mentioned
above that we have to distinguish between two positions when we address
the issue of productivity: the position of the institution, and the position of
the individual faculty member. In economics, we may rephrase this to call
the first the position of the common good, and the second, the position of
the individual. In certain economic situations, the two positions are not in
conflict with each other, namely then when the pursuance of the individual
position will implicitly further the common good. But this is not always the
case, as the theory of games shows (Rapoport & Chammah, 1965; Rapoport
& Guyer, 1966). If the two positions differ, one has to find regulatory measures to keep the individual in line and keep him from defecting (Barash,
2004).
Our societies are full of regulations which keep individuals — or individual economic agents — in line, and this for good reasons. In the cases
where the pursuance of an individual agenda is detrimental to the common good, regulations are crafted and enforced to protect the society. In
the field of higher education, we have indications that systems with amply
staffed faculty chairs are in conflict with institutional — or national — productivity, and that if the latter is of importance, the former will have to be
changed and regulated to work differently. In other words, the institutional
morphology requires change34 :
• in the natural sciences or in engineering, i.e. in the fields that are normally ‘well-stocked’ so to speak, an internal reshuffling or reallocation of resources could take place, and where well-funded separate
research institutions exist next to less well funded universities, as in
France or in Germany, a merging of universities and research institutes could be considered (Butler, 2004);
• in the social sciences or the humanities, where resources are often
scarce, additional resources are likely to be required, but admission
and program management might help to limit the funds needed.
34

See also footnote 22 on page 110.
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Similar to the case of cooperation, a change in institutional morphology
need not be based on formal regulations. Indeed, a tacit agreement, a new
practice, suffices to change the system.
Institutions may be sceptical regarding a new practice, even if their
leadership sees the advantages of a morphological setup which is based
on smaller research groups in the sciences and in engineering, correspondingly more faculty, and flatter hierarchies. They fear that their institution
would suffer and loose out competitively if they fail to offer large startup
grants and ample staff positions to future faculty members of their choice.
Faculty are known to play a game whereby they try to negotiate better
salaries or research conditions with a range of institutions simultaneously,
in order to put pressure on their own institution, or in order to move eventually to an institution which offers them a better contract.
There is nothing wrong with this game. It is generally in the interest
of an institution to attract some high-profile faculty. Wrong, however, is
the institutions’ apparent inability to extract themselves from the pressures
implicit in the faculty game. Research universities are not at the mercy
of faculty and prospective faculty, at least not in the longer run. If leading scholars are in short supply, the research universities themselves are in
a position to see to it that a new — and possibly enlarged and better educated — generation of scholars emerges. This new and enlarged generation
can only find employment at the leading European research universities if
a reshuffling of resources is pursued, i.e. if the higher education system
reduces or limits the resources with which to aliment an average faculty
position.
Once governing agencies and institutional leadership agree on a change
to restructure higher education institutions, ways have to be found to accomplish this task. As I have indicated, two broad courses of actions should
be considered:
• a gradual change of a Regime 1 (or Regime 2) to a Regime 3 type funding, extending over one or two decades, whereby funding streams are
partially redirected in favor of research funding agencies (see Table
5.1 on p. 99);
• Regime 3 funding, as far as it pertains to institutional funding (and
not to research funding of principal investigators), is generally directed towards departments — and not to individual faculty members —, and a corresponding focus on junior faculty, tenure track positions is pursued.
The detailed exposition of this or other options is a different matter. It entails further research and debate. But options to the current higher education situation in Europe do exist, and they need not rely on performancebased budgeting or funding.
CEST 2004/4
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Appendix A

Background Information
The view that universities are businesses needs to be
challenged [. . . ] While its educational services yield private
returns to individual students, the greater part of its activities
yield social benefits and cannot easily be captured by market
arrangements.
Peter Karmel (Karmel, 2003)

T

assembles information to illustrate some aspects of
the context of higher education, specifically regarding tuition &
fees, research rankings of institutions, and departmental foci. The
following five tables are included:

HIS APPENDIX

• Tuition & fees at selected US state universities; tuition & fees at selected US private universities (Table A.1); research rankings of selected US state universities; research rankings of selected US private
universities (Table A.2). Note that tuition & fees and research rankings do not correlate.
• Faculty of Departments (Schools) at the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill (see Table A.3). I provide here a historical example,
some 20 years old, of a fine but by no means elite university: the
graduate school of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
(of the year 1979-80) listed 66 departments and courses of studies,
among them inter-departmental curricula1 .

1

These inter-departmental curricula were offered in the following fields: in Biomedical
Engineering and Mathematics, Comparative Literature, Ecology, Folklore, Genetics, Human Services Administration, Marine Sciences, Neurobiology, Occupational Therapy, Operations Research and Systems Analysis, Physical Therapy, Recreation Administration, and
Rehabilitation Counselling. At the time, the University had some 17,000 students (if I recall
correctly).
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Table A.1: T UITION AND F EES ( IN $ PER ACADEMIC YEAR ) AT S ELECTED
US U NIVERSITIES (2003–04), based on: chronicle.com/stats/tuition/.

P UBLIC I NSTITUTION :
Georgia Institute of Technology
Indiana University (Bloomington)
Michigan State University
North Carolina State University
Pennsylvania State University (University Park)
Purdue University
Rutgers University
U of California (Los Angeles)
U of California (Berkeley)
U of California (San Diego)
U of Colorado (Boulder)
U of Illinois (Chicago)
U of Illinois (Urbana)
U of Maryland (College Park)
U of Michigan (Ann Arbor)
U of North Carolina (Chapel Hill)
U of Oregon
U of Pittsburgh
U of South Carolina (Columbia)
U of Texas (Austin)
U of Virginia
U of Washington (Seattle)
U of Wisconsin (Madison)
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

P RIVATE I NSTITUTION :
California Institute of Technology
Carnegie Mellon University
Cornell University
Duke University
Harvard University
Johns Hopkins University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Northwestern University
Princeton University
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Stanford University
University of Chicago
University of Pennsylvania
University of Southern California
Washington University
Yale University
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in-state
4,076
6,517
6,769
3,889
9,706
5,560
7,927
5,298
5,250
5,508
4,020
6,934
7,010
6,759
7,895
3,993
4,959
9,274
5,778
4,188
5,964
4,968
5,136
5,095

out-of-state
16,002
17,552
16,729
15,737
19,328
17,640
14,441
19,508
19,460
19,718
20,336
17,080
18,046
17,433
24,695
15,841
16,698
18,586
15,116
11,268
21,934
16,121
19,136
14,979

in-state & out-of-state
24,117
29,410
28,754
29,345
29,060
29,230
29,600
28,524
28,540
28,496
28,923
29,238
29,318
28,692
29,053
28,400
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Table A.2: R ESEARCH R ANKINGS OF S ELECTED US U NIVERSITIES, by Percentage of Publications in Qualified Subfields (%) and by Number of Publications in Qualified Subfields (No.), based on CEST (www.cest.ch).

P UBLIC I NSTITUTION :
Georgia Institute of Technology
Indiana University (Bloomington)
Michigan State University
North Carolina State University
Pennsylvania State University (University Park)
Purdue University
Rutgers University
U of California (Los Angeles)
U of California (Berkeley)
U of California (San Diego)
U of Colorado (Boulder)
U of Illinois (Chicago)
U of Illinois (Urbana)
U of Maryland (College Park)
U of Michigan (Ann Arbor)
U of North Carolina (Chapel Hill)
U of Oregon
U of Pittsburgh
U of South Carolina (Columbia)
U of Texas (Austin)
U of Virginia
U of Washington (Seattle)
U of Wisconsin (Madison)
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

P RIVATE I NSTITUTION :
California Institute of Technology
Carnegie Mellon University
Cornell University
Duke University
Harvard University
Johns Hopkins University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Northwestern University
Princeton University
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Stanford University
University of Chicago
University of Pennsylvania
University of Southern California
Washington University
Yale University

CEST 2004/4

Rank (%)
252
159
34
70
75
45
149
26
8
9
30
319
18
56
19
31
36
16
198
33
81
25
35
134

Rank (%)
3
17
23
21
1
6
4
51
10
85
5
32
42
20
13
12

Rank (No.)
211
61
42
68
36
48
52
5
8
10
39
168
20
46
7
24
100
17
191
38
51
9
21
118

Rank (No.)
28
70
15
19
1
3
14
33
32
181
6
27
16
26
18
13
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Table A.3: FACULTY OF D EPARTMENTS (S CHOOLS ) AT THE U NIVERSITY OF
N ORTH C AROLINA AT C HAPEL H ILL (1979–80): by Professors [P], Associate Professors [AP] and Assistant Professors [aP], based on: (The Graduate School, 1979).
D EPARTMENTS ( OR S CHOOLS ):
Anatomy
Bacteriology & Immunology
Biochemistry & Nutrition
Botany
Chemistry
Dentistry (School)
Geology
Mathematics
Pathology
Pharmacology
Pharmacy (School)
Physics & Astronomy
Physiology
Statistics
Zoology
Biostatistics
Environmental Sciences & Engineering
Epidemiology
Health Administration
Health Education
Maternal & Child Health
Nutrition
Parasitology & Laboratory Practice
Public Health Nursing
Anthropology
Business Administration (School)
City & Regional Planning
Computer Science
Economics
Education (School)
Geography
Nursing (School)
Physical Education
Political Science
Psychology
Social Work (School)
Sociology
Speech Communication
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P
11
14
18
10
24
36
11
15
21
14
11
22
10
7
11
10
18
7
11
3
7
2
3
1
7
27
10
3
13
22
4
5
4
22
28
4
11
2

AP
7
11
9
3
3
22
–
12
11
13
8
5
11
3
5
14
6
3
8
2
1
2
2
5
1
16
3
4
13
25
4
17
4
7
17
8
5
3

aP
9
11
10
2
6
20
6
4
19
4
8
2
9
1
5
7
4
5
8
3
1
1
–
2
5
12
2
2
5
13
2
17
5
5
13
6
6
4
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Table A.3 (continued)
D EPARTMENTS ( OR S CHOOLS ):
Art
Classics
Comparative Literature
Dramatic Art
English
Germanic Languages
History
Journalism (School)
Library Science (School)
Linguistics
Music
Philosophy
Radio, TV & Motion Pictures
Religion
Romance Languages
Slavic Languages
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P
8
5
6
3
26
5
32
4
7
2
9
6
4
6
13
3

AP
7
6
1
2
21
2
8
3
7
3
7
5
3
2
9
1

aP
5
4
–
1
4
3
10
3
2
2
7
4
2
3
6
2
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Technical Notes
[. . . ] efficiency is not a very helpful guide for teaching and
research.
Derek Bok (Bok, 2003)

I

report, a number of terms or concepts play a central
role: efficiency and effectiveness; performance indicators; governance,
management and accountability. Because all these terms are widely
used, and because the usage in this report may differ from those the
reader is accustomed to, I shall try to clarify meanings or ramifications of
the terms in the present context. I do not want to enter into a deeper discussion here; a few remarks shall suffice.
N THE PRESENT

B.1

Efficiency and Effectiveness

The term ‘efficiency’ is widely used in economics whereas the term ‘effectiveness’ is not (Pearce, 1989)1 . ‘Efficiency’ is sometimes used in the context
of a resource allocation discussion (Koopmans, 1957). Economists talk of efficient (and inefficient) patterns of output. In the context of linear programming (Dorfman, Samuelson, & Solow, 1958) and maximizing behavior, for
instance, a set of choice variables is called inefficient if one or more of these
can be increased without decreasing any of them. If a minimizing behavior
is modelled, the argument is reversed: we are looking for a set of feasible
choice variables whose values cannot be further decreased without leaving
the feasible region. It is this minimizing, cost reduction, model which appears to be in the foreground when popular reference is made to efficiency.
1
To connote the term ‘effectiveness’, a range of definitions are employed, some of which
are used synonymously with “goals’ achievement”: effectiveness is then the degree to
which goals are attained. See in this context also the discussion surrounding the formula
C.11 on page 142.
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If we continue within the framework of linear programming, we might
look at a primal problem in the form:
minimize: C = cx

(B.1)

subject to
Ax ≥ b,
where c is a (1 × n)-vector of cost-coefficients, x ≥ 0 a (n × 1)-vector of
activity level variables, b a (m × 1)-vector of targets to be met, and A a
(m×n)-matrix of coefficients. Specifically, we are looking for activity levels
x̂ such that Ax̂ = b. This primal problem (B.1) can be interpreted as one
designed to focus on efficiency: we minimize total costs C subject to the
constraint that certain targets have to be met. I have called this problem
situation the “outsider’s” perspective on resource allocation, because it is
mainly adopted by people outside the institutions under consideration —
politicians, elected officials or legislators, namely “to provide a service —
or a ‘product’ — as cheaply as possible” (Herbst et al., 2002, p. 26). If we
look now at the corresponding dual problem,
maximize: U = ub

(B.2)

subject to
uA ≤ c
where u ≥ 0 is a (1 × m)-vector of (implicit) utility-coefficients, we can interpret the dual problem (B.2) as one designed to focus on effectiveness: we
maximize the total utility U subject to the constraint that given unit costs
are not violated. I have called this perspective the “insider’s position, i.e.
the position taken by responsible governing boards, presidents, provosts or
rectors, deans and administrators of higher education institutions”. They
“view the problem from the opposite direction: with given resources [or
with given unit costs], they attempt to be as effective, as productive as possible”.
At the optimum of problem B.2 we shall have ûA = c. Duality theory
tells us now that, at the optimum, the minimized value of C (of problem
B.1) equals the maximized value of U (of problem B.2), i.e.
Ĉ = cx̂ = ûb = Û ,
or, by substituting the values for c and b, we have (ûA)x̂ = û(Ax̂). In this
sense — and in the context cited —, ‘efficiency’ and ‘effectiveness’ can be
considered as dual concepts.
Herbert A. Simon expressed his concern about the way the term ‘efficiency’ is used: “The term ‘efficiency’ has acquired during the past generation a number of unfortunate connotations which associate it with a mechanistic, profit-directed, stop-watch theory of administration. [. . . ] Until
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practically the end of the nineteenth century, the terms ‘efficiency’ and ‘effectiveness’ were considered almost synonymous” (Simon, 1957). We could
add to this that in the intervening decades the term ‘efficiency’ has lost
much of its negative connotation that Simon sees — but it may also have
lost its general meaning, at least outside the community of economists.

B.2

Performance-Based Resource Allocation

Performance Indicators. Performance indicators in higher education are
generally tied to the framework of an input-output or a flow or process
model (Astin, 1993). In analogy to an industrial plant, the higher education
institution is seen as a processing unit by which ‘raw materials’ or ‘semifinished products’ are transformed and value is added. The process model
of higher education institutions distinguishes between input, process, output or outcome and the corresponding variables or indicators:
• Input: students (distinguished by various characteristics or ‘qualities’), faculty and staff, infra-structural facilities, resources of various
kinds (and origins), etc.;
• Process: unit-resources invested (e.g. faculty-student, staff-student or
faculty-staff measures), throughput measures (time-to-degree ratio,
drop-out rates), etc.;
• Output: degrees awarded (at various levels), publications of papers,
journal articles or books, patents obtained, etc.;
• Outcome: career paths of alumni or outgoing staff and faculty, earning
potential of graduates, citations generated by publications, scientific
prizes procured, spin-off companies founded, etc.
Input variables (or indicators) might fall into two categories: (i) the primary
‘raw material’ or ‘semi-finished’ product to be transformed into the ‘finished’ product (e.g. the students if one focuses on educational processes or,
if one focuses on the research process, the know-how present — however
defined — in order to produce new scientific results) and (ii) co-requisites
necessary (i.e. other resources, monetary or otherwise).
Process variables normally relate two input variables: the number of
students taught per faculty member (student-faculty ratio, averages over
a given domain), the number of doctoral students advised by and working under a faculty member, the number of staff members employed in the
research groups of faculty members (staff-faculty ratio), the monetary inputs required to fund a student-year (measured in full-time equivalents)
in a given disciplinary field, et cetera. They could also relate the effective time required to graduate with the norm-time required, or the number
CEST 2004/4
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of students dropping out of programs with the numbers initially enrolled
(drop-out rates). Process variables are frequently used as quality indicators of institutions. For example, student-faculty ratios are used in this
way, or staff-faculty ratios. Institutions which pride themselves for having a teaching focus will draw attention to their low student-faculty ratios,
and research-oriented institutions will invoke the notion of small research
groups and intimate working relationships. Low time-to-degree ratios or
low drop-out rates are also frequently seen as being indicative of quality
education.
Performance indicators generally relate output to input — in the form of
ratios or differences. If drop-out rates are low, we shall have corresponding
high graduation rates (and vice versa). But they may also relate outcome
to output, as when we compare citations generated by publications2 . Performance indicators have to be intelligently assessed. If B and C are (real
valued) output and input measures, respectively, performance indicators
are generally expressed in the form of B
C or B − C (if B and C have the
same dimensionality). If, in the case of institutions i and j, we have
Bi Bj
−
> 0,
Ci
Cj

or (Bi − Ci ) − (Bj − Cj ) > 0,

we might conclude that institution i performs better than institution j. But
such conclusions are generally only reasonable when we have assurances
that output and input measures were properly operationalized.
Take a performance measure “degrees awarded, by faculty member”
(in a given time period, and a given departmental orientation), for instance.
An institution with a higher ratio would seem to outperform an institution
with a lower ratio, but only if degrees are really equivalent. Frequently, the
institution with the lower ratio will produce qualitatively better degrees
because of the more intimate faculty-student interaction. Output (or input)
alone should also not be the criterium by which to judge. For instance, if
one institution takes in students of lower academic standing than another,
the output (or input) measure above will mask pertinent information. Suppose Bi and Ci denote (average) scores of an academic test administered at
the time of graduation and enrollment, respectively (same scoring scale).
If i is an institution with higher academic standing than institution j, we
can expect Bi > Bj (and Ci > Cj ), and we might conclude that i performs
better than j. If we measure the academic improvement of the students
of institution i by ∆i = Bi − Ci , we could easily have ∆j > ∆i , that is,
the institution with the lower academic standing — and generally lower
test scores of its incoming or graduating students — might outperform the
institution with the higher academic standing.
2

In this particular context, outcome and output can be redefined as the output and input,
respectively, of a new process.
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In this report, and in this technical note thus far, I have focused on performance indicators (or variables) in a strict sense (i.e. relating output to
input). The term ‘performance indicators’ is also used (in the literature) in
a loose sense, namely to refer to indicators used in the context of performance assessment. In reading or rereading through the literature, I came
across terms such as “performance-based regulations” (Coglianese, Nash,
& Olmstead, 2002). I should like to alert the reader to the circumstance that
not all usages of the term ‘performance-based’ refer to the concepts addressed here. Performance-based regulations may refer to performance —
or regulatory — standards, and these in turn may constitute a looser form
of design standards, used in many fields, and enforced by corresponding
regulating agencies3 . Regulatory standards come into play when defining
admissible levels of water or air quality, or of airline or power-plant safety,
for instance, and they are under constant review. They specify an outcome,
or a “performance level” in the diction of these regulations, and leave the
choice of the specific measures required to the regulated agency; or they
may even specify a code of practice. The setting of regulatory standards is
very common — and very necessary in today’s complex world, and it has
an old history. But it would not be prudent to extend the meaning of such
a concept to the cases and phenomena which form the focus of the present
report.
Performance-Based Resource Allocation. In the context of the present report, and in line with established notions (Burke, Joseph C. and Associates,
2002), performance-based resource allocation refers to allocation procedures which tie external or internal funding to performance indicators, via
funding formulæ.
Analogous to the usage of ‘performance indicators’, I have noticed that
the notion of performance-based resource allocation is also used in a less
strict — and perhaps even misleading — sense. For instance, Ingo Liefner
compares and analyzes six research universities, two Swiss, one Dutch, one
from the UK, and two from the US (Liefner, 2003). Looking at the two Swiss
universities, he concludes that the external and internal resource allocation
is “not based” on performance. In the case of the two remaining European
universities he states that the allocation of funds (externally as well as internally) are “partly” based on performance, and in the case of the two US
universities he states that the external “allocation of public funds [is] based
on performance” while in the case of the internal resource allocation “other
competitive funding sources [dominate]” (Liefner, 2003, p. 476).
No doubt, all six universities are performance oriented and their funding agencies and management take performance into consideration. All
3

Regulating powers are frequently delegated to professional societies, particularly in the
fields of engineering.
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six universities derive their external research support from similar sources,
although to different degrees: the two US research universities derive practically all their research funding from external sources, whereas the European institutions are given resources (by their respective funding agencies)
to fund research internally. But only one of the six, the University of Bristol, has been subjected to the performance-based resource allocation mechanisms that form the focus of this report (see Section C.1).

B.3

Information Systems

Accountability and accountability measures depend on properly designed
and integrated information systems. Only a few years ago, different departments within the same organization or the same higher education institutions tended to have their own data system: student records, for example,
would be kept separate from those of employees or faculty, and all three
would be kept separate from accounting. In such non-integrated systems,
it was impossible to answer such simple questions as how many people
were associated with a university. Double counting was not easy to avoid
because students were employed as assistants, or employees were enrolled
as students, and the systems used did not permit to properly identify the
intersections of the sets of students, employees and faculty. Furthermore,
the systems used could not easily track individuals holding different jobs at
various departments, and they may have been unable to correctly calculate
full-time-equivalent (FTE) employment figures.
However, properly designed information systems and proper management of records is not only necessary for accountability purposes, they are
also mandatory for institutional management — or at least they should
be. Until the recent development of the concept of the European Credit
Transfer System (ECTS), a byproduct of the Bologna process initiated by
the European Rectors’ Conference (ERC), credit systems played no role in
most European universities and their implementation is far from complete.
As a consequence, FTE-student numbers could not be suitably defined,
and many student-statistics reported inflated numbers (Pechar & Wrobleski, 2001), with implications also for accounting purposes and funding
processes. At the same time, information was lacking to effectively manage courses or course systems which cross departmental boundaries, and
the cost-effective matching of course programs and lecture halls or seminar
rooms was practically impossible. The late introduction of credit systems
in Europe is all the more perplexing when we realize that credit systems
were introduced in the US (by the Carnegie Foundation) around 1905. Furthermore, the ECTS sets a focus on ‘European credit transfer’, as if credit
transfer (from institution to institution) was the only a singular reason to
introduce a credit system.
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Credit systems are not the only tool in the teaching-learning field which
have had difficulties establishing themselves in Europe. Course evaluations by students provide another example. Without credit systems, or
without course evaluation systems, universities lack vital instruments to
manage their own institution, and the general reluctance even to use the
newly introduced ECTS for internal purposes signals a still prevalent hesitancy on the part of many European rectors or presidents to manage their
institutions and make them transparent. That same hesitancy to manage
appears to be tied to a reluctance to initiate pro-active, bottom-up change.
The institutions’ reluctance to change-management, in turn, provokes topdown initiatives on the part of supervising bodies or government agencies.
Such actions are then often decried as micro-management, and are so resented by institutions or institutional systems4 .

4

See the footnote 29 on p. 85.
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Appendix C

Examples of Funding Systems
[. . . ] reforms come and go like waves at the seashore, rarely
leaving a lasting imprint [. . . ]. The primary reasons these
tides come and go is that there is little or no evidence on what
works and why.
Paul C. Light (Light, 2002)

T

sections contains technical descriptions of certain
aspects of two funding systems: namely, aspects which pertain to
the UK funding system, in particular, regarding the system used by
the Higher Education Funding Council of England (HEFCE) (see
Section C.1); and aspects which are related to the funding system employed
by the US State of South Carolina (Section C.2). Lastly, an overview of the
current master plan of the US State of California is given (Section C.3).

C.1

HE FOLLOWING

Funding in the United Kingdom

In the United Kingdom, like in other countries, higher education is funded through a range of sources, both public and private (see Table 4.3 on
page 74). On the public side, the funding of higher education institutions is
primarily channelled through three funding councils1 and seven research
councils2 (HM Treasury, July 2002; HERO, December 2001): these funding
channels provide at most 90% of the public resources flowing into higher
1

Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE), Higher Education Funding
Council for Wales (HEFCW), and the Scottish Higher Education Funding Council (SHEFC).
2
In 1992-93, UK Research Councils were established for the following fields: Biotechnology & Biological Sciences, Economic & Social Research, Medical Research, Natural Environment Research, and Particle Physics & Astronomy Research, plus the Council for the
Central Laboratory of Research Councils. In addition, there is an Arts & Humanities Research Board, established in 1998.
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education and circa 50–60% of all resources (i.e. public and private; see
Table 4.3).
Public resources are funnelled into higher education through four primary channels (Higher Education Funding Council for England, 2002a):
• Funding councils are responsible for distributing recurrent funds in
support of teaching and learning activities at higher education institutions. In addition, they fund further education courses at other institutions. This allocation is formula-based.
• Secondly, funding councils are charged to fund research infrastructures and to provide a base funding of research, including corresponding staff salaries. These appropriations are based on the Research Assessment Exercise.
• Thirdly, funding councils provide for special funding in support of
particular development objectives and innovative projects. Special
funding is provided over fixed project periods and is usually based
on competitive bids from institutions.
• Lastly, research projects themselves are funded through research councils.
This division of responsibilities between funding councils on the one hand
and research councils on the other is known as the “dual-support system”.
Mission and Role of Funding Councils. Funding councils are not only
charged to act as the distributive arm of the government, i.e. to allocate
recurrent funds for teaching and research or to fund special programs or
projects. They also assume the roles of a ‘buffer organization’ mediating
between government and higher education institutions. In this capacity,
they are legally responsible for the quality of education, and they delegate
this responsibility to the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education
(QAA) which is in charge of the assessment of quality and standards of
teaching within the UK. In addition, funding councils are directed to monitor — and to promote — the financial and managerial health of higher education institutions, to encourage good management practices, to ensure accountability, and to “develop detailed policies for higher education within
the broad guidelines set by the Secretary of State for Education and Skills”
(Higher Education Funding Council for England, 2002a).
It would be of interest to take a look at one funding council’s principles,
the HEFCE for example (Higher Education Funding Council for England,
2002b, 2003). Grants for teaching and research are announced in March of
a given year for the following academic year (which runs from August 1 to
July 31); these are based on a three-year plan which is revised every other
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year. During the period of April to November, the HEFCE discusses trends
and financial needs with the Department of Education and Skills, and in
November the Secretary of State announces the funding volume available
for the following year. During December, the enrollment figures of the current academic year are being collated and processed to provide the necessary information to calculate the formula-based teaching grants for the
following year. In January, the total volume of available funds is subdivided into the three main headings outlined above: teaching, research, and
special funding. In February, decisions are taken, and in March they are
communicated.
For the annual funding cycle of the 2002-03 academic year, a total of
£5,076 million are earmarked to be distributed by the government3 , or an
average of circa £5,360 per student (teaching, research, and special projects
together)4 . Close to two thirds of the available funding volume, i.e. 64.4%,
flow into teaching; 18.5% are reserved to finance research; and 17.0% are
earmarked to fund special projects (including 2.4% of the total reserved to
reward and develop staff in higher education) (Higher Education Funding
Council for England, 2002b, page 6).
Funds for Teaching and Learning: Funding Methods. While formulabased funding has been the practise for some time in the UK, current funding formulæ in England were introduced in 1998-99 for higher education
institutions and in 1999-2000 for further education institutions (Higher Education Funding Council for England, 2002b, pages 3-15). Funds are basically allocated to institutions in function of the number of students being
taught. Students counting towards teaching grant calculations have their
origin within the UK or a EU nation, they are suitably qualified, and they do
not receive funds from other public sources5 . Student numbers are counted
in terms of full-time equivalents (FTE) and weighed to account for factors
affecting the funding formula:
• subject-related premiums: unit costs of teaching vary with the subject
being taught: some subjects are more labor or more capital intensive
than others (see Table C.1);
• premiums pertaining to the duration or intensity of study: enrollments in
longer than norm courses have to be accounted for, administrative
costs of part-time studies (per FTE) are higher, mature undergraduates6 frequently need more support than their younger peers;
3

In addition to HEFCE grants, institutions receive tuition fees directly from students.
Based on student numbers (FTE) for the academic year of 2001-02.
5
Oversees students and those from outside the EU will have to pay higher fees to compensate for public funds foregone.
6
Mature students are defined as being 25 or older on entry.
4
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Table C.1: P RICE G ROUPS FOR D IFFERENT S UBJECT C LASSES (T EACHING ).
Subject Class
α1
α2
α3
α4

Description
medicine, dentistry & veterinary sciences (clinical)
ditto (pre-clinical), science, engineering & technology
(laboratory-based subjects)
subjects with a studio, laboratory or fieldwork element
(such as geography, art & design)
all other subjects

Cost Weight
4.5
2.0
1.5
1.0

• institutional premiums: institutions within London are confronted with
elevated operating costs, differences in pension schemes have to be
accounted for, some specialist institutions7 are confronted with higher than normal cost levels, small institutions8 may experience raised
costs of central administration, and institutions with old and historic
buildings9 are confronted with higher levels of maintenance, refurbishing and utilities.
In the following, the funding formula of the HEFCE used to allocate
funds for teaching purposes shall be sketched. If Xsj denotes the number
of students enrolled in a subject class s ∈ S and institution j ∈ J (measured
in FTE), the number of students (in FTE) at a given institution is given by:
X
Xj =
Xsj , for all j ∈ J
(C.1)
s

Because unit costs of teaching, as indicated, are not uniform and vary by
subject class, the HEFCE calculates subject-weighted enrollment figures
X
αs Xsj , for all j ∈ J
(C.2)
X̂j =
s

where αs ≥ 1 denotes the particular weight of subject class s ∈ S (see
Table C.1) applied to the corresponding enrollment in institution j ∈ J.
In addition, the HEFCE calculates premiums in function of characteristics
pertaining to students and institutions. The student-related premium for
an institution is defined as10
Pj =

X
dj

0

βd bdj Xj +

X

00

βd bdj X̂j ,

for all j ∈ J

(C.3)

dj

7

Defined as having at least 60% of their courses in one of two subjects only.
Defined as having at most an enrollment of 1,000 FTE.
9
Constructed before 1914.
10
Certain student related premiums are defined in terms of number of students Xj , while
others are defined in terms of weighted enrollment figures X̂j
8
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where d ∈ D denotes a premium class, βd ≥ 0 is the premium factor11 and
00
0
bdj and bdj are binary variables assuming the value of 1 if d is applicable
to j, 0 else. And finally, there are — analogous to student premiums —
institutional premiums to account for12 :
Ij =

X

0

γi cij Xj +

X

00

γi cij X̂j ,

for all j ∈ J

(C.4)

ij

ij

hence, i ∈ I denotes a premium class, γi ≥ 0 is the premium factor13 and
0
00
cij and cij are binary variables assuming the value of 1 if i is applicable to
j, 0 else.
X̂j , Pj and Ij are defined in terms of full-time equivalents (FTE), the
total weighted FTE for an institution is given by
Tj = X̂j + Pj + Ij

(C.5)

and that of all institutions by
T =

X

Tj

(C.6)

j

The HEFCE divides now total available funds by T to calculate unit attributions (i.e. £ per weighted FTE) and the funding levels for each institution
included in funding operations (issued annually as block grants).
Quality-Related Research Funding. Apart from funding teaching (and
learning), i.e. apart from funding institutions in terms of student enrollment, resources are allocated in support of special projects or to enhance
research. I shall focus here on the last aspect, termed “quality-related research funding”, which in turn is based on the periodic Research Assessment Exercise (RAE).
Quality-related research funding, which covers roughly a fifth of all the
funds allocated by the HEFCE, focuses on (i) funding research to reflect the
quality and volume of research at institutions in different subjects (i.e. 88%
of the total), (ii) funding the supervision of postgraduate research students
(7%), (iii) providing a premium for institutions located in London (3%),
and (iv) a supplement for departments which achieved the highest rating
in the RAE of 1996 and 2001 (2%, pertains only to the year 2003-04) (Higher
Education Funding Council for England, 2003, pp. 13–16).
I shall concentrate, for brevity, on the first of the four foci (and ignore
the remaining three aspects). The distribution of these funds follows two
stages:
11

The range of values is currently set as follows: 0.25 ≥ βd ≥ 0.05.
Again, some institutional premiums are defined by the HEFCE in terms of number of
students, while others are defined in terms of weighted enrollment figures.
13
The values normally fall into the following range: 0.1 ≥ γi ≥ 0.015.
12
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Table C.2: RAE R ATING S CHEME AND F UNDING W EIGHTS; see (Higher
Education Funding Council for England, 2001, p. 5) and (Higher Education
Funding Council for England, 2002b, p. 15).
Rating
5*

5

4

3a

3b
2
1

Description of Quality Standard
Quality that equates to attainable levels of international excellence
in more than half of the research activity submitted and attainable
levels of national excellence in the remainder.
Quality that equates to attainable levels of international excellence
in up to half of the research activity submitted and to attainable
levels of national excellence in virtually all of the remainder.
Quality that equates to attainable levels of national excellence
in virtually all of the research activity submitted, showing some
evidence of international excellence.
Quality that equates to attainable levels of national excellence
in over two-thirds of the research activity submitted, possibly
showing evidence of international excellence.
Quality that equates to attainable levels of national excellence
in more than half of the research activity submitted.
Quality that equates to attainable levels of national excellence
in up to half of the research activity submitted.
Quality that equates to attainable levels of national excellence
in none, or virtually none, of the research activity submitted.

Weight
3.357

2.793

1.0

0

0
0
0

• Stage 1: a funding volume is established which is to be associated
with the different research fields or subject matters; and
• Stage 2: distributing these funds among the institutions in accord with
the quality assessment of the RAE.
The RAE recognizes 68 different research fields (or subjects) to be assessed. In order to make the necessary calculations for Stage 1, the HEFCE
takes into consideration only data of university departments (or assessments units) which meet minimum quality standards (i.e. departments that
are being funded for research). Departments receive an overall rating on a
scale spanning seven grades (see Table C.2)14 , from grade 1 to grade 5*. The
lowest four grades (i.e. grades 1, 2, 3b and 3a) receive no research funding
through the RAE channel and, hence, the data of university departments
which receive any of these four grades are not taken into consideration
when making the calculations for Stage 1.
For the subset of departments (or assessment units) of a given subject
earmarked to receive funding, the “volume of research” is assessed. This
‘volume’ is operationalized in terms of research staff (in FTE) and subject
14

The wording of the Description of Quality Standards in Table C.2 is quoted from
(Higher Education Funding Council for England, 2001, p. 5). I failed to find any information on how funding weights (or funding multipliers) were set or derived.
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classes. Available research funds are then distributed over the set of recognized research fields (or subjects) in proportion to the “volume if research”
in a given subject.
The formula which ties together research active staff for a given subject
in assessment units earmarked for funding is as follows:

Vj =

X

[1.0Sij + 0.1Aij + 0.15(1.75)Pij + 0.191

i∈I

Cij
] j∈F
25000

(C.7)

where I denotes the set of institutions, F the set of research fields (or subject matters), V denotes the ‘volume’ of research, S the number of research
active staff selected for assessment in the RAE (in FTE), A the number of
research assistants or research fellows (in FTE), P the number of postgraduate research students (in FTE; the multiplier 1.75 is used as a factor to scale
up funding to cover the average period of study of 3.5 years until graduation), and C stands for the amount of third-party funds (charities, in £)
secured (and 25000 stands for the average salary [in £] necessary to cover a
research position).
Next, research active staff Vj in a given research field has to be weighed
by a cost factor to account for cost differences which separate subjects. The
HEFCE recognizes three such classes of cost factors (see Table C.3). If the
classes of cost factors are denoted by K, and the cost factors themselves by
λs , the weighted research active staff V̂j for a given research field is given
by
V̂j =

X

λs βjs Vj ,

j∈F

(C.8)

s∈K

where βjs = 1 if j ∈ Fs ⊂ F, 0 else. Available research funds, as I said, are
then distributed over F in proportion to V̂j . This completes Stage 1.
Given the funds allotted to a given subject j ∈ F , funds will have to be
distributed among the institutions which carry these research fields and
which were rated to receive funding (Stage 2). In order to do this, the
weighted ‘volume’ of research of a given assessment unit is once more
weighed by a funding multiplier αij ≥ 0 which honors high ratings (see
Table C.2). For any given institution i ∈ I and any subject j ∈ F , this total
weighted ‘volume’ of research V̄ij is calculated analogous to equation C.7.
To complete Stage 2, available funds for a given subject are then distributed
among the institutions proportional to V̄ij .

C.2

South Carolina’s Funding System

Beginning with the year of 1996, funding of the higher education systems
within the US State of South Carolina changed with the passage of Act 359:
CEST 2004/4
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Table C.3: P RICE G ROUPS FOR D IFFERENT S UBJECT C LASSES (R ESEARCH ).
Subject Class
A
B
C

Description of Subjects
high cost laboratory and clinical subjects
intermediate cost subjects
other subjects

Cost Weight
1.6
1.3
1.0

it was mandated that a “performance system for determining institutional
funding” (Commission on Higher Education, 2002a, p. 1.3) be developed
and used. South Carolina is a state of a bit more than 4 million inhabitants
and a per capita income of 81% of the US average (year 2001) (Commission
on Higher Education, 2002b). Its public higher education system encompasses three research universities15 , nine four-year colleges and teaching
universities, five two-year regional campuses, and sixteen technical colleges. In the fall of 2001, total head-count enrollment in the public higher
education system was close to 160,000, of which close to 60% — or ca. 92,000
— were enrolled in the twelve senior institutions (i.e. research universities
and four-year colleges and teaching universities combined). Another ca.
34,000 students were enrolled in private senior institutions. Total state appropriations for post-secondary education (fiscal year 2001–02) amounted
to circa $ 750 million (Commission on Higher Education, 2002b, p. 100).
In order to assess the impact of state appropriations better, we shall look
at the revenues and current funds expenditures of two research universities: Clemson, and the University of South Carolina (USC) at Columbia.
Clemson University has an enrollment of circa 17,100 (Fall 2001) and an
annual budget of roughly $ 310 million, while the enrollment of the USC
at Columbia is circa 23,000 (Fall 2001) and the annual budget is roughly $
410 million. The revenue and expenditure sheets of the two universities are
shown in Tables C.4 and C.5. In the case of Clemson University, state appropriations which are subject to performance budgeting amount to 41.4%
of the total budget16 ; and in the case of USC at Columbia, corresponding
state appropriations amount to 40.9%.
The original aim of South Carolina’s funding system was to fund 100%
of state appropriations (amounting, as I have mentioned above, to roughly
$ 750 million) on the basis of assessed performance. In the fiscal year 1997–
98 $ 4.5 million were distributed, in 1998–99 $ 270 million, and “all appropriated general operating funding in the years thereafter” (Commission on
Higher Education, 2002a, p. I.3).

15

Clemson University, the University of South Carolina at Columbia, and the Medical
University of South Carolina.
16
Additional state appropriations flow in the forms of research grants and contracts.
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Table C.4: C LEMSON U NIVERSITY: Current Funds for Educational and
General Operations (E&G), in % (Fiscal Year 2000–01) (Commission on
Higher Education, 2002b, p. 104).
R EVENUES BY S OURCE
Tuition and Fees
State Appropriations
Federal Appropriations
Local Appropriations
Govern. Grants & Contracts
Federal
State
Local
Private Gifts, Grants, &c.
Endowment Income
Sales & Services
Other Sources
Total Revenues

% of E&G
29.8
41.4
0.0
0.0
14.1
1.5
0.2
9.0
0.4
0.0
3.5
100.0

E XPENDITURES
Instruction
Research
Public Service
Acad. Support & Libraries
Student Services
Institutional Support
Operation & Maintenance
Scholarships & Fellowships
Mandatory Transfers
Non-Mandatory Transfers

Total Expenditures

% of E&G
34.6
19.6
2.9
8.9
3.9
5.2
7.4
15.4
0.6
1.5

100.0

Table C.5: USC AT C OLUMBIA : Current Funds for Educational and General Operations (E&G), in % (Fiscal Year 2000–01) (Commission on Higher
Education, 2002b, p. 105).
R EVENUES BY S OURCE
Tuition and Fees
State Appropriations
Federal Appropriations
Local Appropriations
Govern. Grants & Contracts
Federal
State
Local
Private Gifts, Grants, &c.
Endowment Income
Sales & Services
Other Sources
Total Revenues

CEST 2004/4

% of E&G
26.7
40.9
0.0
0.0
17.4
6.1
0.1
4.8
0.1
3.5
0.4
100.0

E XPENDITURES
Instruction
Research
Public Service
Acad. Support & Libraries
Student Services
Institutional Support
Operation & Maintenance
Scholarships & Fellowships
Mandatory Transfers
Non-Mandatory Transfers

Total Expenditures

% of E&G
37.4
19.2
6.7
10.3
3.5
5.8
6.8
10.1
0.0
0.3

100.0
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Indicators of Performance Funding. South Carolina’s systems is devised
with four educational sectors in mind: (i) research universities, (ii) teaching institutions (four-year colleges and teaching universities), (iii) two-year
regional campuses, and (iv) technical colleges. To assess performance in
these four sectors, Act 359 identifies 37 performance indicators, grouped
into nine categories (Commission on Higher Education, 2001, p. 35):
1. Mission Focus:
(a) expenditures of funds to achieve institutional mission;
(b) curricula offered to achieve mission;
(c) approval of mission statement;
(d) adoption of a strategic plan to support the mission statement;
(e) attainment of goals of the strategic plan.
2. Quality of Faculty:
(a) academic and other credentials of professors and instructors;
(b) performance review system for faculty to include student and
peer evaluations;
(c) post-tenure review for tenured faculty;
(d) compensation of faculty;
(e) availability of faculty to students outside the classroom;
(f) community or public service activities of faculty for which no
extra compensation is paid.
3. Instructional Quality:
(a) class sizes and student-faculty ratios;
(b) number of credit hours taught by faculty;
(c) ratio of full-time faculty as compared to other full-time employees;
(d) accreditation of degree-granting programs;
(e) institutional emphasis on quality teacher education and reform.
4. Institutional Cooperation and Collaboration:
(a) sharing and use of technology, programs, equipment, supplies,
and source matter experts within the institution, with other institutions, and the business community;
(b) cooperation and collaboration with private industry.
5. Administrative Efficiency:
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(a) percentage of administrative — as compared to academic — costs;
(b) use of best management practices;
(c) elimination of unjustified duplication of and waste in administrative and academic programs;
(d) amount of general overhead.
6. Entrance Requirements:
(a) SAT and ACT scores of student body;
(b) high school standing, grade point averages, and activities of student body;
(c) post-secondary non-academic achievement of student body;
(d) priority on enrolling in-state students.
7. Graduates’ Achievements:
(a) graduation rate;
(b) employment rate for graduates;
(c) employer feedback of graduates who were — or were not — employed;
(d) scores of graduates on post-graduate professional, graduate or
employment-related examinations and certification tests;
(e) number of graduates who continue their education;
(f) credit hours earned of graduates.
8. User-Friendliness of Institution:
(a) transferability of credits to and from the institution;
(b) continuing education programs for graduates and others;
(c) accessibility to the institution of all citizens of the State.
9. Research Funding:
(a) financial support for reform in teacher education;
(b) amount of public and private sector grants.
After the design of the system in 1996, not all indicators were used during implementation. For each educational sector, a subset of indicators was
eventually chosen to be used in the assessment exercise. For the first education sector, i.e. the three research universities, 14 performance indicators
were chosen (Commission on Higher Education, 2002a, pp. II.3–II.4)17 .
17

1b, 1c, 1d/e (combined); 2a and 2d; 3d; 4a/b (combined); 5a; 6a/b (combined); 7a, 7d;
8c; 9a and 9b.
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Model of Performance Assessment. South Carolina uses a simple formula
to calculate an overall performance score of an institution:
Si =

n
X

aij ,

for all i ∈ I

(C.9)

j=1

where I is a set of institutions, j = 1, . . . n denotes an index of performance
indicators; aij is a measure of indicator attainment, defined on the interval
of 1 ≤ aij ≤ 3, and associated with institution i ∈ I and indicator j; and Si
is the calculated performance score of institution i. To normalize Si on the
original interval of [1, 3], the Commission on Higher Education calculates
Ŝi =

1
Si
n

(C.10)

where 1 ≤ Ŝi ≤ 3. The formula C.9 represents a simplified version of a
model popular since at least the 1950s. If one defines I to be a set of alternatives — i.e. courses of actions or decision options, if J is a set of objectives
to be pursued, wij ≥ 0 is a (relative) weight attached to objective j ∈ J by
pursuing (or choosing) i ∈ I, and aij ≥ 0 is a measure of attainment of
alternative i with regard to objective j, then
Si =

X

wij aij ,

for all i ∈ I

(C.11)

j∈J

where Si denotes a score — or performance measure — of alternative i.
That course of action or option i shall be chosen whose performance measure Si is largest.
In the case where wij = 1, model C.11 reduces to model C.9. Both
models are appropriate only if, for any two objectives or indicators j, k ∈ J,
j and k can be considered ‘independent’ (Fishburn, 1964, Chapter 10). If
(ai1 , ai2 , . . . aim ) is a vector of attainment measures of alternative i, and if
vi (ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aim ) and vij (aij ) are value functions, value independence is
given, for all i ∈ I, whenever

vi (ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aim ) = vi1 (ai1 ) + vi2 (ai2 ) + · · · + vim (aim )

(C.12)

But this is unlikely the case in the present context, and no provisions were
made in the South Carolina model to test for value independence18 .
18

If one takes the original 37 performance measures, a range of interdependencies are obvious: for example, 2a (academic and other credentials of professors and instructors) and 2d
(compensation of faculty) are clearly not independent; the same holds in the case of 3a (class
sizes and student-faculty ratios) and 3b (number of credit hours taught by faculty); or for 5a
(percentage of administrative costs as compared to academic costs) and 5d (amount of general overhead); or 6a (SAT and ACT scores of student body) and 6b (high school standing,
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Mission Resource Requirements. In the case of South Carolina’s funding
system, amounts of funding are calculated in function of mission resource
requirements (MRR) and performance scores Ŝi as described above (see
definition C.10).
Projected education and general costs Eti for period t and institution i
are calculated on the base of the formula (Commission on Higher Education, 2001, p. 6–8)

Eti = 1.25[0.3Rt−1,i + 0.25Pt−1,i + λi (Bt−2,i ) + γi (Bt−2,i ) + δi (fi , pi )] (C.13)
where Rt−1,i denote research expenditures, Pt−1,i denote public service expenditures, λi (Bt−2,i ) calculates library resources in function of the number of students Bt−2,i enrolled during period t − 2, γi (Bt−2,i ) calculates
student service resources in function of the number of students enrolled,
δi (fi , pi ) calculates physical plant resources in function of square footage
fi and perimeter length pi allocated to educational and general operations,
and the factor 1.25 is a provision for general administrative costs.
In order to assess mission resource requirements (MRR), the South Carolina model specifies that average institutional revenues, collected to cover
tuition and fees during the past three years, have to be deduced from projected education and general costs. Average institutional revenues Tti are
given by
3

Tti =

1X
Ft−l,i
3

(C.14)

l=1

where Fti denotes tuition and fees of institution i assessed for period t.
Mission resource requirements Mti , i.e. the amount of funding necessary
“to continue to operate at acceptable levels” (Commission on Higher Education, 2002a, p. I.7), is then defined as the difference between the projected
education and general costs and the previous three-year average of institutional income from tuition and fees
Mti = Eti − Tti

(C.15)

and
Mt =

X

Mti

(C.16)

i∈I

are the MRR for the entire state. Furthermore,
grade point averages, and activities of student body) versus 7a (graduation rate), 7b (employment rate for graduates) and 7d (scores of graduates on post-graduate professional,
graduate or employment related examinations and certification tests). The remaining set of
14 indicators retains some of the interdependencies.
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pti =

Mt
Mti

(C.17)

is the assessed share of institution i of the State’s total MRR during period
t.
Performance Funding. Now, performance funding does not automatically allocate the entire amount of MRR (i.e. of Mti ). In order to receive appropriations in the same amount as those of the previous year (i.e. year
t − 1), an institution has to be assessed — at least to ‘achieve standards’. If
an institution is being assessed to operate below standards, a reduction in
appropriations will occur, and the thus saved monies will be redistributed
to institutions. Funds for reallocation have two sources: (i) newly dedicated State funds, i.e. “current year’s appropriations for distribution”, and
(ii) “disincentive funds”, i.e. funds redirected from institutions which were
judged to operate below standards. If an institution “does not achieve standards” in year t, 3% of its appropriations of year t−1 will be deducted in the
appropriations’ calculation for year t; likewise, if an institution “substantially does not achieve standards”, the corresponding reduction amounts
to 5%. These deductions will flow into a reallocation account to be redistributed. If Ati denote the amount of appropriations received by institution
i during period t,

Ati = 0.97xti At−1,i + 0.95yti At−1,i + (1 − xti )At−1,i + (1 − yti )At−1,i (C.18)
where xti = 1 if institution i did not “achieve standards” during period t −
1, 0 else; yti = 1 if institution i “substantially” did not “achieve standards”
during period t − 1, 0 else; and xti yti = 0. Furthermore,
Dti = 0.03xti At−1,i + 0.05yti At−1,i

(C.19)

are the institutional disincentive funds funnelled into the redistribution
fund and
Gt =

X

Dti + Ht

(C.20)

i∈I

are the total funds available for redistribution: total disincentive funds plus
additional discretionary funds Ht made available by the Government, i.e.
“new dollars” appropriated by the legislature.
Institutional appropriations are based on the performance score Ŝi an
institution receives (see definition C.10). The score defined on the interval
[1, 3] is given the meaning defined in Table C.6. Ŝi is being translated into
funding percentages bti by a function ψ : [1, 3] → [0, 100] so that bti = ψ(Ŝi ).
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Table C.6: S OUTH C AROLINA’ S F UNDING S YSTEM : Performance Categories by Score and Funding Percentages (Commission on Higher Education, 2002b, p. 105).
P ERFORMANCE C ATEGORY
substantially exceeds standards
exceeds standards
achieves standards
does not achieve standards
substantially does not achieve standards

Score Ŝi (Range)
2.85 – 3.00
2.60 – 2.84
2.00 – 2.59
1.45 – 1.99
1.00 – 1.44

Funding bti (Range)
95 – 100%
87 – 94%
67 – 86%
48 – 66%
33 – 47%

All institutions are eligible for funds from this account, even those judged
to perform below standards19 , and their individual share is given by:
Uti = bti (pti Gt )

C.3

(C.21)

California’s Master Plan

Regulations which characterize higher education in the State of California
stand in contrast to those covered previously (see Appendices C.1 and C.2).
California’s initial Master Plan was devised in 1960 to respond to the “tidal
wave” of new student populations, i.e. the children of the “baby boom”
after World War II (Kerr, 2001a)20 . The Master Plan recognized the enormous role of public higher education in economic and social development,
and it provided access to higher education for all high school graduates in
the State. It devised a trinary system consisting of Community Colleges,
institutions which would be embraced by the State University of California System, and finally institutions which fall under the umbrella of the
University of California System. Access to the top two levels of higher education was curtailed by a policy which would draw the top eighth portion
of the respective high school classes to the University of California System,
and the top third of the respective classes to the State University of California System. Community Colleges had an open access policy.
Today (i.e. 2002), 6.7% of California’s population (or 2,355,000 people)
attend — part-time or full-time — institutions of higher education, and
19
In addition, additional — separate — funds may be set aside for “performance improvements” specifically for institutions which did not meet standards; see (Commission
on Higher Education, 2001, p. 36).
20
Clark Kerr, in his testimony August 24, 1999, before the Joint Committee to Develop
a Master Plan for Education, Kindergarten through University, states: “[. . . ] we faced this
enormous tidal wave, 600,000 students added to higher education in California in a single
decade. There were new campuses to be built, faculty members had to be hired, and so
forth, and it looked like an enormous, perhaps impossible, challenge before us”.
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Table C.7: E NROLLMENT I NDICATORS AND S TUDENT P OPULATIONS OF
THE C ALIFORNIA H IGHER E DUCATION S YSTEM , by Level of Higher Education, based on (State of California, 2003).
E NROLLMENT I NDICATOR
student population (numbers)
student population (FTE)
FTE to numbers of students

Community
Colleges
74%
45%
1:4.5

California
State University
17%
33%
1:1.4

University of
California
9%
22%
1:1.05

5.8% attend public institutions (State of California, 2003). If we focus on
enrollment in public institutions and in terms of student numbers, close to
three fourth of all students attend Community Colleges, while the remaining quarter enrolls either at the California State University or at the University of California System (see Table C.7). If we concentrate on full-time
equivalents (FTE), less than half of all students are enrolled in Community
Colleges, a third attends the State University System, and over 20% attend
the University of California System. We notice that these figures deviate
some from the normative shares mentioned before, and this is so because
the percentages of full-time students are lower in community colleges and
in institutions of the State University System than in institutions of the University of California System.
Ever since, the Californian Higher Education System has been heralded
as being exemplary within the US if not the world. The trinary system was
based on a social contract, i.e. a partnership model
“[. . . ] in which the state commits to an adequate and stable level of funding for higher education in exchange for a commitment by the institutions to
achieve specific outcomes in areas that further state goals (e.g., providing access to all eligible students, reducing ‘time-to-degree’, increasing the production of graduates in high-need areas like teaching and engineering/computer
science, etc.) [. . . ] State goals are made explicit and institutional progress is
monitored. By linking achievement of the goals to explicit state commitments
on resources, it makes clear that reducing resources will have particular and
usually adverse consequences for the state”21 .

This partnership model provided for the control of (i) the student populations of the three levels of higher education and (ii) the corresponding
funds which would flow into the higher education system.
Some 40 years after the original Master Plan, a new plan is being drafted
(State of California, July 2002). This new draft of a Master Plan is not
21
University of California, “A Perspective on Developing a New Master Plan”, Annex to
a letter of Richard C. Atkinson, President of the University of California System, to Senator
Alpert, May 8, 2002. We should note here, in passing, that this social contract is not based
on a performance funding scheme.
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restricted to higher education as such, but covers the entire educational
spectrum, from pre-Kindergarten to University. This much broader spectrum evolved because various aims of higher education — equal opportunity, broader access of economically disadvantaged students, etc. — cannot
be pursued without looking at opportunities and barriers which show up
much earlier in the educational pipeline. Furthermore, higher education
is also responsible for the education and reeducation of teachers, faculty,
counsellors , staff and administrators, and for research findings in the fields
of teaching, learning, curriculum development, families, environment, and
social services delivery; hence, higher education is also indirectly responsible for the quality of primary and secondary education.
The current draft of the Master Plan of California contains 55 major
recommendations. The first 21 pertain to the question as to how to assure and improve “access to high quality education” on all levels. In this
context, a range of issues are being covered: conditions which are conducive to learning, particularly in the early phases of child development;
access to qualified and “inspiring” teachers; access to rigorous, successful curricula on all levels of education; participation in California’s public
universities; access to modern textbooks and instructional material, and
access to adequate learning support services; access to and provision of
qualified administrators and educational personnel serving in schools and
campuses; and access to a physical school or campus environment that is
“safe, well-equipped, and well-maintained”. The next 7 major recommendations address the question of “achievement of students”. Issues such
as the assessment of students’ needs and educational progress are being
covered; the “alignment and coordination of curricula, assessment, admissions, and placement” in support of transfer processes and the transition
between grade levels and school districts, between high school and college,
and between colleges and universities; and the professional development
and preparation of teacher and faculty. The following 16 major recommendations pertain to “accountability for learner outcomes and institutional
performance”. Here, accountability systems and responsibilities are delineated, from those of the Governor, to those of regional offices of education,
to those of governing boards and education commissions. The last 11 major
recommendations pertain to the “affordability of a high quality education
system”. In this context issues such as early child care and education are
addressed, quality monitoring, tax measures to secure educational income,
the stability of resource allocation, student charges, space planning and the
multiple usage of facilities, as well as shared responsibilities.
The draft of the new Master Plan does not specify outcomes or specific
means of development. Rather, the plan is intended to act as a broad framework for policy development, with a longer planning horizon in mind. The
policies, in turn, would guide educational development and management,
and they could be adapted or changed as required by changing conditions.
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